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RESTRICTED

This Technical Manual supersedes TM 9-1225, dated 15 April 1943; Changes No. 1, dated
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Section |

INTRODUCTION

I, SCOPE.

a. This Technical Manual is published for the information and
guidance of ordnance maintenance personnel. It contains detailed in-
structions for inspection, disassembly, assembly, maintenance, and
repair of the following materiel:
Browning machine guns

Cal. .50, M2, aircraft, basic
Cal. .50, M2, water-cooled, flexible
Cal. 50, M2, heavy-barrel, fixed
Cal. .50, M2, heavy-barrel, flexible
Cal. .50, M2, heavy-barrel, turret type

Water Chest, Cal. .50, M3
Ammunition Chest, Cal. .50, M2
Machine gun mounts

_ Tripod Mount, Cal. .50, M3 and Antiaircraft Elevator Cradle,
Cal. .50, Ml

Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. 50, M2Al1
Antiaircraft Mount, Cal, 50, M3
Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M63

_b. This manual does not contain information on operation, ad-
Justment, and maintenance normally performed by the using arm,
since such information is available to ordnance maintenance person-
nel in TM 9-225, TM 9-226, and FM 23-65, The information on the
guns in this manual deals with all listed models and types simul-
taneously, with exceptions for certain models or types being noted
where necessary.

 & Comparison With Preceding Edition. This
© Technical

“Manual differs from TM, 9-1225, dated 15 April 1943, by numerous
Small changes and the following important additions and changes:

-_ (1) _ Deletion of all information on the Aircraft Fixed and Flexible
‘Guns M1921 and the Water-cooled Gun M1921A].
__ (2) Addition of information on the Heavy-barrel, Turret-type
Guns M2.
ae (3) Addition of information on the water chest, ammunition
Chest, mounts, and elevator cradle listed above.

hi 1
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL. .50, M2 ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

Section Il

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GUNS.

a, The Aircraft Basic Browning Machine Gun, Cal, .50, M2 is an

air-cooled; recoil-operated, alternate-feed gun which may be mounted
on either a rigid, turret, or a hand-operated mount,

(1) The basic gun shown in figure 1 is equipped with a trigger
bar, trigger bar pin assembly, bolt stud, bolt latch bracket, and a back
plate with horizontal buffer assembly.

(2) Under different circumstances, the aircraft basic gun may be
equipped with a retracting slide group assembly (fig. 2), an operating
slide group assembly (fig. 3), a spade grip back plate assembly, or a
combination of these assemblies. The basic gun and these assemblies
are separate items of issue.

(3) Synchronizing mechanisms, solenoids, and various other
special mechanisms are supplied by the Army Air Forces,

b. The Water-cooled, Flexible-type Browning Machine Gun,
Cal, 50, M2 (fig. 4) is a recoil-operated, water-cooled, alternate-feed
gun. It can be equipped with a retracting slide group assembly, a
flexible back plate having a trigger and trigger safety, or a spade
grip back plate assembly. The front and rear sights have been re-

moved. The front sight base is retained for locating an antiaircraft
sight,

¢. The Heavy-barrel Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, fixed,
flexible, and turret types, are air-cooled, recoil-operated, alternate-
feed guns. The main difference between this type of gun and other
types of Guns, Cal. 50 M2 is the heavy barrel, the barrel support,
and the oil buffer assembly. The barrel of this type of gun must be
unscrewed and removed through the front of the gun before the oil
buffer group and barrel extension can be removed from the gun. The
heavy barrel does not recoil with as much force as the lighter barrels,
and ‘therefore, the oil buffer piston valve assembly, the oil buffer
gland packing, packing gland ring, packing gland spring, relief valve,
relief valve spring, relief valve screw, and oil have been omitted.
These heavy-barrel guns are installed in mounts of several different
types, in combat vehicles and tanks, or are used as ground guns
mounted on the Machine Gun Tripod Mounts, Cal. 50, M3 and M63.

(1) The Heavy-barrel, Fixed Gun M2 shown in figure 5 is
equipped with a basic back plate with horizontal buffer assembly
(vertical buffer assembly may be used), and retracting slide group
assembly for fixed installations in tanks. This gun can also be

2
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RIGHT SIDE VIEW

LEFT SIDE VIEW

RA PD 50937

Figure 2—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, Aircraft, Basic, Equipped With Retracting
Slide Group Assembly
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RIGHT SIDE VIEW

LEFT SIDE VIEW

RA PD 50936

Figure 3—Browning Machine Gun, Cai. .50, M2, Aircraft, Basic, Equipped With Operating
Slide Group Assembly
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re.

LEFT SIDE VIEW

Figure 4—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. 50, M2, Water-cooled, Flexible
RA PD 51073
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= " LEFT SIDE VIEW :

Figure 5—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, Heavy-barrel, Fixed

RA PD 91817
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LEFT SIDE VIEW

Figure 6—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. -50, M2, Heavy-barrel, Flexible
RA PD 50942
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LEFT SIDE VIEW

Figure 7—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. 50, M2, Heav
Barrel Support

RA PD 91958

RA PD 91959
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—-BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL. .50, M2 ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

mounted on the Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M2Al,
when the barrel support adapter Ci21036 is used in place of the
barrel support. In these installations a side plate trigger is used.

(2) The Heavy-barrel, Flexible Gun, M2, as shown in figure 6,
is equipped with a bolt latch, a spade grip back plate assembly which
includes a bolt Jatch release, and a retracting slide group assembly
for flexible mounting in combat vehicles and tanks, or on the Tripod
Mount MS.

(3) The Heavy-barrel, Turret-type Gun M2 (shown in figs. 7
and 8) may be described as the aircraft basic gun with the following
modifications:

(a) The barfel and jacket have been removed and replaced with
the heavy barrel.

(b) The gun is charged by means of the retracting slide.
(c) The gun is provided with a barrel support or Edgewater

adapter, depending on the type of installation. The barrel support is
used with the Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, heavy-barrel,
turret-type when the gun is mounted on the Multiple Machine Gun
Mount, Cal. 50, M45. The Edgewater adapter is used when the gun
is mounted on the Twin Machine Gun Mount, Cal, .50, M33. The
adapter is a spring-ring, recoil absorber. It consists of an inner shell
which is threaded onto the trunnion block and an outer shell con-

taining a series of overlapping spring rings. The springs consist of an

overlapping inner and outer set with beveled and engaging surfaces.
When the gun recoils, the springs act together to compress the inner
rings and expand the outer rings. The recoil is neutralized by the
frictional engagement of the rings.

38. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ACCESSORIES AND
MOUNTS. ,

a. Accessories.
(1) WATER CHEST, CAL. .50, M3. This water chest (fig. 9)

consists of a hand-operated, chain-driven rotor pump mounted in a

steel chest with the necessary hose and connections. The pump is
operated while firing, causing circulation of water in the water jacket
of the gun, thereby keeping the gun barrel coo], This chest has a

capacity of 8 gallons.
(2) AMMUNITION CHEST, CAL. 50, M2. This ammunition chest

(fig. 10) provides a convenient means of handling and feeding belted
ammunition. The chest is provided with a removable crank for use in
loading, is made of steel, and is equipped with a hinge so that the
upper half may be swung back for purposes of filling and cleaning.
Latches are provided for locking the upper half in place. The upper

10
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ae RA PD 86099

eae Figure 9?—Water Ches#, Cal. .50, M3, 1-C-3506 w/Hose

he RA PD 86100

“Figure 10—-Ammunition Chest, Cal. .50, M2, 4-C-1138-40
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL. .50, M2 ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

TOP VIEW BOTTOM VIEW

RA PD 91905

Figure 12—Hand Linker-Delinker, Cal. .50, M12, 41-L-1604

12
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

half is provided with a spindle or reel with fins, which is rotated by a

removable crank; a cartridge filler piece located around the spindle
and mating with the fins; and a spring-operated stop to hold the belt

on the reel while closing the chest. The lower half is provided with
rollers to facilitate feeding, and a spring-operated stop to prevent the
ammunition belt from dropping back when the tension is released,
When reversing the feed, the cartridge filler piece must also be re-

’ versed. To reverse the cartridge filler piece, loosen the set screw and
‘slide horizontally on spindle until in position between the projectile
ends of the rounds. To hold the cartridge filler piece in a locked
:Beecestion, tighten the set screw.

(3) LINK-DELINKING MACHINE, CAL, 50, M7, 1-M-72-625 (fig.
741): This maching és designed for the delinking as well as the link-
_ ing of ammunition. The linking mechanism is used for rapid loadingof ammunition into metallic links. The delinking apparatus consistsofan L-shaped bar attached to the machine by means of longer hinge
"pins and separating pins set in the base. All Link-loading Machines,

al. .50, M2 are being modified to Linking and Delinking Machines,c . 50, M7 by MWO ORD Al19-W5.
ias(4) Hann LiInKer-DELINKER, CAL, .50, M12, 41-L-1604 (fig. 12).4Thi¢ hand linker-delinker can be used to extract a defective round
at ickly and relink at any point in a cal, .50 metallic link belt. This
eea1 will insert or extract a single cartridge and will position three

Tidges.,6) Variousaccessories are provided for use in the cleaning and
imairitenance of the weapon. The names or general characteristics
olf‘most. of these accessories: indicate their use and application and

,th, therefore, not covered in this manual.

ihb Machine Gun Mounts.es MACHINE GUN TRIPOD Mount, CAL. .50, M3. This mount
¢ 13)is a variable-height, folding tripod with telescoping legs. The
Mount is intended for ground fire but can be used up to a limited angle
porpeotlaircratt fire. It mounts a Machine Gun, Cal. 50, M2, heavy-

@) ANTIAIRCRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE, CAL. .50, Mt. This
pra dle’ (fig. 14) is an accessory to andis used in conjunction with the

Msachine Gun Tripod Mount, Cal, 50, M3, The principal componentsit ie elevator cradle for this mount are the tripod legs, elevator, and
cretadle, The legs rest on the ground while the elevator pintle fits into
thePintle seat in the head of the tripod. Themount with Cradle M1
heophi the Browning Machine Gun, Cal. 50, M2, heavy-barrel,
Hexible,

QB) MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT Mount, Cav. .50, M2A\1.
This§ mount (fig. 15) is designed for supporting the Browning Machine

. 13°

e
e



RA PD 43227

Figure 13—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, Heavy-barrel, Flexible, Mounted on Machine
Gun Tripod Mount, Cal. .50, M3
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Be?m, RA PD 82820

Figurure.Tae sarowaing Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, Heavy-barrel, .

plexble, Mounted on Antiaircraft Elevator Cradle, Cal. 50,
BM and Machine Gun Tripod Mount Cal, .50, M3

sun,a‘. 50, M2, water-cooled, The chief components of the mount
are thecradle, pintle, pedestal, back rest, and tripod legs. By re-
Movingthe tripod legs and assembling a pedestal base, the mount

ay beinstalled in a permanent position, When assembled with
eesta1 base, the mount is designated as Antiaircraft Machine Gun
PecdestaMount, Cal. 50, M2Al. A simple Antiaircraft Sight M1,

ouoctpointing, ;is clamped to the forward end of the water jacket
eurin.This sightis supplied as an accessory to the mount. This

|euntfithies: been modified (MWO A37-W14) to include an armor
shield |attached to the mount for the protection of the gunner, consist-

ae 15
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RA PD 60276

Figure 15—Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, Water-cooled,
Flexible, Mounted on Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal.

.50, M2AlI With Antiaircraft Sight, and Without Shields

ing of lower shield, lower shield support, and upper shield. To balance
the mount after attaching the armor shield, a counterbalance of 23

_ pounds of lead shot is poured into the hollow back rest. The mount
with shield attached and without antiaircraft sight is shown in
figure 16,

(4) MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT Mount, CAL. .50, M3, The
principal components of this mount (fig. 17) are the cradle, pintle,
pedestal, base rings, and tripod legs. Two protecting shields are at-
tached to the mount. The mount supports a Browning Machine Gun,
Cal, .50, M2, water-cooled, flexible. When other models of the
Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2 are used with this mount, a

counterweight is assembled to the front of the cradle to balance gun
when assembled to the cradle (fig. 18). The rear gun cradle bracket
is being modified to insure that all Water-cooled Guns M2 will assem-
ble into the mount cradle. Also a trigger release spring A7100105 1s

now being assembled to the frame under the trigger lock housing to
insure return of trigger control mechanism to normal position when
grips are depressed.

16
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

RA PD 82818

|ireWisctrownlng Machine Gun, Cal, .50, M2 Water-cooled,
miexiPle, Mounted on Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal.

3“50, M2AlI With Shields and Without Antiaircraft Sight

(5)hsMACHINE. GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT Mount, CAL. .50, M63.
ahis| is'a four-legged, low-silhouette, portable mount (fig. 19) de-
sigtned primarily for the Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, heavy-
bearrel.‘Inan emergency, the AircraftBasic Gun, Cal. .50, M2, or the
WeateTCcooled Gun, Cal. .50, M2, can also be mounted. In addition, all
™eichineguns,cal. 30, can be mounted on this mount. No antiaircraft
Sif htsare Brovicied with this mount.

einaaTa clad aR A Aa AR 61.00 Ib
weightof.‘SNH | iy ee ate 9.50 or 9.85 Ib
ly oeof Tetracting slide group assembly.........,................ 3.00 Ib

ight |of Operating slide group assembly .............000000.. 1.50 Ib
eth ofgun with retracting slide group assembly........ 56.25 in.
ath of gun with operating slide group assembly.......... 57.00 in.
th:of' barrel PEPE Gite chou ys atkri te sraine os py ste aytj amar eamerlae Mee aoe: 36.00 in,
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL. .50, MZ ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

RA PD 22775

Figure 17—-Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, Water-cooled,
Flexible, Mounted on Machine Gun Antiaircraftt

Mounf, Cal. .50, M3

Number \of landsMandl sfoOvesi winavi ciiersssiccriysastinrs: 8
Rifling—right-hand twist................. DA ive tes hidohact 1 turh in 15 in.
Ratecofenren cue aPOMP hese 750 to 850 rounds per min

(2) CAL, 50, M2, WATER-COOLED, FLEXIBLE.
Weight ofsigun -Wntuyiasscebee ecu ic Wome ees abana 100.50 lb
Weight of gun with water....... AUEET CRRA ea Uoielanelik Ueto aaa 121.00 Ib
WEISNUIOLFDALTOl Ofiiataccscesicssehen sve Ma ee NS tee ‘a aeeenod ‘17.08 1b

Length of gun .......... Pad, A OTE OM ee Aelia 4Ee 66.00 in.
Length of barrel ................ seinerAMR Lee seta bpcicletees cones 45.00 in.
Nilmber.of) lands «and ‘groovesiis7 iis .0: teen mere ls eden ernners 8
Rifling—tright-hand twist...................Caea uae 1 turn in 15 in.
ReAtevOr seni re ayy pivrsevctsa din Us vn vasa sf eerie es 550 to 700 rounds- per min

> (3) Cav, 50, M2, HEAVY-BARREL, FIXED AND FLEXIBLE,
Welshit ofufixed ounies. 5 eysgees een recit ye chee area 82.00 Ib
Weight of flexible gun ........ US THER CET cg rete cae ht cee 84.00 Ib
Weight of barrel ............. a eS TESS RET RRR ee cs eR Mont CT RS 28.00 Ib
Length of gun)...0...0....... CAT RTE haeEIRENEee 65.13 in.
Length of barrel
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Pi RA PD 91909

FiciHg 18—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M3 With
.ee Counterbalance Assembled

Numbrof lands and grooves...................: TaaCay 8
Rifling—right-hand twist..0....00...ccccccseceereee 1 turn in 15 in,
Reate <SIU Ee ay RsigacscisscnabiasPRN RCE DEY450 to 550rounds per min.

edtae .

G4a‘CAL, 50, M2, HAV YR LEBEL TURRET-TYPE,
‘eightofgun equipped with barrel support .................... 80.00 Ib

Weightofgun equipped with Edgewater adapter.............. 81.00 Ib;/€lgght ¢DEMUSETOLE RON adil rs ies cits ACN ceile Mess Gosden 28.00 Ib
aeols 195i)AEA Gy Uh OAT EAN LN 65.13 in.
engthofbarrel dil eR ULR CEA LAR RR REC SOUT aD TREE ea 45.00 in.
lumber oOflands and grooveEs.....ceccccscssesesssvevessesescaseaveveee 8
fli} g—r h -handBeene: rig. k VICE MLSKena oul sca RTT Men eel ek cutie 1 turn in 15 in.

Nate offire...1 OSACEO Lanes UES)Oe 450 to 550 rounds per minie
WaterChest, Cal, .50, M3.

eight (empty BETHMUOGE,) tilt ieAtueersrarnncients 74.50 tb
epcly . noBere trdl i's Wanhenyvegarne Ni MOOR eeneha. 8 gal

% Anmminition Chest, Cal. .50, M2.
ae (empty) PMEcs tereteeineceeLAang id Bes ees 32 Ib
yaseh eri Siaiis hoes sig vevsgaavqsthuwersessesy iA RR , 200 rounds
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RA PD 22778

Figure 19—-Browning Machine Gun, Cal, .50, M2, Heavy-barrel,
Mounted on Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M63

d. Mounts,
(1) MACHINE GUN TRIPOD Mount, Cat, .50, M3.

WV GISTGy eget sty Pete ren leh oan ees) tie pehi§ Colka ere nan vareee 44 Ib
Maximum elevation ...............0.008 FAG LSEE Ty A WahbeoK Cin Leta 5.6 deg
Mia itr Un CeO SSION 52225 s Veraninckieskiseredcshoes hve clued sokavenen ety 14 deg
PET AVOLSO) Sy Hiei chs) cide ssi Tiatr baat Saehcas has vebensT an LCE ar acide oS 360, deg

(2), ANTIAIRCRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE, CAL, .50, M1.
Weigntiwithetwiount, Cali 50; Moi een cersasusretneenc. 90.20 Ib
WVLGXIMUIN FELEV ATION hicsicers clea piceescea tar Oe Cetera teat dh cook Eh EO 82 deg
WVAGSATT IE CLOPLOSSIONL. 5. sakes vn sscncrseiuapssvcsdcan enone erie teaes remtieue? 16 deg
Syhig hg ania ree UA Bia oh | ORR ASI PRR Fy Re pag 0 360 deg

(3) MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT Mount, CAL, .50, M2Al1.
Weight (tripod type) without shields... 359.50 Ib
Weight (pedestal type) without shields............0.....0... 291.50 Ib
Weight, upper shield assembly (approx) ............00.600004. 72 Ib
Weight, lower shield assembly (approx) ................ Serateah 46 Ib
Maximum elevation .........................ASSESep eee 68.75 deg
Maximtim’ depression ry crrco. neers tis ise eer ee 15.00 deg
TPraverse nyse: 2p AS cart et aint uaa Reh ily « bo va HART ER OE 360.00 deg
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(4) © MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT Mount, CAL. .50, M3.
WEIONt: (ATIDOCutY DO) ing aks iudevees eultas be eeentie de iccdiolal Oe 380.00 Ib

Baweicht (pedestal type)§s.c.:siivenvcreiersuetecedecerssmuadysns 400.75 Ib
Maximum elevation .................... Ng RR eae eas i Bat Ae at fle 90,00 deg

:'Maximum depression ................... UE T Whack HU Ah eed OO 15.00 deg
‘|aaeveree pee Metaa pete tases san huccavecds ty ete PsA BRP EL, SE eeR Ee 360.00 deg

(5) MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT Mount, CAL. .50, M63.
By aig eee Hee GRAPH 1 SOE Marre tase Oty Mie ate Via 144 Ib
7 Maximum elevation eee tes Ci Se US 84 deg
: Befoximum depression

Traverse
Ps,

ve frq
Section III

INSPECTION

5"GENERAL.

Bay:Safety Precautions. Before inspecting the weapon, raise the
cover_and tetract the bolt sufficiently to make sure there are no

cartridges in the feedway, T-slot, or chamber. Never cock the gun
againstthe tension of driving springs with the back plate removed
from: the gun, as serious injury to personnel may result if the re-
teainingpin disengages from the receiver,

b."General. Inspection serves the purpose of determining the
cconditio:nof the materiel, whether or not repairs or adjustments are
‘equire qd; and what remedies are necessary to insure that the mate-
riel is innoperable condition, Before inspection is begun, the materiel
should 1De properly cleaned to remove any grease, dirt, or foreign
mattearyhich might interfere with its proper functioning or obscure
thetrue€ condition of the parts. General inspection instructions are

terinou be well pereed in maintenance procedures for the
1 and must have a working knowledge of the tools needed
pe tion (sec, IV).

Funcdlamentally, inspection is for the purpose of determining
neror not‘the materielis serviceable, or the extent of its service-bilae Imp:peortant but secondary purposes are the detection of in-

ent failure'and determination of whether or not proper care isa ‘

Bias 21
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being taken of the materiel and accessories. Serviceability, as inter-
preted in this section, is the ability of the materiel to perform its
intended functions completely.

b. In the event the materiel is found unserviceable or incipient
failures are disclosed, the cause and extent of unserviceability will
be determined, Such deficiencies as are found will be corrected on

the spot or corrective measures will be taken. If the materiel is
“deadlined” and sent to a higher echelon of maintenance for repair
it will be thoroughly and completely inspected, put into the best
possible condition that time, materials, and tactical circumstances
will allow, and returned to the using arm ready for immediate use.

c. It is often desirable to determine the general condition of
weapons, when complete disassembly of the parts is not possible or

desirable. When malfunctions develop, it is also important that the
gun be inspected and pertinent information recorded before the gun
is disassembled. This also applies to mounts and other materiel.
Such data will be very helpful in determining the true cause of im-
proper operation of the weapon and in correcting the trouble. In-
spection after disassembly is covered in the section pertaining to the
group, mount, or accessories. The gun should be carefully checked
for head space and timing (par. 9 c) and thoroughly cleaned before
inspecting for functioning.

7. REPORTS.

a. Suggested improvements in design, maintenance, safety, and
efficiency of operation prompted by chronic failure or malfunction
of the weapon, spare parts, accessories, or equipment should be for-
warded to the Office of the Chief of Ordnance, Field Service, Mainte-
nance Division, with all available pertinent information necessary
to initiate corrective action. This information should be reported on

WD AGO Form No, 468, Unsatisfactory Equipment Report. Such

suggestions are encouraged so that other organizations may benefit.
If WD AGO Form No. 468 is not available, refer to TM 38-250 for
list of data required on unsatisfactory equipment report.

b. Report to the responsible officer any persistent carelessness

or negligence in the observance of preventive maintenance procedures

and safety precautions. This report should be accompanied by recom-

mendations for correcting the unsatisfactory conditions. NOTE: The
inspector's aim is not to find fault with the using troops, but to be

helpful.

22
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8. MATERIEL IN GENERAL.

a. Lubrication. Check to see that the materiel is properly lubri-
cated in accordance with instructions in using-arm manuals.

b. Modifications. A check should be made to insure that all
:pauthorized modifications have been applied.

F c. Name Plates. Lettering on name, direction, and caution plates
should be legible.

d. Completeness. The materiel should be inspected for missing
“tolts fivets, screws, pins, equipment, etc.
fy.
as.e. Cracks. Plates, castings, and welds should be inspected for
icracks and breaks,

- f. Painting. If paint has deteriorated or become damaged, leav-
infig exposed portions of bare metal, the materiel should be repainted.

& Spare Parts and Equipment. These should be inspected for
ccompleteness and serviceability. Inspect covers.

ay

mye

reTHE GUN AS A UNIT.

fas Check general appearance. Note smoothness of operation by
pulling the retracting or operating slide to the rear and releasing.
Checkadjusting screw in the back plate for tightness. Observe the
opereation of the cover latch, making sure there is sufficient tension
on tt1Spring to keep the cover securely latched, Raise the cover and
check‘the action of the cover detent pawl. Move the belt feed lever
fro}m sideto side, making sure the belt feed mechanism moves freely
in itsfull‘travel in both directions. Check the bolt for evidence of
ust, ¢and inspect the extractor and ejector. Make sure the screws at
the :front of the barrel jacket (aircraft guns) and those used in at-
tachingthe retracting or operating slide are properly in place, and
that nocotter pins or locking wires are missing. Check back plate
latch¢ndlock for retention, and barrel jacket or water jacket for
tpene$sOn trunnion block. For test of guns after assembly, refer

) parasgraph 24,

a » SORagun is damaged by an accident, a complete report must
ui: Bes‘the ordnance office. Instructions for the disposition of
amarged pearts will then be forwarded by the ordnance office.

Heaad Space and Timing of the Guns. Guns which have de-
oes canAR EChictions should be carefully checked for head space
hea SStining before the weapons are disassembled, For malfunction of
ee TeScoil| due to causes other than incorrect head space or timing,

3T to pa agraph 47 r.
I

ee
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10. WATER CHEST, CAL. .50, M3, A037-03-00014.

a. Inspect chest as a unit for general condition and appearance.
Operate chest by turning handle and check to see that parts move

smoothly and function properly. Inspect for missing hose connec-

tion caps and like parts. Check for leaks especially around pump
packing.

11, AMMUNITION CHEST, CAL. .50, M2, A037-6528399.

a. Inspect chest as a unit for general condition and appearance.
Operate chest by turning handle and check for smooth action of reel.
Inspect interior of chest for dirt and grit in chest or reel mechanism.
Check hinges and latches for operation and security. Check attach-
ment slots in side of chest for wear, and lining for condition.

12. LINK-DELINKING MACHINE, CAL. .50, M7, 1--72-625.

a. Inspect the machine for general condition, rust, and smooth-
ness of operation, Use dummy cartridges and links to test operation
and check to see that cartridges are fully loaded into links, and
positively withdrawn,

13. HAND LINKER-DELINKER, CAL. .50, M12, 41-L-1604.

a. Inspect linker-delinker for general condition and operation.
Use dummy cartridges and links to test operation and see that car-

tridges are properly positioned in links and positively withdrawn.
Check mechanism for looseness, lost motion and wear, cracked handles,
and bent parts.

14, MACHINE GUN TRIPOD MOUNT, CAL. .50, M3, AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE; CAL. .50, Ml.

a. Inspect the mount as a unit for general condition and rigidity.
Check functioning of traversing and elevating mechanisms and lock-
ing devices. Check graduations on traversing bar with traversing
dial for position, Check graduations on elevating handwheel with
divisions on upper elevating screw scale. The mount in firing position
must be rigid and the adjustments must be securely locked to prevent
their becoming disengaged in service due to the hammering action of
machine gun fire. Gun securing pins must have a snug but smooth fit
to eliminate all play between the machine gun and the mount, and
must permit mounting and dismounting of the gun without inter-
ference.

24
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b. The elevating mechanism assembly must be checked after
replacing to insure the machine gun being level at “0.” If not level,
lift traversing slide from traversing bar and, holding upper and lower
elevating screw to keep from rotating, rotate the elevating mechanism

‘sleeve one turn and check, using level or quadrant on machine gun,
Repeat this performance until the machine gun is horizontal at “0.”

,mt

4G Check Elevator Cradle M1 for general condition, rigidity and
"straightness of legs, and positive action of leg and pintle locking
EG lanips. Check pintle and pintle socket for wear and burs, and am-

“munition box bracket for security on yoke. Check gun securing pin
feor wear and looseness when assembled.
a.

15. MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNTS, CAL. .50,
Be, M2A1, M3, AND M63.

“a, General. Inspect mounts as a unit for condition, rigidity and
locSseness or lost motion of their component assemblies, and for
mis sing parts. Test mounts for elevation and traverse throughout
eTire range, and check locking devices. Check gun securing pins for

ar and looseness when gun is mounted.

D.| Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M2A1.

@) Check action of pintle and transfer gears relative to adjust-
ingTacks and compensating spring of lower recoil mechanism.

@) Check position of trigger control clamp and hand lever with
relzaticon to back rest bracket and test hand lever lock and action of
leve:sr, Check security and position of trigger control mechanism with
reelationto side plate trigger on gun (when mounted) and condition
ofcontacting lugs on mechanism slide and side plate trigger. Check
trigeger"control mechanism for functioning. See that trigger control
mec}chai ism slide returns to normal position when hand lever is re-
leased 5.4

(3)). ‘Inspect upper buffer recoil mechanism for condition of
spring3)trunnion clamps, and spring adjusting plugs.
(t))“Check slide stop assemblyin lower recoil mechanism for con-

cit1oningand functioning with respect to the gun (when mounted).
: i) Check security of shields, ammunition chest support, andide Pike4 trigger container,
(ae“Check for presence of side plate trigger assembly in con-

=r,. aa
ws

tal
c. ‘Antairoraft Mount. Cal, .50, M3.

Insspect recoil mechanism group for security in cradle, func-
and‘condition, and security of springs and other parts.asor a

- .J é
{ hig ie
ale) |e - 25
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(2) Check position and security of trigger control mechanism
on cradle, and condition of contacting lugs on mechanism slide and
side plate trigger.

(3) Inspect security of trigger frame group on cradle, action of
trigger control group, and general condition and security of parts.
See that trigger control mechanism slide returns to normal position
when trigger control grip is released; and check function of trigger
locking plunger,

(4) Check free movement of trunnion bracket socket when
turned with respect to pedestal, for possible dirt in bearing, or dam-
aged bearing.

(5S) Check security of shields, ammunition chest bracket, and
side plate trigger container, and locking of gun securing pinhs.

(6) Check for presence of side plate trigger assembly in con-

tainer.

d. Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M63.
(1) Inspect cradle group for loose assemblies or parts, and

rigidity of handle extensions. Test raising, folding, and locking of
extensions. Check positive positioning of cradle in horizontal and
vertical position.

(2) Inspect trigger control mechanism for security on cradle
and condition of contacting lugs on mechanism and side plate trigger.
Check operation of firing levers, and linkage for lost motion and wear,
and see that trigger control mechanism slide returns to normal posi-
tion when levers are released. Check action of safety.

(3) Check free movement of elevator in base, and for possible
dirt in bearing or damaged bearing.

(4) Check all locking devices, and security of leg clamps, Check
security of ammunition box bracket and side plate trigger container
on cradle.

(5) Check for presence of side plate trigger assembly in con-

tainer, ,

Section IV

TOOLS

16. GENERAL.

a. Special repair tools and gages for maintenance of the cal. .50
Browning machine gun are listed in SNL A-35 and pertinent Stand-
ard Nomenclature Lists. These tools and gages are included as part
of the equipment of the armorer’s tool chest.

26
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Figure 20—Breech Bore Gage, Cal. .50, M1, 41-G-30

a RA PD 22709

| Figure 21—Breech Bore Gage, Cal. .50, 41-G-29-50

b, All inspection gages must be inspected yearly by an arsenal.

C. Common tools used in maintenance and repair operations,
: Screwdrivers, drifts, pliers, hammers, chisels, files, wrenches,

and punches, the names or general characteristics of which indicate
BHEIF Use and application, are not described or illustrated in this
SStion, Hine-grained sharpening stones in special shapes and sizes
“byt ee ee ee ee : , : .ateeavailable for use in removing burs and smoothing workingsurfaces,

F (mp 4-4
ae 4 ' :aSpecial tools developed particularly for use with this weapon

fe; described' below, Other wrenches and like tools issued to thesing pray for use with the mounts are described as shown in
AV1 9. 226, iy

ay REECH Bore Gace, Cat. 50, M1, 41-G-30 (UsaBLE) (fig.j= YOre gage is used for measuring the advancement of the1@T eoant¢+ ¢ ee Tl } : 2 i ( - nySeat in'the barrel to determine its serviceability. The complete

oN 27
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A — REFLECTOR, BARREL, CAL. .50-41-R-2331-25
B — GAGE, HEADSPACE AND TIMING, CAL, .50-41-G-20]-150
C — WRENCH, HOLDING, BARREL-41-W-530
D— WRENCH, ADJUSTING, PACKING RING-41-W-3242-500
E— GAGE, FIRING PIN HOLE, CAL. .50-41-G-182-200

4

RA PD 91902

Figure 22—-Special Tools and Gages

unit consists of an assembly made up of a yage, sleeve, knob, and
taper pin. The gage is provided with index lines graduated in tenths
of an inch for a distance of 4 inches. The maximum bullet seat in a

new barrel is indicated when the zero line on the gage is alined with
the long side of the sleeve. The gage is provided with a red index
line at the 2.0-inch mark for checking the serviceability of the barrel.
When the red index line is alined with the long side of the sleeve,
the barrel is considered unserviceable.* No special care is required
beyond that normally given to gages, such as rust prevention and pro-
tection from nicks and burs. See paragraph 38 b (3) for detailed
instructions on this gage.

(2) BREECH Bore GAGE, CAL, .50, 41-G-29-50 (PREFERRED) (fig.
21). The bore gage is used for measuring the wear of the lands in
the breech end of the barrel to determine its serviceability. The gage
is provided with index lines graduated in tenths of an inch for 4

distance of 4 inches. The maximum bullet seat in a new barrel 1s

indicated by the zero line on the gage. When the red index line at
the 2.0-inch mark is reached, the barrel is considered unserviceable.
The knurled section on the gage serves as a handle grip. No special
care is required beyond that normally given to gages such as rust
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TIMING GAGE, CAL. 50 (A351214)

RA PD 65581

Ficjure¢ 23—Headspace and Timing Gages Comprising Assembly
4.1-G-201-175=

—_
>

. i a AH "

F 7.

Om 2 >
. . ue .

i a RA PD 50973

eree 24.. ‘Combination Wrench,Cal. 50, M2, 41-W-3249-850

Bon and protection from nicks and burs. See paragraphfA i\ |5 -a
DFerePIN HOLE GAGE, 0.084-INCH, CAL, .50, 1-G-182-200.

eng Pin hole gage is used to determine the serviceability of
Esom 29



RA PD 26995Figure 25—-Machine Gun Wrench, Cal. .50, 4.1-W -867-849

BOTTOM ViEW

RA PD 90816Figure 26—Combination Wrench, Cal. 90, 41-W.867-808
30
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RA PD 68443

3“Figure 27—Firing Pin Spring Removing Tool 41-T-3098—Head
Partly Cut Away To Show "Constntiction2

“

thsbolt (fig. 22). This is a “NO-GO” gage, and if the gage can be
ins erted into the firing pin hole, the bolt is unserviceable. All such
bolts“that are otherwise serviceable should be forwarded to Rock
Islaand Arsenal for replacement of the recoil plate.

(¢ ) HEAD SPACE AND TIMING GAGE, CAL, .50, 41-G-201-150.
Thiscombination gage is used to check head space adjustment and
the tgo of the firing mechanism (fig. 22) for ground guns.

5: HEAD SPACE AND TIMING GAGE (ASSEMBLY), CAL, 50,
41.G:oa75. This assembly is composed ofa double ended “GO”
and“NO-GO” head space gage A351211 fastened by a chain to a
double‘leaf timing gage. One leaf is a “FIRE” gage A351214, and
the‘ottera “NO-FIRE” gage A351213, This gage is provided for air-
craftguns. The components of the assembly are shown in figure 23.

(6)BARREL REFLECTOR, CAL. .50, 41-R-2331-25. The barrel re-
necfeeillustrated in figure 22, is used_for the visual inspection of
the bartrel andin bore sighting.

(7) PACKING RING ADJUSTING WRENCH 41-W-3242-500. This
ench is$used with water-cooled guns to adjust the packing ring

en thebrreech end of the barrel (fig. 22).
(8) BARREL HOLDING WRENCH 41-W-530. This wrench is used
epthe barrel from turning when using the packing ring adjusting
ench 4!-W-3242.500 to adjust the rear barrel packing (fig. 22).
(CD Ke OMBINATION WRENCH, CAL. .50, M2, 41-W-3249-850. This

4 special‘tool used for disassembling, assembling, and. makingstmentsS on, the guns (fig. 24). Each opening and projection is
1 oT a|

ol erod to :Zlow its purpose.
tLe AY
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(11) COMBINATION WRENCH, CAL, .50, 41-W-867-808 (fig. 26).
This is a flat wrench with numerous openings marked with their use.
It is used for removal and installation of the oil buffer cap (old and
new designs), front barrel bearing (aircraft guns), back plate buffer
adjusting screw, and packing gland plug. (Spare pins are inserted
in the wrench.) It is also used as a gage to check the length of the
oil buffer assembly. This wrench will take the place of the Combina-
tion Wrench, M2, 41-W-3249-850.

(12) FiRING PIN SPRING REMOVING TOOL 41-T7-3098, This tool
is for the purpose of disassembling the firing pin spring from the
firing pin extension and assembling it thereto (fig. 27).

Section V

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

18. SCOPE.

a. Information and instructions contained herein are supplemen-
tary to instructions for the using arms contained in TM 9-225, TM
9-226, and FM 23-65; however, operations covered in these using-arm
manuals are sometimes performed by ordnance maintenance person-
nel who should refer to TM 9-225, TM 9-226, and FM 23-65 for
proper instructions.

b. In this manual, groups are disassembled and inspected, re-

placements and repairs are made, and groups assembled, For infor-
mation on removal and installation of groups, refer to using-arm
manuals, A group is a number of parts or assemblies, or both, which
either function together in the gun or are intimately related to each
other and should, therefore, be considered together.

c. For convenience and clarity the main groups of the gun are
covered in separate sections. Likewise mounts and accessories are
covered in separate sections. Although the Elevating Cradle M1 1s

an accessory of the Machine Gun Tripod Mount M3, it is covered
along with the mount as it is used only with this mount.

d. In many cases it may not be necessary to completely dis-
assemble the guns, mounts, or accessories, or groups and assemblies

comprising them, unless a thorough cleaning or overhaul is necessary ~

or desirable. However, for convenience, complete disassembly is cOV™

ered in the following sections.

32
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19. GENERAL METHODS.

a. The following general procedures should be carefully ob-
served during repair and overhaul operations:

(1) Assemble groups before replacing them on the weapon. As
&‘part of all assembly and replacement of groups, clean, oil for preser-
vyvation, and lubricate the slide surfaces, threads, etc.

(2) Use only wrenches that fit snugly on parts. Tools that do not
fitwill fail or cause damage to the corners ofnuts, bolt heads, etc.

(8) Disassembly and assembly of the weapon can be handled
miostefficiently if the gun is placedin rigid mounts attached to a sub-
sta atial table. Itis suggested that parts for each gun be kept intact
and| separated from those of other guns. Although parts are inter-
changeable, they will work together bestin their original combination.

4) When assembling parts, new cotter pins and locking wires
shou d be used if available, and badly damaged or worn parts re-

placead by new ones.

(5) : Repair of the gun mounts and other materiel, for the most
péart, entails replacement of the unserviceable parts or assemblies.
Such repairs as stoning burs, chasing out damaged threads, and re-ae1ig ust and dirt should be done where possible, unless such pro-
edure2 SO alters the part as to fit or function that replacement of the
partisadvisable, (Such repair should be done with great care so as
not toaIterdimension or shape of parts or their fit or function.) In
theve wing sections, parts and assemblies found by inspection to
be worn,‘damaged, or otherwise unserviceable, should be repaired or

oFpleiceed. In cases where parts of an assembly are worn or broken,
ad ita Ssmore time to remove the serviceable parts from the as-

3sembly thnthe parts are worth, the assembly should be replaced.
| (6) Pearts requiring replacement due to wear or breakage can be
etefermined onlyby a complete inspection as generally outlined in
€ction oninspection, and inspection paragraphs pertaining to the
=. 8fOupS orother materiel. All parts should be carefully inspected,it| ‘espect + © the guns, there are a number of parts which are sub-

t to §greaterwear and more frequent breakage, and should receivertsular attetntion each time the weapon is disassembled. Theseaiclude thhe firing pin, firing pin extension, sear, extractor, ejector,
T pinpabeltfeed lever, belt feed slide, belt feed pawl arm, ac-

Re: i t reech lock cam. All springs in guns or other materiel
tgd be «cheheckedCarefully for free length, and to insure that they

Sseembled and seated. Only special repairs and modifica-=rred inthe maintenance paragraphsin the following sec-
St ofmqalfunctions and corrections pertaining to the air-
nd whichmay also, in some cases, apply to other types

Onteainecd in TM 9-225.

‘ ‘ 33
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(7) When guns are assembled after inspection, or after repair
and inspection, head space and timing should be adjusted and care-
fully checked. Procedure is explained in TM 9-225, TM 9-226, and
FM 23-65, pertaining to the gun in question.

(8) Nomenclature and part numbers appearing on figures in
this manual are for identification only of parts and assemblies, When
requisitioning parts and assemblies for replacement purposes, refer
to addendum of the Standard Nomenclature List pertaining to the
materiel in question. Pertaining Standard Nomenclature Lists, ex-

planatory publications, and other reference material are listed in
section XIX.

20. GENERAL LUBRICATION AND CLEANING.

a. General.

(1) Materiel should be kept clean and oiled as rust prevention
at all times. Likewise materiel disassembled for cleaning or repair

should be reoiled and lubricated when reassembled. Materiel re-

ceived from storage should be carefully degreased, reoiled, and lubri-
cated according to expected period of inactivity, or operation.

(2) Cleaning, oiling, and lubrication of the machine guns and
mounts, which may be done by the using arms, are explained in
ITM 9-225, TM 9-226, and FM 23-65. General instructions for care,
preservation, and lubrication are covered in WD TB 9-2835-8. De-
greasing machine guns received from storage is explained below.
Cleaning and lubricating materials are listed in SNL K-1, and their
uses explained in TM 9-850,

b. Degreasing Machine Guns,

(1) GENERAL,

(a) The performance of aircraft machine guns is adversely af-
fected if they have not been thoroughly degreased. Machine guns
received from a depot or from a gun manufacturer are usually covered
with rust-preventive compound (light). Guns which have been stored
for more than a year might be covered with rust-preventive compound
(heavy). Guns installed on crated military planes (export planes)
are covered with preservative lubricating oil. Some Aircraft Machine
Guns, Cal. 50, M2 are received in the “dry package” (a pliable trans-
parent envelope made from a material resembling thick cellophane): |

It is unnecessary to degrease these guns because they are coated with )

preservative lubricating oil (special). Excess oil, however, should be ,

wiped off, particularly from the firing pin before placing the gun ins
service.
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_ (b) Thorough and careful degreasing ofall types of machine guns
ia absolutely necessary if proper performance of the gun is to be
“obtained. The three accepted methods of degreasing are by the use
of dry-cleaning solvent, hot-water solution, and commercial vapor de-
 greasers. Degreasing by means of dry-cleaning solyent or hot-water
“golution is described for the aircraft and water-cooled guns in TM
"9-225 and TM 9-226 and may be generally applied to heavy-barrel
‘guns. Degreasing by means of a commercial vapor degreaser is
explained in step (2), below. Each of these methods has the follow-
ingprocedures in common:
vt om8 If a wire basket is used, it should be constructed so that the

guncomponents of small size will not become lost because of excessive
Space between the wires.

oe If several guns are being degreased at the same time, keep the
components of each gun separate from those of other guns. This will
insure efficiency of operation of the assembled gun equal to that
Obtained at the factory when the gun was tested and accepted,

3... ‘Do not touch dry gun components with bare hands, Wear

4, It is best not to remove the breech lock cam for cleaning pur-
posesSO as not to disturb the factory setting of the required clearance
between the breech lock cam and the bottom plate,

(2) UsE oF A COMMERCIAL VAPOR DEGREASER. A vapor de-
4 feaser consists of a tank having a compartment in which trichlor-

ethylenestabilized or similar solvent is heated by means of steam
eOilS Or a Suitable heater. In most vapor degreasers, the vapor formed
tends to rise to the top of the tank, but is kept belowa safe level by
CO) id wat er flowing through coils that are assembled to the upper sides
of the tank. Other vapor degreasers are air cooled, To use a vapo
asereaser proceed as follows:

(a)J Disassemble the gun, by removing the back plate, the driv-Se -PHARE group, the bolt group, barrel, barrel extension, and oilny Btoups, Disassemble the bolt and remove the firing pin spring,
fam LsnunsPin extension. Remove the switch and switch springBee seit-ha: id side plate of the receiver, and remove the oil buffer~.” 110mtheoil buffer body. Disassembly is explained in this

nual and pertinent Field Manuals and Technical Manuals.
ae nthe oil buffer assembly contains the old-type, leather, oil

us is 49279 or A9279A, the buffer must be cleaned sep-
D 28h with a brush and dry-cleaning solvent, to prevent a

FE acxing and @ leaky buffer, Leaky buffers are often caused
1 emiorethylene vapors affecting the packing, because the..-- impregnate the leather for oil resisting purposes is
=~ vapor, Oil buffer assemblies containing this type of
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packing should be left in contact with dry-cleaning solvent for as

short a time as possible to prevent damage to the leather of the
packing, Do not disassemble the oil buffer assembly for degreasing,
CAUTION: Always use dry-cleaning solvent. Never use carbon
tetrachloride or any other cleaning solvents.

(c) If the oil buffer assembly contains the new type packing
A153162 made of asbestos, synthetic rubber, and graphite, or similar
composition, the oil buffers may be cleaned in a vapor degreaser along
with the other components of the gun. Otherwise or when in doubt,
clean oil buffer assemblies separately with dry-cleaning solvent and
a brush. Do not disassemble the oil buffer assembly for degreasing.

(d) To avoid damage to wooden handles and buffer disks of the
back plate, clean separately with dry-cleaning solvent and a brush.

(e) Place the gun casing and other components, except those to
be cleaned with dry-cleaning solvent as explained above, in a wire
basket. Lower the basket into the degreaser tank below vapor level
and let it remain in the vapor for about 5 minutes. A longer period
will be required if several guns are immersed in the tank at the same

time.

(f) Remove the gun casing and other components from the de-
greaser, and dip them immediately into a tank containing preservative
lubricating oil (special). Excess oil can then be drained and wiped
off. The components do not need to be cooled off prior to immersion
in the oil unless a suitable tank is not available and personnel must
handle the components individually. The natural dark color of the
phosphate-covered components will be restored when they are oiled.

21. INSPECTION AND REPLACEMENT OF SPRINGS.

a. If weakness’ of springs pertaining to the guns is suspected or

if weapon has been fired 5,000 or more rounds since last replacement
of springs, they should be checked for number of coils and minimum
free length. If less than minimum free length, they should be replaced.

Dimensions of the various springs is given in inspection paragraph of
section pertaining to the group of parts to which the spring pertains.

Broken, cracked, rusted, or otherwise damaged springs should be

replaced.

22, REMOVAL OF BURS FROM SCREW HEADS AND WORK
ING SURFACES. ,

a. During the entire life of the gun and other materiel, polishin®

and stoning are necessary to relieve friction and to remove burs 7
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“up by firing. Burs on screw heads, threads, and like surfaces should
be removed with a fine file, or chased out by a die or tap. Burs on
paneh working surfaces as the cam grooves in the top of the bolt,

gaging surfaces of the sear slide, sear, and firing pin extension, andiny roughness on working parts such as the accelerator, breech lock,
breech lock cam, etc., should be removed with a fine-grained sharpen-
ing‘ stone, Stones of various shapes and sizes are included in the
armiorer’s tool chest, Rounded contacting surfaces can be smoothed
wi th crocus cloth, CAUTION: Care should be observed to stone and
file evenly and lightly, and not to remove more metal than is abso-
lu oly necessary. Parts or assemblies should never be altered in any
way- that would make such parts noninterchangeable or erect their
propea operation or function.

22“REMOVAL OF RUST.
Aa. Light rust may generally be removed with a clath moistened

with ight oil or rifle-bore cleaner, If this does not suffice, crocus cloth
OF | ine abrasive cloth may be used. Care should be observed not to
scrtatchor alter surfaces cleaned, to thoroughly remove all dirt and
ab rasi\ve,and reoil surfaces before assembling the parts. ~

24. 7STING GUNS AFTER ASSEMBLY,
antesting:
Q) With head space and timing adjusted and carefully checked,

test ¢totoOn of the gun by pulling the retracting slide, operating slide,
orole indle completely to the rear, and releasing. Parts must work

ot
La ee

as to pull oe cartridge belts into the feedway, A
PshWeeleft should be attached by cable or cord to a belt con-lingng 12 +rounds of dummy cartridges, Spring A153086 should bepeteen the weight and the belt. This spring is made of

Department special wire, has 13 coils, is 0.093 inch in
: and |hasiSa 40-pound spring deflection per inch. The cable

a teis hepa SOver a pulley in such a manner that the cartridge
ent horiz ntally from the feedway. Hand-operate the gun

nt nuumberoftimes to assure that the feeding is positive andhanis;sm ‘ully closes under action of the driving spring.
oul¢l be «applied to the. gun with feed from both the left-nd |side,a

bat, 4

Ar
Var
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Section VI

BACK PLATE GROUP

25. DISASSEMBLY.

a. Back Plate With Horizontal Buffer Assembly.
(1) Loosen back plate adjusting screw, using machine gun or

combination wrench, With the large screwdriver, remove the adjust-
ing screw, taking care not to lose the adjusting screw plunger and
spring when they are released as the adjusting screw moves out.
Remove buffer disks and buffer plate.

(2) With small drift, force out the back plate filler piece pin and
remove the back plate filler piece. The back plate latch is removed by
forcing out the back plate latch pin. Do not lose the spring. Remove
the latch lock by taking out the cotter pin and removing the pin. If
desired, the latch lock spring can be removed by compressing the
sides of the spring. Detach the lower filler piece by removing the
cotter pins and taking out the two filler piece pins, All parts, in their
relative position as removed from the back plate, are shown in figure
28, NOTE: Some latch lock springs are of the leaf type and are held
in place by a latch lock spring pin with.a flat side (NOTE, par.
28a (2)).

b. Back Plate With Horizontal Buffer Assembly With Trigger
Group (Water-cooled Guns). ,

(1) Disassembly is identical with that of the back plate described
in subparagraph a, above, except for the addition of trigger group and
removal of the back plate filler piece. All trigger parts, in their rela-
tive position as removed from the back plate, are shown in figure 29.
Procedure is the same as given previously, except for the disassembly
and assembly of the trigger group which follows.

(2) Start trigger pin with a drift and remove it with pliers. Re-
move trigger, trigger spring, and trigger spacer, taking care not tO

lose the spring when the pin is removed. If it is necessary to remove
the trigger safety assembly, it can be taken off by removing the tw©

staked screws.

c, Spade Grip Back Plate Assembly. This assembly is show”
in figure 30, Follow the procedure given in subparagraph a, abover
except for removal of lower filler piece and back plate filler pieces
Disassembly of the trigger group is described in subparagraph b (2)1
above.
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JKF
A — PIECE, FILLER, BACK PLATE-A152753

B — PIN. BACK PLATE FILLER PIECE-A9275

C — PLATE, BACK-D35276
D — PIN. LOWER FILLER PIECE-A152854

E— PIN, BACK PLATE LATCH-A9275
F— PIN. COTTER (1/16X 7/16)-137130
G — SPRING, BACK PLATE LATCH-A9356
H — LATCH, BACK PLATE-B8949
| — LOCK, BACK PLATE LATCH-B147464
J— SPRING, BACK PLATE LATCH LOCK-B243607

K — PIECE, FILLER, LOWER-A152750
L — SCREW, ADJUSTING-A152834
M— SPRING, ADJUSTING SCREW PLUNGER-A9300

N — PLUNGER, ADJUSTING SCREW-A1 52839
O — DISK, BUFFER (22 USED)-A152835
P — PLATE, BUFFER-A152869
Q — PIN, BACK PLATE LATCH LOCK-A13581

RA PD 91822
sat —

eck Plote With Horizontal Buffer Assembly—i:: Exploded View

Matt > Gr ip Back Plate Assembly With Bolt Latch Release
eaeGuns5)..Thisback plateisvied with heavy-barrel guns

h abolt 1:atch,Tt is neil: to the spade grip back plate
po) |axCcceptthat it is without a trigger safety and has

oe ryassertbled with the trigger, and a sleeve assembled
late ‘tub, Thelock on the sleeve is for the purpose of
atch out‘of€ngagement when the gun is firing auto-
neeatedtBY.turning the sleeve, with the latch release

2 release-1Sretained by the lock on the sleeve.rieBais

leak Y

- AL

=f
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PIN, TRIGGER-A9275——»

AFETY, TRIGGER-B147511 (PLATE BACK WITH

ais HORIZONTAL BUFFER)

SPRING, TRIGGER
SAFETY-A152896

SCREW, TRIGGER
SAFETY (2)-A152897

SPRING,
TRIGGER-A9352

SF
TRIGGER-B8918

- SPACER, BACK PLATE TRIGGER-A1 3583

RA PD 91823

Figure 29—Back Plate With Horizontal Buffer Assembly With
Trigger Group {Water-cooled Guns) —Partly Exploded View

SAFETY, TRIGGER,
GROUP ASSEMBLY

TRIGGER

PLATE, BACK,
SPADE GRIP, ASSEMBLY

LOCK, BACK PLATE
LATCH

LATCH, BACK PLATE

Figure 30—Spade Grip Back Plate Assembly
40



> (AND BOLT LATCH RELEASE) -A9352
E-— PLATE, BACK-D35475
F— FRAME, HANDLE, UPPER-B8937
G — SCREW, HANDLE TUBE-A9394
H — FERRULE, HANDLE GRIP-A9517
1 — TRIGGER-B8918
J— RELEASE, BOLT LATCH-C4071 =—M

N — SPRING, ADJUSTING SCREW PLUNGER-A9300
O — SCREW, ADJUSTING-AI152834
P— GRIP, HANDLE (2) -A9265
Q— PIN, BACK PLATE LATCH LOCK-A13581
R — PIN, COTTER (1/16X 7/16) -137130
S — LOCK, BACK PLATE LATCH-B147464
T — SLEEVE, BUFFER TUBE-B8926

:=eens aaa U — SPRING, BACK PLATE LATCH LOCK-A152875

M— PLUNGER. ADJUSTING SCREW-A152839. © —FRAME, HANDLE, LOWER-B8936
RA PD 91824

Figure 31—Spade Grip Back Plate Assembly With Bolt Latch Release {Heavy-barrel Guns]—
Exploded View
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{SPRING, ADJUSTING
SCREW, ADJUSTING-A9833 a—)SCREW PLUNGER-A9300

iy “~—__{PLUNGER, ADJUSTING
DISK, BUFFER (15 USED)-A9374 = (SCREW-A9278

ee
==
=
ae
Fae
=
=
=a
=
=
=

BUFFER, UPPER-A9776

PLATE, BACK-C8469

fPIN, STOP, OIL BUFFER
1INDEX FINGER-A9790

PIN, BACK PLATE LATCH
(LOCK-A13574

_/JFINGER, OIL BUFFER
lINDEX-B17166

0 {PIN, OIL BUFFER
Ma LINDEX FINGER-A9791
|

©~__ [PLUNGER, BACK PLATE
ILATCH LOCK-A13577

fSPRING, BACK PLATE LATCH-A9 LOCK, BACK PLATEae = )LATCH-A13575
SPRING, BACK PLATELATCH, BACK PLATE-B8949 LATCH LOCK-A13576

PIN, BACK PLATE LATCH-A9275

| RA PD 91825

Figure 32—-Vertical Buffer Back Plate Assembly—Exploded View

BUFFER, Lower.49775—-(i

KEY, OIL BUFFER)
INDEX AS] SST e

SPRING, OIL BUFFER)
INDEX KEY-A9803/

Ss

Exploded view of this back plate is shown in figure 31. Disassemble
as follows:

(1) Remove the adjusting screw, buffer disks, and buffer plate
as in subparagraph a (1), above. Then, remove the latch and latch
lock with their component springs by removing cotter pin from latch
lock pin and pushing out both pins. The lock should be removed first:

(2) Remove the buffer tube sleeve by raising the sleeve spring
to disengage the stud from the buffer tube, and by sliding the sleeve —

to the rear. Then, remove the trigger and bolt latch release, together —

with their coil springs, by pushing out the trigger pin. NOTE: At ~

alternate design of buffer tube sleeve is without the sleeve spring and
stud. This sleeve is split longitudinally and has a small projectio? —

formed on the inner surface tor retaining the sleeve on the bufter tube.
The sleeve is removed by forcing it to the rear to cam the projectio®
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Pout of the retaining groove in the buffer tube. This disengagement
cal be facilitated by spreading the split tube slightly with a screw-

driver blade.

| a Vertical Buffer Back Plate Assembly. This back plate was

lused extensively on fixed guns of all types prior to 1939, Disassemble
asfollows:

(1) Remove the adjusting screw, using combination wrench and
taking care not to lose the plunger and spring, and remove the buffer
disks and upper buffer by turning the buffer upside down. If the buffer
disks become wedged in the back plate, they may be removed by in-
Serting a hooked wire through the hole in the disks (old-style disks
on iy). Grasp the projecting part of the lower buffer and, after lifting it
Slightly, remove it from the front of the back plate.

(2). ; ‘Using a drift, remove the back plate latch by removing the
pin, taking care not to lose the latch spring. Remove the latch lock
by removing the pin, and take out the spring and plunger. The oil
bufer index finger is removed by taking out the pin and removing
the index finger key and spring. All parts of this assembly, in their
Telativepositions, are shown in figure 32.

SE
ee

26, INSPECTION. '

a The following inspection applies to all types of back plates.
items Rae ining to the type to be inspected should be considered.

1oroughlycclean and inspect all parts with particular attentionto
1€ points listed below.

Chee!k back plate for fit in grooves of receiver. It should not
Oose or have any play. Check guides for burs and wear.

rt 4 \ i . ‘

Check buffer plate for free seating in tube. It should not
= Rane | fies Prodect three-sixteenths inch from face of plate when

tube, Adjusting screw should project approxi-
€-sixteenthj
3 =~ When tightened against disk, Refer to assembly.

. ee Tnissing or broken cotter pins. Check latcheo ie eneth. Spring A9356 should have 11% to
: nimum fr 3 > length of 134. inches,

| aa
% ve 43ap @

. “he
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(6) Check trigger and spacer for wear and burs, and for operation
when assembled; it should not catch or bind. Check trigger spring
for rust and weakness, Spring A9352 should have 814 to 9% coils
and minimum free length of twenty-seven thirty-seconds inch.

(7) Check oil buffer index finger (vertical buffer) for burs, free
movement, and spring action. Check upper and lower buffer for free
movement; they should not bind.

(8) Check bolt latch release for burs and free movement, and
sleeve for retention on buffer tube (heavy-barrel, flexible gun).

(9) Check handle frames and grips for security and cracks.

27. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
When assembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubricate
as prescribed in TM 9-225, TM 9-226, or FM 23-65 pertaining to the
gun in question, Major repairs and modifications are explained below.

b. Replacing Buffer Disks. Proper functioning of the gun re-
quires that the buffer plate should project from the front of the back
plate approximately three-sixteenths inch. The adjusting screw
must be kept tight at all times, using combination or machine gun
wrench. When screwed tight, the adjusting screw should project
approximately one-sixteenth inch beyond end of the back plate buffer
tube, Not more than one full thread of the adjusting screw should
bé exposed. It may be necessary to add or remove a buffer disk to
secure tight adjustment and at the same time meet these require-
ments. If more than one thread is exposed when the adjusting
screw is tightened, remove adjusting screw, remove one buffer disk,
reinstall adjusting screw, plunger, and spring, and tighten screw. If
adjusting screw is below flush, add one more buffer disk in like man-
ner. Remove any burs found on the buffer plate. When assembling;
remove any rough edges from the buffer disks and replace any disks
showing signs of disintegration, Install buffer plate and insert the buffer
disks, one at a time, making sure that each is properly seated. Set the
adjusting screw tightly, using combination or machine gun wrench.

e. Conversion of Cal. .50 Heavy-barrel, Fixed and Flexible
Guns for Use on Ring-type Truck Mount and Machine Gun Anti
aircraft Mounts Cal. .50, MZ2A] and M3,

(1) The Browning Machine Guns, cal. .50, M2, heavy-barrel,
can be used on the ring-type truck mounts such as the M32, the Anth ~

aircraft Mounts, Cal. .50, M2A1 and M3, and the Antiaircraft Elevato®
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PIN, BACK PLATE
FILLER PIECE-A9275

PIECE, FILLERa
BACK PLATE-A]52753

PIN, LOWER FILLER
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SPRING, BACK PLATELATCHLOCK-8243607

SPRING, BACK PLATE LATCH-A9356

LATCH, BACK PLATE-B8949

RA PD 91900

Pleite | vith Horizontal Buff Ts
Exp oded View uter Assembly

Provide*dcertain changes are made in accordance1€d in theRSoIlowing paragraphs,
ee

4 ft Movere fixed gun can be used as issued onark in t; Cal. 50, M3. The cal, 90, heavy-
88issued on the ring-type truckF Cradle Cal. .50, M1,
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(3) To mount the heavy-barrel guns on the Antiaircraft Mount
M2A\l, a barrel support adapter is necessary. It is also necessary to
convert the flexible back plate to the fixed back plate. The adapter
must be requisitioned direct from Rock Island Arsenal. It is listed
in the addendum of SNL A-39. The adapter is not necessary except
when mounting the gun on the Antiaircraft Mount M2Al1.

(4) If the fixed gun is to be mounted on truck mounts, the fol-
lowing parts are required to convert the back plate from fixed type
to flexible type.

Item Piece Mark Quantity

PLATE, back, spade grip ‘conversion
group” assembly 4a us vate aes cet D35541 1

BAR trigger cit) wey tee rale ae eck eas fico ae B8944 or
B257592 1

PIN, trigger bar, assembly......SARE B8683 1

(5) Remove the back plate latch, back plate latch spring, and
back plate latch pin shown in figure 33. Spread one end of the back
plate latch spring so that it will seat firmly in the latch without falling
out in future disassembly. It will, therefore, not be necessary to re-
move the latch or latch pin entirely when removing the lower filler
piece. Remove the lower filler piece pins and lift out the lower filler
piece with latch lock. Extract cotter pin, remove back plate latch
lock pin (fig. 33), and detach the latch lock with latch lock spring,
which parts are to be permanently assembled to the lower handle
frame of the spade grip conversion group assembly (fig. 34).

(6) Assemble the handle grips to their frames in the conventional
method for the flexible, spade-grip back plate. Insert the handle tubes
in each handle grip. Place the frames in the position shown in figure
34. Tighten the handle tube screws in the upper and lower ends of
each handle tube, Stake the screws to frames as shown in figure 34.
Four lower filler piece pins (handle frame pins) A152854 are used
to hold the upper and lower handle frames to the back plate. The
pins may be held in place by cotter pins 137130 or wire. Then, re-

place the back plate latch with spring inserted, and replace latch
pin, Remove the back plate filler piece pin and back plate filler piece
(fig. 33).

(7) Install the trigger safety and trigger safety spring by two
screws (which are supplied) near the top of the back plate. Stake
screws as shown in figure 34, Fasten the trigger, trigger spring, and
back plate trigger spacer in the opening left by the removal of the
back plate filler piece. The trigger and spacer are retained by the back
plate filler piece pin.
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Figure 34—Spade Grip Back Plate Conversion Group Assembly—Exploded View _
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(8) Install the trigger bar and trigger bar pin assembly by placing
the trigger bar, with the long end forward and the bowed surface up-
ward, between the top plate bracket and the bolt latch bracket and
hold upward firmly. With the trigger bar held in that position, insert
the trigger bar pin, taking care to match the key on the pin with the
keyway in the left side plate. After insertion, hold the pin assembly
firmly against the side plate, and rotate the lock rearward until the
projection seats in the small hole in the side plate. The gun is now
ready for use with the truck mounts. The lower filler piece may be
wired to the handle frame.

(9) In reverting to the fixed back plate, the latch lock is not
needed. It should be retained in a detachable assembly composed of
the upper and lower handle frames, handle tubes, handle grips, handle
tube screws, latch lock, latch lock pin, and spring. These are the only
parts which should be removed to mount the gun in the Antiaircraft
Mounts M2Al1 or M3. The back plate filler piece will not be used
again. Replace the lower filler piece and retain it with two pins
A152854 secured by cotter pins or wire. The other two lower filler
piece pins A152854 may be left in the back plate or upper handle
frame.for safekeeping.

(10) In converting the heavy-barrel, flexible gun to fixed gun for
use on the Antiaircraft Mount M3, the following parts are required:

Item Piece Mark Quantity

PIECE: filler,; lowers i.. 66 86den ee A152750 1

PIN, lower filler piece................ A152854 4
PIN, cotter, 1/16 x 7/16.............. 137130 4

(11) Partially remove back plate latch pin (fig. 33). Remove back
plate latch and back plate latch spring. Expand one end of back
plate latch spring and replace it in latch. Remove the rivets holding
the upper and lower handle frames to the back plate, Detach the
frdmes from the back plate. Two of the lower filler piece pins
A152854 are used to retain the lower filler piece which is to be in-
stalled as shown in figure 33. Make sure that the recess in the filler
piece for the back plate latch spring is sufficient to hold the spring
securely in place, as the latch lock is not to be used on the fixed back
plate,

(12) The upper and lower handle frames with handle grips,
handle tube, handle tube screws, latch lock, and latch lock spring and
pin assembled, should be stored in a convenient place where they will
be readily available for use on the truck mount. It will be convenient
to leave the two pins A152854 in the back plate or upper handle
frame secured by wire or cotter pins.
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Ke(13) The gun is now ready for use on the Antiaircraft Mount M3
‘and can also be used on the Antiaircraft Mount M2A\1, provided the‘gun‘is equipped with the barrel support adapter C121036. No atten-
;tionneed be given to the bolt latch release or trigger, as they are to
‘retmain assembled when the gun is used on any type of mount. In re-

placing the handle frames, four lower filler piece pins (handle frame
pins)A152°54 secured with cotter pins 137130, or wire, should be
usedin place of rivets. Conversion from fixed to flexible back plate
i:and V ce versa will be the same for each type of gun after the instruc-

n ponscontained hereir. have been followed,

‘| Pai:| The Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, water-cooled, flex-
‘itole,‘can be used with the Pedestal Mounts, Cal, 50, M43, M43A1, and
MM£46 by converting the back plate D35476 with trigger and trigger
SEafet 7; but without spade grips, to one with spade grips. To make this
‘conveersion the cal. .50 water-cooled spade grip back plate conversion
gro ipD7160981 is used. The conversion is madein a manner similar
tot nat of the heavy-barrel gun, as explained above.

fey
ou“The Browning Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2, aircraft, basic, fixed,

! withback plate C64311 without trigger, trigger safety, or spade grips
caan |be converted into a flexible gun with these parts. To make this
con) ersion, the spade grip back plate conversion group assembly
Ds3:5541 iis used, The conversion is madein a manner similar to that of
the 1eavy-barrel gun, as explained above.

28,4: ASSEMBLY.

a. Back Plate With Horizontal Buffer Assembly (fig. 28).
a)) Place the lower filler piece in the back plate with extension

to le ft, or right, depending upon side to which latch lock is to be at-
tached; insert the two filler piece pins from the top; and insert cotter
pins,Assemble the back plate latch to back plate by inserting the
backplate latch spring in the latch recess, with the other end of the
spring ‘in the recess in the lower filler piece. The latch is pressed
foryyard between the thumb and forefinger, and the pin inserted.

(2) Assemble the latch lock spring in the latch lock, with the
bowed side of spring bulging toward the latch lock, and the closed
| *nd toward the pin end of the lock. Insert the two ends of the spring
in the Small holes in the latch lock, Attach latch lock to filler piece
€xtension by inserting latch lock pin from the top and inserting cotter
Pin, (The latch lock is normally attached with the pin to the left;
pewsever, if an operating slide is to be attached to the right side of

le | receiver, the latch lock is attached to the left side by reversing
EDSTower filler piece, This provides hand clearance when operating
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the slide.) NOTE: One type of latch lock spring is in the form of a

curved leaf spring B243607, with an eye on one end and a hook on

the other. This spring is assembled in the lock by hooking the hooked
end under the pin end of the lock, so that the eye will face down and
bear on the lower handle frame when assembled, A latch lock spring
pin A262799, with flat side, is used when this spring is assembled.

(3) Place the buffer plate in the back plate with the small diame-
ter forward and projecting from the front of the back plate. Insert
22 buffer disks, making sure they are seated properly, and start the
adjusting screw. Insert the plunger and spring, depress them so the
‘plunger may enter the tube, and tighten the adjusting screw, using
the combination or machine gun wrench. When screwed tight, the
adjusting screw should project approximately one-sixteenth inch be-
yond the end of the back plate buffer tube. Not more than one full
thread of the adjusting screw should be exposed. It may be necessary
to add or remove a buffer disk to secure tight adjustment and at the
same time meet these requirements (par. 27 b). If more than one
thread is exposed when the screw is tightened, remove adjusting
screw, remove one buffer disk, and reinstall the adjusting screw,
plunger, and spring. Tighten securely. If adjusting screw is below
flush, add one more buffer disk in like manner. Place the back plate
filler piece in its opening in the back plate and insert the pin.

b. Back Plate With Horizontal Buffer Assembly With Trigger
Group (Water-cooled Guns) (fig. 29). Assembly is the same as

in subparagraph a, above, except for the back plate filler piece. If
the trigger safety assembly has been removed, reassemble the safety
and safety spring, and attach to the back plate with the two screws

which should be staked after being tightened. Insert the trigger in
its recess with the trigger spacer to the left. Seat the spring in the
holes in the back plate and trigger, aline the holes, and insert the pin.

¢. Spade Grip Back Plate Assembly (fig. 30). Assembly is the
same as in subparagraph a, above, except for assembly of back plate
filler piece and lower filler piece. Latch lock is attached to the lower
handle frame, which is riveted to the back plate. Assembly of the
trigger group is outlined in subparagraph b, above.

d. Spade Grip Back Plate Assembly With Bolt Latch Release
(Heavy-barrel Guns) (fig. 31).

(1) Assemble the latch and latch lock to the lower handle sup-
port in a similar manner to that employed when assembling to the
lower filler piece described in subparagraph a (1) and (2), above.
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£5(2) Assemble the buffer plate, buffer disks, and adjusting screwas described iin subparagraph a (3), above.

, qi (3) Raise the positioning stud of the buffer tube sleeve spring
jbyifting the spring and sliding the sleeve onto the buffer tube, lock-
etnd first and knurled-end to rear, until the spring stud will snap into
thfe retaining groove in the tube. The alternate-design tube is simi-
larly assembled by slightly expanding the split sleeve and sliding it

“of the buffer tube until the positioning projection engages as above.

(A) Place the trigger and bolt latch release in the opening at
th1e top of the back plate with the trigger on the right of the bolt latch
telease, so that the thumb piece of the release lies between the ears

° ‘the trigger. Seat the trigger and bolt latch release spring (identical)
intheir seats in the parts and back plate, aline pin holes, and push
etgger pin through until flush. Be sure springs are securely seated

both ends.

:aes Vertical Buffer Back Plate Assembly (fig. 32).
4 (1) Place the index finger spring over the key, and insert the
“key through the front of the back plate with the beveled surface down.aepress the key to compress the spririg, place the index finger over

, e key with the pointer up, and insert the pin. Insert the latch springiEP| the back plate latch and attach the latch by inserting the pin. In-
"sertthe latch lock plunger and spring in the recess in the back plate,
then place the latch lock in position and secure by inserting the pin.
(2) Insert the lower buffer with the beveled surface up, through

nebeveled surface down | and the iene side to the rear. Insert the
buffer disks in the tube, making sure they are seated properly, and
Start the adjusting screw. Insert the plunger and spring and tighten
theadjusting screw, using the combination wrench.

Fa us

Section Vil

BOLT AND DRIVING SPRING GROUP

29. DISASSEMBLY.

, a. Bolt Group. Disassemble as explained below. Exploded view
Cf beoIt group is shown in figure 46.

(1) Remove the extractor assembly by rotating it upward and
Ptuiling out from the bolt (fig. 35). The extractor assembly may be
dis Ass embled, as shown in figure 36, by placing a drift against the
coiSal depressionin one end of the pin and driving out the pin. Lifta 51
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LEVER, COCKING

EXTRACTOR, ASSEMBLY

PIN, COCKING LEVER

OO

aadi ER SRY AEP RS HC TR a 2 Etaame LA, Fv Scr a,reeaa cy Se

RA PD 50989

Figure 35—-Removing Extractor Assembly

by.
SPRING, EJECTOR- A9523ay

PIN, EJECTOR-A9273

EJECTOR-B9732

™=——— EXTRACTOR-C4065

‘ RA PD 91826

Figure 36—E:"ractor Assembly—Exploded View
out bolt switch and bolt switch stud. CAUTION: Before pushing down
on the sear protrusion to release the firing pin, swing the cocking lever
tully rearward. If this is not done, injury to personnel may result,
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BOLT, ALTERNATE
FEED, ASSEMBLY

RA PD 50991

ty _ Figure 37—Disengaging Sear Stop Assembly
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er es
Ls)

SLIDE, SEAR

RA PD 50993

Figure 397—Removing Sear Slide

BOLT, ALTERNATE
FEED, ASSEMBLY

EXTENSION, AIRING PIN, ASSEMBLY

RAPD 50994

Figure 40—Removing Firing Pin Extension Assembly With Firing
:

Pin Attached
54 .
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PIN DRIFT

\EXTENSION,
FIRING PIN, ASS’Y

RA PD 90815

pr‘41—Using Firing Pin Spring Removing Tool
ASah

SPRING, FIRING PIN-A9353

EXTENSION, FIRING PIN-B8946

aay
, FIRING PIN SPRING-A9382

Bah
ee cig ie Fry RA PD 91827

Figure Bearicing Pin Extension Assembly—Exploded View

iTaoe the cocking lever pin and cocking lever (fig, 35).
2 thinend of the cocking lever, swing the sear stop out of

peproove> in t! 1e)bolt (fig. 37). Turn over the bolt, and with a drift,
rat out the2s‘Seartstop pin (fig. 38). NOTE: To prevent locked accel-

NES AO Cal,50 aircraft guns, a new-design accelerator stop
FOL §ancab| stopTock B7161300 are now used in place of the sear

semb y. When these parts are used, the modified breech
ig Naslot E37161302 must be used. For disassembly or replace-referr to p,aragraph Spi ae

St 88 dows .on the sear with the thumb and remove the sear

hie 39) To‘Prevent loss of the sear spring, insert thin endf AS -

Wig 55Bal A
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of the cocking lever between coils of the spring; then remove sear

and sear spring. (The spring may be left thus attached to the cocking
lever for ease in reassembly.)

(4) Elevate the front of the bolt and the firing pin extension
and firing pin will drop out (fig. 40). The firing pin extension is not
usually disassembled unless replacement of parts or cleaning is neces-
sary. If disassembly is necessary, the firing pin spring may be re-

moved by removing the firing pin spring stop pin. If the firing pin
spring removing tool is available (fig. 27), it should be used to dis-
assemble and assemble the spring. To use the tool, clamp firing pin
extension firmly but not tightly in a vise, and fit the head of the
tool sleeve over the end of extension so that the cut straddles the
stop pin (fig. 41). (Care must be taken not to bend extension,) Press
in on rod of tool to compress spring and push out stop pin. Then hold
sleeve against extension and relieve tension on rod so that the spring
expands into the sleeve. To assemble spring, pull rod back in sleeve
of tool, insert one end of spring in sleeve of tool and other end in ex-

tension, and press in and insert pin flush, If firing pin spring disas-
sembling tool is not available, the stop pin may be removed by
clamping the firing pin extension in a vise, as above, and removing
the pin with a pin drift. Care should be observed not to bend the
extension, and also to restrain the spring when drift is withdrawn.
The disassembled extension is shown in figure 42. NOTE: Some fir-
ing pins B7310080 were manufactured with four flats on the sides
to provide space in the bolt tunnel for dirt to collect and thus prevent
jamming of the pin.

b, Driving Spring Group, Disassemble as follows: The driv-
ing springs may be removed from the driving spring rod by filing off
the riveting from the riveted end of the stop pin and then driving
out the stop pin with a pin drift. (Use new pin when assembling.)
Then, restrain collar against springs, pull drift out, and remove collar
and springs. Allow springs to expand slowly through hands to pre-
vent kinking. An exploded view of the assembly is shown in figure 43.

30. INSPECTION.

a. Thoroughly clean and inspect all parts with particular atten-
tion to the following points:

(1) Check bolt handle and bolt stud for deformation, burs, and
worn collar. Maximum length of seating end should be 0.585 inch.

(2) Check driving spring rod for rust, deformation, and loose
burred or bent pins. Check inner and outer springs for rust and kinks.
Inner spring B147510 should have from 193 to 197 coils and mini-
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COLLAR, DRIVING SPRING ROD-A152900 ~
SBRING DRIVING, OUTER-3147509

4arena exe za SIuOR AR CARTE
fsHEAD, DRIVINGSPRINGROD-A15290)__ SPRING, DRIVING, INNER-B147510

@<a DRIVING SPRING-B147508 ~| ith ie NS SERING

> PIN, RETAINING, DRIVING SPRING ROD-A152899
ui RA PD 91904

Figure 43—Driving Spring Rod With Springs Assembly—
Exploded View

mum| free length of 21 inches. Outer spring B147509 should have
from142 to 146 coils and minimum free length of 21 inches.

@ye Check bolt cam grooves (for belt feed lever), and bolt
‘witch for roughness and burs,
¢4) Check extractor and ejector for deformation, wear, and burs;

loos 2 or unstaked ejector pin; and weakejector spring. Spring A9523
shou ld have from 6 to 7 coils and minimum free length of eleven
thirtyty-seconds inch.

(5) “Check cocking lever for deformation, wear, and burs, par-
ticularly on camming ends.

€S) Check sear stop assembly for deformation, burs, and loose
pin.neCheck accelerator stop and lock (when assembled) for deforma-
tion,looseness, wear, and burs.

(7)7) Check sear slide for binding or excessive looseness in guide-
Way:in bolt, and for wear and burs.

toh
) (8)Check sear for deformation, burs, and fracture, and spring

for rt istand set. Spring A9524 should have from 6 to 7 coils and
minimum free length of seventeen thirty-seconds inch,

(9) Check firing pin extension for deformation and burs, worn
orburred sear notch, and free movement in bolt; it should not bind.
Chec sfiring pin spring for rust and set. Spring A9353 should have
from 35to 39 coils and minimum free length after setting of 3%»
inches, The new-type spring should be used in all guns.

, (@(10), Check firing pin for free movement in bolt and with exten-
‘ ion ¢assembled, and for deformation, worn nose, and burs; it should
veHt bi 1d, When fully forward, nose of pin should protrude from face

bolIt between 0.074 and 0,079 inch,
(1») Usingfiring pin hole gage 41-G-182-200, check firing pin hole

in faceof bolt. If gage (0.084 inch) enters hole, boltis unserviceable(peir”17 |a (3)):
(12) Check T-slot in bolt for broken or burred lips, and extractor

Stop pin|for looseness, wear, and burs, (Chamfer on opening of driving
Aa id

. —

Se 57
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spring rod hole in bolt should be 60 degrees.) NOTE: Unserviceable
bolt assemblies having recoil plates which are serviceable (except for
enlargement of the firing pin hole) and serviceable bolts found to have
oversized firing pin holes, should be sent to Rock Island Arsenal for
reworking, Broken, or otherwise unserviceable bolt assemblies, may be
disposed of locally.

31, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
When assembling, clean, oil parts for rust prevention, and lubricate
as prescribed in ITM 9-225, TM 9-226, or FM 23-65 pertaining to the
gun in question, Major repairs and modifications are explained below.

b. Firing Pin Binding in Bolt.
(1) In some cases the firing pins do not drop freely into the firing

pin tunnel of the bolt. This condition may be corrected by reducing
the largest diameter of the firing pin. The largest diameter, which was

0.490 inch —0.005 inch, may be ground to 0.482 inch —0.005 inch.
This change provides a floating action for the firing pin even if it is
not perfectly alined with the firing pin extension, and will in most
cases Overcome any minor defects made-during the machining of the
bolt. Firing pins of future manufacture will include these changes.

(2) If the firing pin binds in the bolt, tests may be made with a
number of firing pins and a number of bolts to determine, if possible,
whether the bolt is defective or the firing pin is bent. If several firing
pins bind slightly in the bolt and if the bolt has been thoroughly
cleaned, the firing pin tunnel in the bolt is probably at fault. The pin
or the bolt or both should be replaced as necessary.

ce. Countersinking of Driving Spring Rod Hole on Rear of
Bolt To Prevent Binding of Spring. It has been reported that some

bolts D28256 for Browning Machine Gun, cal. 50, M2 have been
issued without the 60-degree countersink at the opening of the driv-
ing spring rod hole on the rear of the bolt. The omission of this
countersink will not prevent the gun from firing, but will affect the
rate of fire and also cause the driving spring to wear because of bind-
ing as it enters the hole. Bolts encountered with this defect should be
corrected by scraping or filing a 60-degree bevel approximately one

thirty-second inch wide on the edge of the hole with a metal scraper
or half-round file.

d. Revision of Bolt Handle To Eliminate Interference With
Sear. Several cases have been encountered where proper function-
ing of Browning Machine Gun, cal. .50, M2, all types, is prevented
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"Figure 44—Bolt Handle, Showing Dimensions
: 1}

by eXBes length of atid on bolt handle B8583. If the stud is too
Tong,: will extend too far into the gun and will prevent movement of
the?ear, ‘This condition will exist in a very small number of bolt
haindies, “When it is encountered, it should be overcome by grindingat handle to within the dimensions shown on figure 44.

eeBE<cessive Play Between Sear and Sear Slide, Normally, the
upwared‘travelof the sear is limited by either the sear slide or the sear
Stopee55sembly, If parts are worn to the extent that the upward travel
of the sear is instead being limited by the firing pin extension, then
‘Gnew ssear slide, sear, and/or bolt should be used.

Tges_ Use of Accelerator Stop Assembly To Prevent Jamming of
CCE erator. A new-design accelerator stop assembly is being in-

staleodinaircraft guns of recent manufacture to prevent the accelera-
tor fron 1 Jamming in the breech lock notchin the bolt. This assembly
B71istsOfan accelerator stop B7161301 and an accelerator stop lock
ste 161300; and takes the place of the sear stop assembly when as-

mb)ae.The accelerator stop is inserted in the bottom of the bolt
lesinthe breech lock notch. The accelerator stop lock is as-
Bataestop from the top of the bolt and is secured to the bolt

iatto clear the stop, must be used SHEA the accelerator stop
mbly,myThe accelerator stop assemblyis removed from the bolt

Ai; vi

ae, 59
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LOCK, ACCELERATOR STOP-B716/ 300

oo

SLIDE, SEAR
wl RA PD 91906

Figure 45—Accelerator Stop Assembly and Bolt—Exploded View

by disengaging it from the bolt in the same manner as the sear stop,
and then pulling it to the rear to disengage it from the shank of the
stop. The stop is then pushed down out of the bolt. The assembly
is installed by reversing the above procedure.

32. ASSEMBLY.

a. Bolt Group. Assemble as explained below. Exploded view of
bolt group is shown in figure 46.

(1) If the firing pin extension has been disassembled, it may be
assembled by reversing the procedure of disassembly as explained
in paragraph 29 a (4). Be sure both ends of the stop pin are flush
with firing pin extension when assembled.

(2) Engage the firing pin and firing pin extension, and insert
them in the bolt with the notch at the rear of the firing pin extension
down. Push the extension all the way forward so that the tip of the
firing pin protrudes from the face of the bolt.

(3) Locate the sear spring in position and insert the sear in its
slot, Press down lightly on the sear, at the same time rocking the

60
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A— EXTRACTOR, ASS'Y-B8959
B— SWITCH. BOLT-C4062
C—STUD. BOLT SWITCH-A1 3529
D— STOP. SEAR, ASS’Y-BS788
E— LEVER. COCKING-89718
F — SEAR-C4067
45 — SPRING, SEAR-A9524
H — PIN, STOP. EXTRACTOR-A9385
1 — BOLT, ALTERNATE FEED-D28256
J—PIN. COCKING LEVER-B147762

, K— SLIDE, SEAR-A351220
me, L— PIN. FIRING-B7310080

mM M——EXTENSION. FIRING PIN, ASS'Y-B8976
N— PLATE, RECOIL-Al52858

R A PD 91826

Figure 446—Bolt Group—Exploded View
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, + eee tg a i i

; ae wr Aneelaf tei

LEVER, COCKING

BOLT, ALTERNATE FEED, ASSEMBLY

RAPD 50999

Figure 47——Assembling Cocking Lever

spring held for convenience by the cocking lever (as explained in
paragraph 29 a (3)) in both directions to make sure the spring is
properly seated both in the recess in the bolt and the recess in the
bottom of the sear, Press down on the sear and insert the sear slide. ©

If the gun is to be fired by the trigger bar, the square end of the sear —

slide may be either to the right or to the left. If the gun is to be fired
by a mechanism attached to the side plate, the square end of the ©

slide must be on the side from which the weapon is to be fired, Insert
the sear stop assembly in the bolt'and push downward on the seat
stop pin with the thin end of the cocking lever until it extends through”
the slot in the firing pin extension. Make certain that the sear stOP

pin is back of the firing pin spring and not through a coil, Them
swing the sear stop into its groove in the left side of the recess. (For
assembly of accelerator stop assembly in place of the sear stop ae
sembly see paragraph 31 f.)

(4) Insert the cocking lever in the slot of the bolt witha
rounded cam surface to the rear (fig. 47) and insert the coc
lever pin from the left side. Push the cocking lever all the way
ward, return it to its extreme rear position, and press downw2!¢ the

the top of the sear. The click of the firing pin will be heard ©

assembly is correct. Push the cocking lever all the way forw® "4

fore assembling the bolt in the gun.

62
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ey7,(5) Insert the bolt switch stud, with the small diameter up, and

vet small end securely for retention in rod. Check assembly to see
hat both springs and collar move freely on the rod when compressed

Se Section Vill

_ ‘OIL BUFFER GROUP
33, DISASSEMBLY. 3

Disassembleas follows:
ye) eee : te te: Ko)

ae

Removeoilbuffer assembly from the oil buffer body by
Sitio’ on the end xf +b : ‘

sievOn) the end of the piston rod with the forefinger. Turn oil
001 U rc 4 ry pS mlAmw mh ee a ;

’OGY Overand place upside down on the table. To remove the
gor alevate the tips of the accelerator with the forefinger of the

eSyand press down on the end of the tube lock with the thumb.
=)yeriverOr similar tool in the right hand, raise the rear end

rae ‘thumb will keep the tube lock from springing out
12)s With a drift, push out the accelerator pin and re-

Snot usually disassembled unless
i DE at: Telwanc ~pane ede rr cL *> > Necessary. If disassembly is neces-

a)
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ACCELERATOR

LOCK, TUBE, ASSEMBLY

4

LATCH, TUBE LOCK

BODY, OIL BUFFER Mane

ASSEMBLY :

RA PD 73879

Figure 48—RemovingOil Buffer Tube Lock

r GUIDE, OIL BUFFER-B9715

*LOCK, SPRING, OIL BUFFER BODY-A9266

RIVET, BREECH LOCK DEPRESSOR-A9283

DEPRESSOR,
BREECH LOCK-B97|2

LOCK, OIL BUFFER TUBE) mam A
ASSEMBLY_C145328 17" = =

PIN, ACCELERATOR-A9276

SPRING, ACCELERATOR PIN-A9357 RA PD 90812

Figure 49-—-Oil Buffer Body Group—Exploded View

sary, proceed as follows; Using a vise, open jaws enough to clear end
of piston rod, Place spring guide against side or top of jaws (fig. 50),
wrap fingers around spring and hold guide firmly against vise, Press in
on the oil buffer to compress the spring. Rotate. the buffer through 90

64
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RA PD 90814

- Figure 50—-Using Vise To Remove Oil Buffer Spring

izy» SPRING, OIL BUFFER-B9832
4

GUIDE, OlL BUFFER SPRING-A9518 —

RA PD 91829

Figure 51—Oil Buffer Assembly With Spring and Guide
i"

aeTe28S:ineither direction to aline the piston rod pin with the slotsin
S gulide, telease the spring pressure slowly, and remove oil buffer

frompatie ‘and spring. Exercise care to avoid injury. Figure 51
Btlowsoil buffer spring and guide removed from oil buffer assembly.

(3). ‘Remove the filler screws, using a screwdriver which fits
he slots peractly, and drain out the oil. Remove the oil buffer tube
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cap with the combination wrench. After removal of the cap, the
piston rod and related parts may be withdrawn from the tube. Take
out the piston head nut pin and unscrew the piston head nut. Remove
the piston yalve assembly and unscrew the piston rod head. Un-
screw the gland plug from the cap. The oil buffer packing, packing
gland ring (or washer, par. 36 a (1)), and packing gland spring
can then be taken out. The relief valve and spring may be removed
from the cap by removing the screw. An exploded view of the oil
buffer assembly is shown in figure 56. CAUTION: [If it is necessary
to clamp oil buffer tube in a vise for removal of cap, engage vise jaws
with flats on rear end of tube, not with body of tube as it will
be bent.

$4, INSPECTION
a. Thoroughly clean and inspect all parts with particular atten-

tion to the following points:
(1) Check body spring lock for tension, burs, staking, and re-

tention in body.
(2) Check tube lock for wear and burs; weak, short, or worn

stud; loose latch; and retention in body (par. 35 d).
(3) Check breech lock depressors for deformation, wear, and

excessive looseness in body. Should have slight toggle action.
(4) Check accelerator for broken or burred tips, pin for burs

and rusting, and broken or missing spring.
(5) Check oil buffer spring guide for burs and missing or loose

key. Check spring for rust and set, Spring B9832 should have from
1134 to 124% coils and minimum free length of 542 inches.

(6) Check oi] buffer for loose or leaking filler screws, and leaks
around cap, relief valve, and packing. Check tube for dents, worn

serrations, and loose or damaged cap.

(7) Check action of relief valve in cap and for weak spring.
Spring A9393 should have from 5 to 6 coils and minimum free
length of twenty-seven sixty-fourths inch. (Relief valve group is
omitted in heavy-barrel guns.)

_ (8) Check oil buffer gland packing and washer for damage, and
packing gland spring for weakness, Spring A153163 should have from
3% to 4% coils, and minimum free length of three-eighths inch.
(Gland packing, washer, and spring are omitted in heavy-barrel guns.)
_(9) Check piston rod for deformation, wear at point where pack-

ing rubs, burred notch and burred or loose pin. Check piston rod head
for burs, and valve for burs and missing keys. (Valve assembly is
omitted in heayy-barrel guns.) »
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i =Figure 52—Using Combination Wrench 41-W-867-808 To Check
° Length of Oil Buffer Assembly

(10dD) Check assembled length of oil buffer assembly. With piston
TCBalti ly extended the length from rear face of tube to extreme for-
ward fzaceOf piston rod should be between 6.525 and 6.553 inches, as

explairned in paragraph 35 b (3). Use combination wrench
41-W-&67-808 to gage length as shown in figure 52.

((11)1) ‘See that assembled oil bufferis filled with recoil oil of latest
Spec: fication, (Oilis omitted for heavy-barrel guns.)

35. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.
aRReplace all broken, badly worn or otherwise unserviceable

pits3. AXSemove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
hen 2assembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubricate
pres ribed iin TM 9-225, TM 9-226, or FM 23-65 pertaining tothe

Sun 1;n ¢juestion, Major repairs and modifications are explained below.

b, biCorrection of Short Oil Buffers.)-<‘Some oil buffers have insufficient over-all length, thus causing
atic‘petformance. It has been found that a gun equipped with a

ROTpolibuffer, even though correctly timed when on the bench, will
stop firing after a few rounds if the gun is elevated.
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O45 :

TO et be 3.970 +.014 |

O55 4)

= - int

aE
iit
Hi

N

HEAD, Oil BUFFER
— = ROD, OIL BUFFER

BUSIBLor? PISTON, ASSEMBLY

VALVE, OIL BUFFER .

NUT, PISTON HEAD PISTON, ASSEMBLY RA PD 73881

Figure 53—_Assembly Dimensions of Oil Buffer

(2) Im order to detect a short oil buffer, remove the driving
spring from the gun and open the cover. Elevate the gun to 90 degrees
and notice if there is a gap between the barrel extension and the
trunnion block. There should be no gap between these components.
If combination wrench 41-W-867-808 is available, it can be used as

a gage (fig. 52).
(3) When a short oil buffer assembly is found,it should be dis-

assembled, and the oil buffer piston rod B9830 repositioned to increase
over-all length of the oil buffer. The over-all length should be between
6.525 and 6.553 inches. If the oil buffer piston rod is such that the
pin hole at the rear will not allow insertion of the piston head nut pin
after the proper over-all length of the buffer has been obtained, it
should be discarded. A new oil buffer piston rod assembly B&763
should be used.- Piston rod assemblies of new manufacture are of the
correct length.

(4) If neither of these adjustments proves satisfactory, the entire
oil buffer assembly should be discarded and a new assembly C4077
used in its place.

ec. Remoyal of Oil and Parts From Oil Buffer of Heavy-barrel
Gun.

(1) Some heavy-barrel machine guns have been found to operate
sluggishly, due to insufficient reserve energy. The insufficient reserve
energy may be caused by lack of lubrication, burred parts, or by the
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aetion of the oil buffer mechanismin the gun. If a heavy-barrel gun
deliyers the normal rate of fire (450 to 550 rounds per minute), the
gin may be considered in good operating condition, If sluggish
Peeration or stoppages are encountered, disassemble the gun and in-
speect‘all moving parts for rough surfaces, burs, or insufficient lubrica-
tion.Tf any of these conditions are found, they must be corrected.
Tfthegun still operates sluggishly or if stoppages occur, the oil and the
:follow ing parts (fig. 56) should be removed from the oil buffer:

Pi ae Mark Item Quantity
ee earn, ait) avy « RR RELIG) (O08) (bulifer Veland |) cca. cr ae 1.

ei MriNeesdiiirets werner RING, oil buffer packing gland..........1
“oy LE ere SCREW, oil buffer relief valve.........1
BE 0) wailed disse. sp SPRING, oil buffer packing gland......1
sisi oe ee ee SPRING, oil buffer relief valve........1
MIM rl Gksiae see VALVE, relief, oil buffer...............1

aNCOTE A: Packing A153162 and washer Al53161 may be found
ssembIled in place of packing A9279A and ring A9297, These parts

shouldbe removed,

NO’ ‘FE B: Previous instructions have directed removal of the oil
butfer tube filler screws A9361. These screws are needed to prevent

ancdother extraneous matter from entering the oil buffer tube.
herefo:re, all oil buffers from which the screws have been removed

shuidbe»cleaned and the screws replaced.

Cya‘The oil buffer packing gland plug A9277 must be replaced
afterter noving the above components, as it acts as a guide for the oil
buffer {piston rod. Care must be taken to insure that the oil buffer
pistonis$ feassembled to the oil buffer piston rod in the exact position
it heid prior“to disassembly, that is, the piston must be screwed on
thepisston rod the same number of turns it was originally. The proper
adjusstmetnt iisshown in figure 53.

3) &omponents removed should be turned in to the local Post
nencet® Officer, who will forward them to Raritan Arsenal.

iting New Oil Buffer Tube Lock Assembly.
: ‘new oil buffer tube lock assembly C145325 (fig. 57) has
Seen. byeed to replace oil buffer tube lock assembly B8787 or
: ae 71he old oil buffer tube lock causes stoppage by slipping
ea ardduringthe firing of the cal, .50 Browning machine gun, and
hus Bot fully7 depressing the accelerator. This condition results in
acceleratortips$ jamming in the breech lock slot in the bolt.

4» Thenew oil buffer tube lock assembly consists of two com-
tS TiveatecGd together, namely, oil buffer tube lock latch B284610,
peutieritube lock body B284606. The function of the latch

Vent the oil buffer tube lock assembly from sliding rearward
Gun iss functioning.
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LATCH, OIL BUFFER fi

BODY, OIL BUFFER
TUBE LOCK-B284606

98\
TUBE LOCK-B2846]0

oan POSSIBLE INTERFERENCE POINTS G

© Mage ar ee _4

O i, Bi ee
—_——.

GROUP 1—OIL BUFFER TUBE LOCK ASSEMBLY-C145325

— ate

Tait ¥
mune ub Fa Ey:

GROUP 2—OIL BUFFER BODY, ASSEMBLY

PROPER
FIT

EXCESS

METAL

GROUP 3—ACCELERATOR

Check clearance here be-
tween cam and bottom plate.
Should preferably be .001” to
.008", but may be .001” to

! 012",

O Oil buffer body wears cam at i
these points. Replace cams
if a sharp indent is visible. y

GROUP 4—BREECH LOCK CAM ASSEMBLY

ahd

The bevel of the
lock should be in
full contact with
bevel on accelera-
tor when lock is
pushed all the way
to rear of buffer
body,

RA PD 91903

Figure 54—Method of Fitting New Oil Buffer Tube Lock Assembly,
and Fit of Breech Lock Cam
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ANGULAR LOCKING SLOT
4,
r

rs ?
4g

a’

a
is INCHES

E. RA PD 88158

Figure 55—Modified Accelerator Showing Angular Locking Slot
gc Cut Through

m3) When the above trouble occurs, the old oil buffer tube lock
should be replaced with the new oil buffer tube lock assembly. The
following adjustments to the new oil buffer tube lock assembly may
benecessary.

|(4) When the new oil buffer tube lock assembly (Group 1, fig. 54)
4s assembled to oil buffer body assembly (Group 2, fig. 54) there
isapossibility of interference at point D (Group 2, fig. 54), because
of the shape of the latch recess on the oil buffer body. In this event,
femove a slight amount of metal from point A (Group 1, fig, 54).
(6) The oil buffer tube lock might be too long when assembled
to the oil buffer body of early manufacture (A, Group 3, fig. 54).fee ett remove a slight amount of metal from the end of the
lock 5

yfae

hor Of ne accelerator, the angular locking slot has been cut straight
igh theaccelerator (fig. 55). This however did not entirely

jamming of the accelerator even when the new oil buffer
K assembly was used. Recently, jamming of the accelerator

aeeneliminated by use of the accelerator stop assembly, which
sembled to the bolt in place of the sear stop assembly (par. 31 fand ,

0
ay 3 45).

= aa

Co) a See
5

in Geo. 2ne oil buffer body produces an indentation at points shown
eo OUp 4, figure 54. A breech lock cam having deep indentations

: ve: replaced. NOTE: The clearances between the breech lock
—_
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cam and the bottom plate should be held preferably between 0.001
and 0.008 of an inch, but may be from 0.001 to 0.012 inch. Clearance
is to be measured at point shown in Group 4, figure 54.

(d) When the oil buffer tube lock is pushed to the left or to
the right after assembly to the oil buffer body, it might contact the
body at point E, or at point F (Group 2, fig. 54). In such a case, a

slight amount of metal should be removed from the oil buffer tube
lock at point G or at point H (Group 1, fig. 54) to relieve the inter-
ference,

(4) The points mentioned above have bearing on the malfunc-
tion caused by a locked accelerator. Therefore, each gun should be
checked prior to installation to insure that the conditions desired
have been obtained.

(5) _ If, in fitting the new-type oil buffer tube lock, an excessive
amount of metal has been removed from the front end of the oil
buffer tube lock, the spoiled components should be discarded.

(6) It is possible for the new oil buffer tube lock assembly to
overlap the accelerator when pushed forward as far as permitted by
the clearances present. Such a condition requires no corrective meas-
ure, provided the oil buffer tube lock fits as described above, when
pushed to the rear as far as it will go.

$6, ASSEMBLY,

a. Present manufacture of heavy-barrel guns is omitting the oil
buffer gland packing, packing gland ring, packing gland spring, re-

lief valve, relief valve spring, relief valve screw, and oil in addition
to the oil buffer piston valve assembly. (Refer to paragraph 35 ¢

for details.) An exploded view of oil buffer assembly is shown in
figure 56, Disassemble as follows:

(1) Place the packing gland plug, gland packing, gland ring (or
washer), gland spring and tube cap on the piston rod in the order
named, being sure the bevel on the conical-type packing fits into the
gland ring. Cylindrical-type packing A153162 is assembled in the
same order, but with a washer A153161 and spring A153163 in place
of the gland ring and spring used with the old conical-type packing.
Screw gland plug into tube cap and tighten, using combination wrench.
Then screw piston rod head on rod, with the shoulder away from the
cap, until the-..d of the threaded shoulder is flush with the end of
the rod, The distance from the forward face of the piston rod head
to the forward face of the shank engaging notch on the end of the
piston rod should not be less than 3.970-+-0.014 inches (fig, 53).
Place valve assembly on the shoulder of the rod head with the flat
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A—SCREW, FILLER, OJL BUFFER TUBE. ASSEMBLY-8147888
B— TUBE, OiL BUFFER-C8146
C — PIN, OIL BUFFER PISTON HEAD NUT-AS380
D— NUT, OIL BUFFER PISTON HEAD-A9267
E— VALVE, OIL BUFFER PISTON. ASSEMBLY -B8969
F — KEY-A9784 (PART OF VALVE ASSEMBLY)
G — HEAD, OIL BUFFER PISTON ROD-B17169
fH — CAP, OIL BUFFER TUBE-B147845
1— SPRING, OIL BUFFER PACKING GLAND-A153163

J— VALVE, RELIEF, OIL BUFFER-A9528K — SPRING, OIL BUFFER RELIEF VALVE_A9393L — SCREW, OIL BUFFER RELIEF VALVE-A9360M— WASHER, OIL BUFFER PACKING GLAND-A15316]N — PACKING, OIL BUFFER GLAND-A153162O— PLUG, OIL BUFFER PACKING GLAND-A9277P——ROD, OIL BUFFER PISTON-B9830
Q — PIN, OIL BUFFER PISTON ROD-A9379

RA PD 91330
Figure 56—Oij] Buffer Assembly—Exploded View
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face toward the rod head. Screw the piston head nut on the rod
head allowing a clearance of approximately 0,050 inch between the
rod head and valve assembly (fig. 53) as measured by the oil buffer
feeler gage. If the gage is not available, a tube lock may be used as
an alternate. Adjust, if necessary (par. 35 b), to provide this clear-
ance, aline the slots in the nut and shoulder of the rod head with
the hole in the rod, insert the piston head nut pin, and bend both
ends of the pin,

(2) Insert the rod and its assembled parts into the oil buffer
tube with the valve keys riding in the grooves in the tube wall. Tighten
the tube cap securely with the combination wrench (CAUTION,
par. 33 a (3) ). In order for the oil buffer spring to function properly
in the gun during the complete recoil stroke, the assembled length of
the oil buffer assembly must be within the proper dimensions. The
distance from the rear of the oil buffer tube to the extreme forward
face of the oil buffer piston rod (over-all length) must be within
the limits 6.525 inches and 6.553 inches. Proper length may be meas-
ured by use of gage on combination wrench 41-W-867-808 (par. 34.
a (10) fig. 52). Turn the oil buffer assembly so that the openings
for the filler screws are on top. Pull the piston rod out of tube’as far
as possible. With recoil oil (light) flowing freely from the spout of
an oilcan, insert the spout in one of the filler holes and fill until the
oil flows out of the other filler hole. Insert filler screws. If filler
screws A9361 are being used, tighten securely with a screwdriver
which fits the slots exactly. If oil buffer tube filler screw assembly
B147/888 with assembled washer is being used, tighten only sufficiently
to seat firmly. The washer is assembled to the screw for the purpose
of preventing oil leakage. The washer is staked in a groove in the
screw and should be free to rotate. If relief valve has been re-

moved, insert valve and spring in cap, and thread in screw. NOTE:
It is necessary that the over-all length of the buffer should be between
the above dimensions fot proper functioning of the gun, as explained
in paragraph 35 b and figure 53.

(3) To assemble the spring to the oil buffer assembly, pull the
oil buffer piston rod fully forward, place the spring over the piston
rod, and place spring guide on the spring, Wrap fingers around spring
and place guide against partly opened jaws of vise as for disassembly
(par. 33 a (2), fig. 50). Press in on the buffer to compress the spring
against the guide until the pins on the piston rod pass through the
slots in the guide. When clear of the guide turn the buffer 90 degrees
until the pins in the piston rod aline with the seating notches in guide,
then release the tension slowly until the pins seat squarely in the
notches in the guide. Exercise care that parts do not slip and cause
injury while assembling.
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ie pisare 57—Oil Buffer Tube Lock Assembly C1453525

@. Place accelerator in position in oil buffer body, with points
ourving up and to rear (fig. 49) and insert the accelerator pin through
the |holes in the oil buffer body and accelerator until flush. Turn the
oil buffer body upside down; lay the tube lock on the body with the
bowed1 side away from the buffer body. Depress the tube lock so as

© force the projecting ears into the circular recess in the groove in
the oil buffer body. Holding the tube lock down in this position,
Zrasp, the projecting end of the lock and slide it toward the accelerator,
lifti1gthe projecting end slightly so that the lug on the tube lock
cleaars the oil buffer body. The lug should engage in the hole in the
mete bm of the oil buffer body. If the new-type lock assembly C145325

assembled (fig. 57), the lock should be pushed forward until the
Bibs |lock latch can be depressed into the circular opening in the
tubelock slot in the oil buffer body, and then pushed forward until
Seated, ‘For possible modifications necessary to fit new-type lock,
Tefer tCo}© paragraph 35 d.

(5)Y“Slide the spring lock fully into its slotin the side of the oil
mu body and stakein place. Insert the oil buffer in the body with

ne Buide2 key engaging in the slot in the side of the buffer body.

(6)For adjustment of oil buffer, refer to TM 9-225 or TM 9-226,

A aiei 75
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Section IX

BARREL AND BARREL EXTENSION GROUP

37. DISASSEMBLY.

a. In aircraft and water-cooled guns, the barrél is removed from
the barrel extension by unscrewing the barrel from the extension after
the group has been removed from the gun. In the heavy-barrel guns
the barrel must be unscrewed from the extension before the extension
is removed from the gun. To save wear, when possible, when unscrew-

ing the barrel, the barrel locking spring should be raised slightly from
the notchés in the barrel. For removal of rear barrel packing of water-
cooled guns, see paragraph 47 p (1). Types of barrels are shown in
figure 58,

b. To disassemble the barrel extension, the barrel locking spring
is pushed forward out of its seat. The breech lock is removed by
pushing out the breech lock pin with a drift. An exploded view of
the barrel extension assembly and related parts is shown in figure 59.

NOTE: The old-type breach lock B8925 had two bevels on the
top tront edge; lock of later modification has but one bevel. New-
type lock B7161302, used in aircraft guns, has one bevel and a slot
in the bottom for clearance of the accelerator stop assembly when
used in place of the sear stop assernbly. New-type lock must be used
when accelerator stop assembly is used, Figure 60 shows old type
and new type with slot. Modified old type is samme as new type but
without the slot.

08. INSPECTION,

a, Barrel Extension. Thoroughly clean and inspect all parts
with particular attention to the following points:

(1) Check barrel extension for bent side members; burs on bolt
guideways and breech lock slot; and loose, damaged, or burred shank.
(When assembled, upper and lower face of shank body must not
project beyond corresponding surfaces of extension.) Check barrel
locking spring for firm retention in its groove, and for wear, fracture,
and burs, especially on nose. Check barrel threads for excessive
looseness when screwed to barrel. Should be easy fit but with no shake
or play in threads. !

(2) Check breech lock for burs and binding, and pin for excessive
looseness and wear at point contacted by breech lock . depressors.
Check pin for broken or missing spring.
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i BARREL ASSEMBLY D28272 FOR CAL. 50 AIRCRAFT GUN M2

i

BARREL D35348A FOR CAL, 50 AIRCRAFT GUN M2

BARREL ASSEMBLY D28271 FOR WATER-COOLED GUN M2

meneOT i,RRReesrerma ORR MEN oe aig eine fh

BARREL D28253A FOR HEAVY BARREL GUN M2

RA PD 91820

Figure 58—Types of Barrels

“=s—— SHANK, BARREL EXTENSION-89728

ak
BARRREL. EXTENSION

te ANK-A9268 .

SPRING, LOCKING BARREL-B8908

“LOCK, BREECH-B8925

RA PD 91831

aure 59—-Barrel Extension Group—Exploded View
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LOCK, BREECH-B8925
(OLD TYPE)

LOCK, BREECH-B7161302
(NEW TYPE)

2
INCHES

RA PD 88168

Figure 60—Old-type Breech Lock, and New Type Used With
Aircraft Guns

b, Barrel. Thoroughly iiean and inspect the barrel as follows:
(1) INSPECT THE BARREL AS A WHOLE FROM THE STANDPOINT

OF SERVICEABILITY. Check barrel locking notches for wear or break-
down. (This is very important as worn or damaged notches may per-
mit the barrel to turn during firing, thus allowing head space adjust-
ment to change.) Accuracy of fire is the main point to consider when
inspecting a barrel. Accuracy is reduced in varying degrees by bulges,
erosion, and pits in the bore. The extent to which these defects will
reduce accuracy is determined by two methods: namely, visual inspec-
tion and bore gaging. Before inspecting the barrel, all metal and
other fouling must be removed and the barrel wiped dry.

(2) ViIsuAL INSPECTION, Hold the barrel so that its interior is
illuminated, and examine the bore from both the muzzle and breech
ends, If the barrel is not bent or otherwise deformed, if the bore ap-
pears free from bulges and large pits, and if the lands are sharp and
uniformly distinct, it is serviceable. Small pits will not render the
barrel unserviceable, provided it is in good condition otherwise.
Examine the breech end of the bore. If the lands are worn away so

that the first 6 or 8 inches of the bore are smooth, the barrel is unser-

viceable and should be scrapped. If the barrel contains a bulge, it
should be scrapped. A bulge is indicated by a shadowy depression
or ring in the bore, It may also be detected often by a bulge or
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Taised ring on the exterior surface. If the barrel is pitted to the ex-

tent that the sharpness of the landsis affected, or if it has a pit or

3 ts in the lands or grooves large enough to permit passage of gas
a ‘ound the bullet (pits approximately one-half to three-quarters inch
long and the width of one land), the barrel is, or soon will be, too
ineaccurate for serviceability and should be scrapped. Proper care and
clesaning of the barrel usually will prevent such damage to the bore.
NCTE: It an inspector's barrel reflector is used, insert the short tube
olthe reflector into the chamber of the gun barrel. The reflector has

mirror and an opening through which the reflection of the bore is
Biiained

@) BORE GAGING WITH BREECH BORE GAGE 41-G-30 (fig. 20).

«a) Each barrel inspected and found serviceable by visual test
also will be checked by bore gaging. Remove the barrel from the
gun «and make sure the bore and chamber are thoroughly clean and
dry.‘Examine the breech bore gage 41-G-30 to insure that it is clean
and nmloves freely in its sleeve. The presence of dirt, or any other
obstriiction, will prevent the sleeve from seating properly in the
char ber, thus giving a false indication of the condition of the barrel.
CAUT. ON: Never attempt to bore gage a hot barrel. As the barrel
cools,the barrel will “freeze” on the gage and make it very difficult
to Femove the gase without damaging either the gage or the barrel.

(b)i‘With the barrel in a horizontal position, insert the breech
bore page into the chamber with the long side of the sleeve down
(fig,61).Make stre that the sleeve is fully seated in the chamber.
Mien 1sroperly seated, the face of the short side of the sleeve should

8flush with the face of the barrel, If there is any excess length of
chehamber,due to stretching or otherwise, the short face of the sleeve
will enterbeyond the face of the barrel, Rotate the gage so that the
Heuresare uppermost, and slide the gage into the bore until the
sgihtly tapered forward section is in definite contact with the lands
the1ifling. The wear of the lands will be indicated by the dis-
tance thegage goes forward before contacting the lands. This distance
llbeindicated in tenths of an inch by the index line opposite the

1Onpzendof the sleeve.

©)¥Vhen the erosion and wear of the barrel result in tHe gage
nsfering theSleeve so that the red index line (twenty tenths, or 2.0
shes) omes Opposite the long end of the sleeve, the resulting ini-

.@ alosityhas dropped approximately 200 feet per second. ‘The
Bee. 10ay‘Still be fired several thousand rounds; however, consider-oocedaccuracy, cost of ammunition, etc., the barrel should

y be“Scrapped when in this condition. Barrels which permiteee D enter to the thirteenth graduation or beyond, may be
Or treaining but are not to be used in the theater of operations.

eya .
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KNOB

ee teneryomonquesdronne Fc! ,

RA PD 51037

Figure 61—Breech Bore Gage 4]-C-30 in Barrel

(4) Bore Gacinc With BreecH Bore GAGE 41-G-29-50 (fig.
21),

(a) Each barrel inspected and found serviceable by visual test
also will be checked by bore gaging. Remove the barrel from the gun
and make sure the bore and chamber are thoroughly clean and dry.
Examine the breech bore gage 41-G-29-50 to insure that it is clean.
The presence of dirt or any other obstruction will prevent proper
seating in the chamber, thus giving a false indication of the condition
of the barrel, CAUTION: Never attempt to bore gage a hot barrel.
As the barrel cools, it will “freeze” on the gage, causing damage either
to the barrel or the gage by forcing removal of the gage.

(b) With the barrel in a horizontal position, insert the gage and
rotate so that the figures are uppermost, and slide the gage into the
bore until the slightly tapered forward section is in definite contact
with the lands of the rifling. The wear of the lands will be indicated
by the distance the gage goes forward before contacting the lands.
The distance will be indicated in tenths of an inch by the index line
on the gage.

(c) When the erosion and wear of the barrel result in the gage
entering the bore to the red index line (twenty tenths or 2.0 in.) the
resulting initial velocity has dropped approximately 200 feet per
second. The barrel may still be fired several thousand rounds; how-
ever, considering reduced accuracy, cost of ammunition, etc, the
barrel should usually be scrapped when in this condition.

(5) Inspect rear barrel packing (water-cooled guns) for condi-
tion and wear.

(6) DISPOSITION OF UNSERVICEABLE BARRELS. Unserviceable
barrel assemblies which have a sleeve assembled to the muzzle end
may be disposed of locally after the sleeves are removed. These
sleeves should be forwarded to Springfield Armory for reassembly
to new barrels,

SO
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39. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
arts. Ikemove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.

Whenassembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubricate
tasprescribed iin TM 9-225, TM 9-226, or FM 23-65 pertaining to the
gynin question. Major repairs and modifications are explained below.

ii. Tight Barrel Chambers (All Types).
li;O) When extracting a live round by hand-charging, the bullet

Occasionally separates from the case and remains in the chamber,
putting the gun out of action until the bullet and all traces of loose
powderare removed. In most cases, this is caused by the following
conc itions: new barrel with minimum size chamber; maximum round};
or locose bullet.

(2) To avoid this malfunction, all cal. .50 machine gun barrels
of PIresent manufacture have the bullet seat located forward one-

quarterinch in accordance with chamber and rifling drawing C64348
Tevised 2 March 1942. To correct barrels now in service, cal. 50
cheamb:erreamers C121020 have been furnished to all ordnance main-
tetenancoe) personnel. Instructions for the use of the reamers were fur-
nisshedwith them.

(3).Barrels of present manufacture and barrels now in ordnance
storeWetobe modified in accordance with chamber and rifling raw:

@“Aircraft barrels: 1D35348A-7 or D28272-9, depending on Be.in Heavy barrels: D28269-8, D28269-8X or D28253-11, depend-
ng on t}ype. Piece mark D28269-8Xis used on those barrels which are
Epambered as in the eighth revision of the drawing, but whose
Le18snotreduced from 29.5 pounds to 28 pounds.

¥Jater-cooled barrels; D28271-13.
NConet Piece marks including higher revision numbers than those
Bb, alsOoIdentity satisfactory chambers.

4Shor Threaded Portion of Barrel (All Types).
r‘oper head space adjustment cannot be obtained in some

BRE Biachine Guns, cal. .50, M2, all types, because of the in-
dehat ate | ength of the threaded portion of the barrel from the breechie> the stop shoulder. The barrel drawings for barrels manufac-
5 oe 0 date‘Specified that this dimension be 0.777 inch +0.010 inch;

wever,batrels have been found that were manufactured with this
Sion Je88s than the minimum. When barrels are encountered
ALG yaboyve difficulty, they should be corrected as follows:

Ifalathe is available, cut the shoulder back until the proper
oM18Obtained, as shown in figure 62.

aiet “a $1 \
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ante 789. 4+- .010 (NEW DIMENSION)

‘.

ele e— 7i7 + 010 (OLD DIMENSION)

RA PD 24012

Figure 62—-Modification of Barrel

(b) If no lathe is available, the use of a file is authorized to cut this
shoulder back. Filed surfaces should be smoothed down with a stone.

(c) If the barrels to be modified have notches cut in a hardened
ring, the ring shall be ground to the proper dimension.

(2) Barrels now being manufactured have this dimension changed
from 0.777 inch +0.010 to 0.789 inch +0.010 inch to insure sufficient
reserve for head space. All barrels manufactured to the 0.777 inch
+ 0.010 inch dimension will not be modified by increasing this dimen-
sion to 0.789 inch + 0.010 inch, but only those barrels in which the
above difficultyis encountered,

40. ASSEMBLY.

a, The breech lock is assembled into the barrel extension with
the bevel faces to the front and the double bevel on the top. Insert
the breech lock pin, taking care that both ends of the pin are flush with
the sides of the barrel extension. The locking spring is replacedin its
seat with the protrusion inside and the barrel is screwed into the
barrel extension. Head space is adjusted when the weapon is fully
assembled. Head space adjustment is explained in the Technical
Manual or Field Manual pertaining to the gun in question.

b, In heavy-barrel guns, the barrel is screwed into the extension
after the extension has been installed in the gun.

c. Check to see that the rear end of the barrel extends slightly
into the extension when screwed all the way in. If it does not, the
barrel dimensions are faulty and a true head space adjustment cannot
be made.

d. For assembly and adjustment of rear barrel packing in barrels
of water-cooled guns, refer to paragraph 47 p (1) and q (3),
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COVER GROUP

‘Al. DISASSEMBLY.

"a. The cover group is removed from the receiver by first closing
“the cover and removing the cotter pin from the cover pin, Then pull
“out the cover pin from the receiver, unlatch the cover, and rotate it
‘Upward and forward to remove it from the trunnion block.
iy.
- b. With cover placed flat on a bench, disassemble as follows:

(1) Remove the ‘belt feed lever cotter pin and belt feed lever,
Peeking care that the spring and plunger do not fly out. The belt feed
lever plunger and spring are then removed from the holein the side
got the lever.

(2) Remove the belt feed slide from the cover. Push out the belt
feeed pawl pin and rernove belt feed pawl, paw! spring, and belt feed
pawl arm. Keep spring from flying out while doing this.

(3) Lift end of cover latch spring out of the groove in the cover
(f1g 63) and turn this. lifted end slightly so that it rests on the cover
ext ractor spring.

(4) The cover latch spring is then compressed by firm pressure
ofthe thumb, and the spring is slid away from the latch and removed.
Prry‘the end of the cover extractor spring out of the recess in the cover
extractor cam (fig, 64) and disengage from the holding stud at the
Opposite end. Treat this spring with caution since it can spring out
andcause injuries. The latch is taken out by removing the shaft
cotter ‘pin and washer, turning the latch shaft to the latched position,
andd withdrawing the shaft from the cover, An exploded view of the
eOyerand related parts for Gun M2is shown in figure 65,

C._ Short Round Devices. Two types of short round devices
T1E4 “or IT13 may be attached to the cover of aircraft guns. For
infornation on these devices, refer to paragraph 43 g.

49, qINSPECTION.an te

ae_ Thoroughly clean and inspect all parts with particular atten-
fonto‘the following points:

QQ)aCheck cover latch for fracture and burs, spring for rust or
Heakneess,and damaged stud notch. Check cover extractor spring for
KaBnfracture.

4) Check extractor cam for wear, burs, fracture, and looseness.aKeeckktbeltfeed slide guidewaysin cover for wear and burs, and point
oreet lever plunger seats on cover for wear.
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— COVER, ASSEMBLY

RA PD 51008

Figure 63—Removing Cover Lafch Spring

SPRING, COVER EXTRACTOR

OBSERVE CAUTION—STRONG SPRING RA PD 51009

Figure 64—Removing Cover Extractor Spring

(3) Check belt feed lever for fracture, deformation, and free
movement on pivot stud and in cover and slide when assembled
(should not bind). Check lugs on ends for wear and burs. Check for
missing or burred plunger, and rusted or set spring. Spring A13516
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should have from 11 to 12 coils and minimum free length of eleven-
sixteens inch. Check pivot stud for wear and looseness.

(4) Check belt feed slide for burs and protruding pin when as-

sembled (should be flush). Check pin for broken or missing spring.
(5) Check belt feed pawl for burs and weak spring tension, and

bent, burred, or missing pins. Check pawl arm for deformation and
wear. Spring A9351 should have from 73% to 9% coils:and a mini-
' mum free length of 144, inches.

43. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

’ a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
_ parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
| When assembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubri-

cate as prescribed in ITM 9-225, TM 9-226, or FM 23-65 pertaining
' to the gun in question. Major repairs and modifications are explained
bbelow.

- b, Fitting New Cover to Receiver. When the coyer is fitted to
the receiver, the latch must be fitted to the top plate notch. A maxi-
mum looseness of 0.008 to 0.010 inchis permissible. No metal should
Pss removed from the top plate. The 0.008-inch maximum clearance

will be shown from a parallel to the notch in the top plate to a tangent
to the latch radius. This can be checked bya feeler gage.
b

“ce. Replacing Cover Extractor Cam, When cover extractor
ceam.is found to be broken, drill out cover extractor cam rivets, taking

ire not to drill off center. Rivet new cover extractor cam in place.
Test after repairing, and check for burs.

d. Bent Belt Feed Lever or Worn Stud, Excessive wear on
lugyon rear end of belt feed lever, belt feed lever pivot stud, and front
6ndof belt feed lever, or a bent belt feed lever, will cause lost motion
so hat slide and pawl do not force cartridge fully against stops. The
extactor will then hit rim of cartridge and drive case onto bullet
without engaging groove on base of cartridge. Replace parts, or in
emergency, in case of bent lever (if stud is not too worn), straighten
lever » After repairing, test as described in paragraph 24 a,

“Ay
ea”a.

e
; e, Modification of Belt Feed Lever Slotin Cover (All Types).
eed,lerence sometimes exists between the forward end of the belt

ed) lever and the sides of the slot in the cover through which the
vear‘Operates. This condition resultsin excessive wear of the belt feed

4eePoietpond and also limits the travel of the belt feed slide. The
= 7€Nsion of this slot in covers now being manufactured is 1.766

XCshe ;) +0.010 inch. Up until a very recent date, this slot was 1.802
hes+0.010° inch, and prior to that it was 1.691 inches + 0.010
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"Hq

RA PD 91832

Figure 65—Cover Group—Exploded View
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A—KEY, COVER LATCH SHAFT-AI 3544
B — LEVER, COVER LATCH SHAFT-A13586
C — PIN, COVER LATCH SHAFT LEVER-A) 3587
D — SHAFT, COVER LATCH-A13587
E— LEVER, FEED, BELT-C64278
F — PIN, COTTER (3/32'xX 3/4) -103373
G — SPRING, COVER LATCH-88931
H — SPRING, COVER EXTRACTOR-B9741
| — SPRING, BELT FEED LEVER PLUNGER-A13516
J — PLUNGER, BELT FEED LEVER-A13515
K — SPRING, BELT FEED PAWL PIN-A9357
L— PIN, BELT FEED PAWL-A1 3519
M— ARM, BELT FEED PAWL-B8914

ee. N— PIN BELT FEED PAWL ARM-A13517
$), O — PIN, LOCATING, BELT FEED PAWL ARM-A13518
ae P — PAWL, FEED, BELT-B8913
ae Q — SPRING, BELT FEED PAWL-A9351
i

- R—STUD, BELT FEED PAWL SPRING-A9363
§ — SLIDE, FEED, BELT-B147756
T — PIN, COTTER (1/8X 7/8) -108630
U — RIVET, COVER BRACKET-A152980
V — BRACKET-A152752
W — LATCH, COVER-B8928
X — PIN, COTTER (1/16x 7/16) -137130
Y — WASHER, COVER LATCH SHAFT-A13545
Z — COVER-D28258
AA — STUD, COVER LATCH SPRING-A9366
BB — CAM, EXTRACTOR, COVER-C64279
CC — STUD, PIVOT, BELT FEED LEVER-A9395
DD— PIN, BELT FEED LEVER PIVOT STUD-A9384
EE — WASHER, BELT FEED LEVER PIVOT STUD-A9398
FF— RIVET, COVER EXTRACTOR CAM-A9282
GG— STUD, COVER EXTRACTOR SPRING-A9365
HH — PIN, COVER-A9371

Be |

RA PD 91832A

' Legend for Figure 65—Cover Group—Exploded View

inch,Ryhen covets with narrow slots (1.691 inches) are encountered
and in terference is noted by a slow rate of fire or binding action, themeeons should be corrected by filing or machining the ends of

slots so that the length will agree with the present dimension
e766 irniches), as shownin figure 66, This requires removal of 0,026.

anen fromone side, and 0.049 inch from the other. Metal should not
aes Moved from the belt feed lever diamond in order to eliminatea interference. If, after performing the above modification, the

arnond:does not aline properly with the camway in the bolt, the
atnondcan be positioned by manipulating the belt feed slide while
Ungs the1ecover,

okt
. =i

a
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REMOVE BY FILING

\S KG
LS SEES

0.026-™ 1.69] + 0,0\0 —— 0,049

Tee |.766+ 0.010

INS
SGWIBABSS=|Aseaasse

nn
MES nomen ONYERS

SECTION THROUGH BELT FEED LEVER PIVOT

RA PD 35449

Figure 66—Modification of Belf Feed Lever Slot in Cover

LATCH, COVER-B7161236lincHes

RA PD 86163

Figure 67—Special Cover Latch 27161236

&&s
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LEVER, COVER LATCH SHAFT-A13586
LATCH, COVER-B7161236

COVER-D28258

RA PD 88164

Figure 68—-Special Cover Latch B7161236 Assembled to Gun

DEVICE. SHORT ROUND-TIE4

1 A]

iNcHes | 4]! 3

¥ 5 RA PD 98154

| Figure 69—-Short Round Device TIE4 Installed i

; 89
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RA PD 88155

Figure 70—Short Round Device T13

‘i -
. | ae

COVER

BRACKET, COVER-A152752 1 KaDEVIGE, SHORT ROUND-113
——. 3

Be ag +h t

= tes

i

RA PD 88156

Figure 71—Short Round Device T13 Assembled to Cover
90
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f. Installing Special Cover Latch.
(1) A special cover latch B7161236 (figs. 67 and 68) is now

available for use in guns in some installations. This latch differs from
the old latch in that it enables the operator to open the cover by
actuating the cover latch itself without removing his gloves, when
link jams, etce., occur. The old latch.is actuated by turning the cover
latch shaft lever which 1s difficult to reach in some installations with-
out the operator first removing his gloves,

(2) The special cover latch is assembled to the cover latch shaft
assembly in place of the old cover latch. A slight amount of fitting
may be necessary when assembling the special latch. (See sub-
paragraph h, above, for fitting new cover.)

g. Installing Short Round Devices. To aid in eliminating
stoppages caused by short rounds from both right- and left-hand fed
guns, two types of short round devices have been developed as follows:

(1) SHORT RouNnpD Device T1E4. A limited number of these
devices have been manufactured and installed in the cover of aircraft
guns, cal, 50 (fig. 69). This required removal of the cover bracket
A152752 and the permanent installation of the short round device
in its place.

(2) SHORT Rounp Device T13 (fig. 70). This device is being
issued in limited quantities, is made of spring steel, and can be in-

‘stalled or removed without modifying the cover. The device is clipped
Teadily on the under side of the cover over the bracket A152752
/(fig. 71). The bracket prevents the device from moving to the front
"or rear, since the clip part of the device is made to fit snugly around
“the bracket. When the ammunition is pulled into the feedway, the
"camming edge of the stop part of the device engages the forward edge
,of the link, cams it to the rear, and holds it in this position until the
“Cartridge is extracted. The stop, being flexible, follows the changesin height of the belt during feeding, and assures positive contact of
the camming edge of the stop and the forward end of the link until
the Cartridge is extracted from the link,

Against the under side of the cover. The shaft can be installed from
either side, but if a retracting slideis used, the shaft lever must be on
\ He“opposite side from the slide to provide hand clearance, Insert the
atch Shaft assembly with the key on the shaft toward the top of the
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SPRING, BELT PAWL, ARM, BELT

FEED PAWL BELT FEED FEED PAWI

L.H. FEED R.H. FEED

RA PD 39498

Figure 72—Position of Belt Feed Paw! Spring for Left-hand and
Right-hand Feed

cover, Place washer on the shaft and install cotter pin. This should
be inserted with the head toward the hinged end of the cover, and
the ends must be bent sharply to avoid interference when latching
down the cover.

(2) Install the cover extractor spring by hooking the slotted end
under the extractor cover spring stud, with the curved end away from
the cover. Hold the spring firmly against the stud, press the curved
end until it rests on the cover, and then slide the projection of the
Spring into the recess in the cover extractor cam. Place the cover
latch spring inside the cover, with the bent end against the cover and
the enlarged hole meshing with the latch spring stud. Depress the
spring and, at the same time, slide the spring toward the latch. Make
sure that the latch end of the spring rides up over the projecting wing
of the latch. Snap the bent end of the spring into the groove in the
cover.

(3) When the belt feed slide is assembled for either right- or

left-hand feed, the belt feed pawl arm must be placed over the belt
feed pawl pin and locating pin so that the arm will be toward the rear
when the cover is closed. The pawl and pawl arm, properly assembled,
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PLUNGER, BELT

FEED LEVER

ARM, BELT

FEED PAWL

ey SLIDE, FEED, BELT
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PAWL, FEED, BELT

STOP, CARTRIDGE, FRONT

PAWL, HOLDING,
BELT

STRIPPER, LINK

STOP,
CARTRIDGE,
REAR

STOP,
CARTRIDGE,
REAR, R.H.,
ASSEMBLY

SWITCH,
SOLT

RIGHT HAND FEEDLEFT HAND FEED

F RA PD 51012

Figure 73—Position of Parts for Left-hand and Right-hand Feed
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are placed in the belt feed slide with the spring held by the spring
stud and recess in the pawl. The spring is depressed to aline the
holes, and the pin inserted. The large end of the belt feed pawl spring
should be placed in the recess in the pawl with the projecting oval
(loop) of the spring away from the belt feed pawl arm as assembled
for either right-hand or left-hand feed, as shown in figure 72. The
belt feed slide is placed in its way, or grooves in the cover with the
pawl end of the slide toward the side from which the gun is to be
fed. Correct assembly of parts for both right- and left-hand feed is
shown in figure 73.

NOTE; Belt feed slide B261110 1s available for all guns to im-
prove feeding operations and insure continuous feeding when a long
ammunition belt is used, It also increases the load-lifting capacity of
the gun, It is identified by a g-inch hole drilled through the face of
the slide, and by the fact that the belt feed lever slots on the two sides
of the slidé are no longer in line. Detailed information can be found
in TM 9-225, '

' (4) Insert the belt feed lever plunger and spring in the hole in
the belt feed lever toward the latch end for left-hand feed, and in the
hole toward the hinge end for right-hand feed. Aline the notch in
the belt feed slide with the slot in the cover. Place the belt feed
lever, with the shoulder up, over the pivot stud and, after depressing
the lever plunger and spring, push the lever completely down on the
stud so that the toe of the lever can work to and fro in the slot in the
cover. Insert the belt feed lever cotter pin, and spread ends.

b. To install the cover group on the receiver, place the latch end
of the cover in position with the latch engaging the top plate. Then
force the hinge end downward into position. Use a drift to secure aline-
ment of the pin holes and insert the hinge pin. Insert cotter pin in
the hinge pin and make sure it is bent so the ends cannot interfere
with the feeding of the ammunition, For fitting new cover, refer to
maintenance paragraph. :

ce. Short Round Devices. For attachment of short round de-
vices to the cover of aircraft guns, refer to paragraph 43 g.

Section XI

CASING GROUP
45. DISASSEMBLY.

NOTE: The casing group includes the receiver group, together with
the barrel jacket, water jacket, barrel support, or other groups which
are attached to it to comprise the type of gun in question, An exploded
view of the receiver group is shown in figure 100.
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\PIN, BELT HOLDING
PAWL, ASSEMBLY

PAWL, HOLDING, BELT

ae ee ae sai

RA PD 51013

Figure 74—Removing Belt Holding Paw!

a. Reeeiver and Barrel Jacket.

(1) Remove the belt holding pawl and spring or springs by with-
Seowine:the belt Peete pawl pin, being careful not to lose the springs

rerrRining belt holding pawl pin. This also frees the front cartridge
Bestop The right-hand rear cartridge stop assembly may be dismantled
Py driving out the pin with a drift. This will free the alining pawl
and‘permit removal of the alining pawl plunger and spring (fig. 76).Iffhe right-hand rear cartridge stop assemblyis not used, the rear and

andetent pawl forward and take out the cotter pin. The switch and
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PAWL. BELT HOLDING L_H.-B7160626

$i FEVE, BELT HOLDING pAWL-B7 160627
QO

PAWL, BELT HOLDING, R.H.-B7160625

2
gi
a

SPRING. BELT HOLDING pAWL-B7 160628

~
r)—

-_

eae Split Belt Holding

PIN, BELT HOLDING PAWL-B7160030
=

RA PD 91908

Pawl and Present-type Belt Holding Paw! pin—Exploded View —
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PIN, CARTRIDGE ALIGNING PAWL-A13612

SPRING, CARTRIDGE ALIGNING PAWL-A13613

PLUNGER, CARTRIDGE
ALIGNING PAWL-A136]1

PAWL, ALIGNING,}
CARTRIDGE, B8975{

RA PD 91834

Figure 76—Right-hand Rear Cartridge Stop Assembly—
Exploded View
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Figure 77—-Removing Switch and Switch Spring

RA PD 91835

toh Spring are removed by taking out the cotter pin and takingaWi
Oi the nut on the outside of the left side plate (fig. 77).

(4) The breech lock cam is removed by taking out the cotter pin
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5 Sea 2 ea

per ae

=

PIN, TRIGGER BAR ASS'Y-B8683 eo it

RA PD 91836

Figure 78—Removing Trigger Bar Pin Assembly (Old Type]
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Figure 79—New-type Trigger Bar Pin Assembly B7310075
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on the bottom of the receiver and removing the nut. Take out breech
lock cam bolt and cam from inside of the receiver. In some guns of
early manufacture, the breech lock cam is attached by a staked screw

inserted through the bottom plate.
(5) Remove the trigger bar pin by barely lifting the lock out of

the small hole in the left side plate and rotating it downward (fig. 78).
If it is rotated slightly forward of a vertical position, the key in the
pin will pass through the keyway in the left side plate, and the pin
can be removed by pulling out from the gun. This will release the
trigger bar. NOTE: A new-type trigger bar pin assembly B7310075
(fig. 79) has been designed which can be removed without first having
to remove the retracting slide, when the retracting slide is assembled

to the left side of the gun. This new pin has a hinged, leaf-type lock
which is held against the receiver by a ball and spring within the body

of the pin. The pin is removed by raising the lock, turning the pin 90

“degrees, and pulling from the receiver. It is installed by reversing this
‘operation. The edge of the top plate prevents the pin from turning

"when the lock is turned down flat against the side plate.

4 (6) If the gun is equipped with an adjustable trigger bar stop
‘ assembly, it may be removed by unstaking and removing the retaining
"screw from the rear end of the top plate cover plate and sliding the
"assembly downward off the trigger bar rear stop (pin). The assembly
Tis disassembled by removing the nut and spring (par. 47 m, figs.

97 and 98),
>(7) If the gun is set up for single-shot, semiautomatic operation
(heavy-barrel guns), it will be equipped with a bolt latch. If necessary
to‘disassemble the bolt latch, reach into the rear of the opening in the
top of the receiver and withdraw the cotter pin, and slowly unscrew

phe‘bolt latch rod nut. Hold the bolt latch assembly firmly from the
tear of the receiver while unscrewing the nut, CAUTION: Great
caaution must be used to prevent injury to personnel because of the
str‘ong spring pressure. When the nut has been removed, withdraw
the bolt latch assembly from the mounting bracket. Be careful not to

Sbolt latch plunger and plunger spring. When assembly has been"We: disassemble by Bate out the bolt latch pin. Disassembled

aRe einove the trunnion adapter shim. Withdraw the cotter pin
‘Temove the trunnion block lock and spring.Anich

|a The barrel jacket (aircraft guns) is removed by first taking
= the breech bearing lock screw from the top of the trunnion and
Pecrewing the jacket with the combination wrench, The front bear-
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aeis
J

A — SCREW, STOP-Al 3622 G — ROD-B8919
B— NUT, STOP SCREW-A13623 H— SPRING-A] 3527 ;

C — LATCH, BOLT-C4060 1— PIN, COTTER (3 32 x’ 3,'4) -103373
BD — PLUNGER-A1 3524 J — BRACKET-C4061
E— SPRING, PLUNGER-A1l3525  #K— NUT, ROD-A13526
F — PIN-A13523

RA PD 91837

Figure 80—Bolt Latch Group—Exploded View

BEARING, BARREL. FRONT-A8910

SCREW, FRONT BARREL
BEARING-A13655

JACKET, BARREL-D28255

RA PD 91638

Figure 81—Barrel Jacket With Front Bearing Assembly—
Exploded View

ing in the jacket ordinarily is not removed since the two screws are

staked. It may be removed by unstaking and removing screws, and
then unscrewing bearing, using combination wrench. An exploded
view of the barrel jacket assembly is shown in figure 81, See figure
100 for an exploded view of the receiver and its related parts.

NOTE: A blank firing attachment consisting of a muzzle adapter
assembled to the barrel jacket and a feedway filler piece assembled
to the receiver is sometimes used with aircraft guns in firing blank
ammunition; for details, refer to paragraph 75.
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> SCREW, FRONT BARREL BEARING- A153192

SLEEVE, BOOSTER - C7160102

GUIDE, BARREL SLEEVE - Al96242

SCREW, FRONT BARREL
BEARING - Al53192

WASHER, LOCK, BOOSTER - A196243

HOUSING, BOOSTER® PLUG - C7160044

[.
lincHes Lin’ : PLUG, BOOSTER- B243590

% RA PD 49039

Figure 82—Aircratt Machine Gun Booster, Cal. 50—
Exploded View .

a RA PD 26993

sure83—-Removing Muzzle Gland With Machine Gun Wrench
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(10) If the booster assembly A038-7160043 (fig. 82) is assem-
bled to the barrel jacket (aircraft guns) in place of the front barrel
bearing, it may be disassembled as explained below. The booster is
covered in detail in TM 9-225.

(a) Unstake and remove the two countersunk screws from the
end of the barrel jacket, and then unscrew the booster assembly from
the jacket,

(6) Drive the lock washer out of the locking indentations in the
booster sleeve and plug housing, and unscrew the sleeve from the
housing. This can be accomplished by clamping the housing in a vise
and using a spanner wrench on the sleeve.

(c) Remove the barrel sleeve guide from the booster sleeve. No
further disassembly is possible as the plug is pinned in the housing at
manufacture. A new lock washer should be used when assembling,

(11) If the flash hider 1-H-1765 is assembled to the barrel jacket
(aircraft guns) in place of the front barrel bearing, it inay be dis-
assembled as explained below. The flash hider is similar in construc-
tion to the booster and is covered in detail in TM 9-225.

(a) Remove locking wire from cap screws, remove screws, and
then unscrew assembly from barrel jacket by applying wrench to
the booster sleeve. The escape hole cover can then be removed from
the barrel jacket.

(b) Drive lock washer out of locking indentations in booster
sleeve and cone body, unscrew parts, and remove barrel sleeve guide
from booster sleeve.

b. Water Jacket (Water-cooled Guns).
(1) Remove the front end cap thread cover. Turn the gun bot-

tom side up and loosen the front barrel bearing lock screw jam nut,
and remove the front barrel bearing lock serew and muzzle gland
lock. Unscrew the muzzle gland, using the combination wrench of

machine gun wrench (fig. 83), and remove the muzzle packing ring
and packing. Unscrew the front barrel bearing lock and, after re-

moving it, unscrew the front barrel bearing, using the combination
wrench. An exploded view of these parts, with the exception of the
thread cover, is shown in figure 84.

(2) Remove the front steam tube support lock screw. Notch in
steam tube support should be noted and placed in the same relative
position when reassembled. Loosen the front steam tube support;
using the combination wrench, a screwdriver with a broad blade, oF
an improvised tool, The front of the water jacket should be slanted
downward as the front steam tube support is loosened, so that the
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BEARING, BARREL,. FRONT-B8900

(PACKING, BARREL,
{FRONT-A135710

RING MUZZLE
PACKING-A1 3548

GLAND,
MUZZLE-B8938

RENEE wont 2.4 <— LOCK, FRONT BARREL BEARING-B8901

(\+ LOCK, MUZZLE GLAND-A13547

{ ~——_ SCREW, FRONT BARREL BEARING LOCK-A1 3501

(NUT, JAM, FRONT BARREL
S~ |BEARING LOCK SCREW-A13502

RA PD 91840

Figure 84—Front Barrel Bearing Group (Water-cooled Guns)—
Exploded View

t SCREW. LOCK, STEAM TUBE SUPPORT-A9358,

fit PLUG, STEAM TUBE BRACKET-A13553A BRACKET, STEAM TUBE-B8941 Fe POOR STR eet
| - FRONT-C4069 ,

WSUPPORT, STEAM TUBE, REAR-B8942 TUBE, STEAM-C4068,

5

ai i

h F wills

]

re
;

TUBE, STEAM, ASS'Y AND RELATED PARTS-PHANTOM VIEW

Ae RA PD 91841

- Figure 85—Water Jacket Group and Steam Tube Group—
ae Phantom and Exploded Views
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JACKET, WATER, ASS'Y-D28274

SHIM, TRUNNION BLOCK-B8982
+ ea 4

, wal f fif Es x 7) op a Pal cau
Le “fy “4 * be 4 *

Ls * a > a r + ug i
‘ + ; ‘ '

RA PD 91842

Figure 86—Water Jacket Removed From Receiver

SCREW, LOCK, BREECH BEARING-A13530
SHIM TRUNNION BLOCK-B8982

SUPPORT BARREL-C4091A

/
=F a— "

, I
+ F

at "

é jn TY

” d ,

\ ? : a. ie

L . r oy

a
= |

i]
|

BEARING, BREECH-B8920

RECEIVER, ASSEMBLY-D35480

BARREL-D28253

RA PD 91843

Figure 87—Barrel Support Group Removed From Receiver—
| Exploded View

steam tube will slide forward out of the jacket as the support is re-

moved. An exploded view of the steam tube, together with a phan-
tom view of the water jacket with the steam tube in place, is shown
in figure 85.

(3) ~Before removing the water jacket, make an alining mark on

the water jacket and trunnion with a cold chisel. Pull the trunnion
block lock to the rear and give it a quarter turn so that the cotter pin
will hold it out of engagement, Using combination or strap wrench,
unscrew the water jacket from the trunnion. Remove the shim, take
out the cotter pin and remove the trunnion block lock and spring:
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A — SLIDE RETRACTING-B8991
B — STUD, RETRACTING SLIDE LEVER-B8992
C — STOP, RETRACTING SLIDE LEVER-A1 3694
D — BRACKET, RETRACTING SLIDE-C46029
E— BOLT, RETRACTING SLIDE BRACKET-A] 3681
F — PIN, COTTER (1/16X 3/4) -103362
G— NUT, RETRACTING SLIDE-Al3686
H — SPRING, RETRACTING SLIDE PLUNGER-A1 3693
1 — PLUNGER, RETRACTING SLIDE-B8990
J— PIN, RETRACTING SLIDE PLUNGER-A1 3687
K — STUD, RETRACTING SLIDE-B8993
L — {SCREW, RETRACTING SLIDE

BRACKET, FRONT-A13419D
M— LEVER, RETRACTING SLIDE-B147085
N — WASHER, RETRACTING SLIDE GRIP-A1 3696
o —_ {SCREW, RETRACTING SLIDE

BRACKET, REAR-A13419E
p __ {SPRING, RETRACTING SLIDE

LEVER, R.H.-A13692
Q— PIN, TAPER (NO. 4 X 3/4) -103603
R —WIRE, LOCKING (24 IN.) -A7310038
S— WASHER, RETRACTING SLIDE LEVER STUD-A1 3697
T — FERRULE, RETRACTING SLIDE GRIP-A9517
U — GRIP, RETRACTING SLIDE-A13684
V — TUBE, RETRACTING SLIDE GRIP-A13695
W — BOLT, RETRACTING SLIDE GRIP, ASS'Y-B147597
X —- HANDLE, RETRACTING SLIDE, ASS'Y (NEW TYPE)-B31 3800

RA PD 91844

‘igure 88—Retracting Slide Group—I(Right-hand Assembly)—
_ Showing Alternate New-type Handle Assembly—
q Exploded View
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Water jacket disassembled from the receiver is shown in figure 86.
Some guns have a steam tube that is rigidly and permanently mounted
in the water jacket. Such guns may be identified by the absence of
the front steam tube support on the front end cap.

ce. Barrel Support and Breech Bearing (Heavy-barrel Guns),
Unscrew the barrel from the barrel extension and move it forward,
Pull back the trunnion block lock and give it a quarter turn so that
the cotter pin holds it out of engagement. Using the combination
wrench, unscrew the barrel support. Remove the shim, take out the
cotter pin, and remove the trunnion block lock and spring. Remove
the breech bearing lock screw, and unscrew the breech bearing from
the trunnion block, using the combination wrench, The disassembled
parts are shown in figure 87.

d. Edgewater Adapter (Heavy-barrel Guns) (fig. 8). To re-

move the Edgewater adapter, unscrew it from the receiver trunnion
block. Disassembly of the adapter is prohibited,

e. Retracting Slide Group, Remove the retracting slide lever
from the bracket by taking out the cotter pin and removing the nut
and washer. In some cases, the grip and related parts are attached
to the lever by means of a solid bolt staked in place, or the retracting
slide handle assembly B313800 is used. In those cases, these parts
are removed by unscrewing the bolt with a large screwdriver or

wrench, Sometimes, the grip is attached by means of a hollow bolt
with a split, threaded end into which a tapered pin is fitted. In such
cases, before the bolt is unscrewed, a slender pin must be inserted
in the hole in the bolt, and the tapered pin driven out, Take out the
cotter pins, remove nuts from retracting slide bracket bolts, and re-

move the bolts, Take out locking wires and remove three retracting
slide bracket screws. Retracting slide bracket and slide assembly
may then be removed and the slide assembly lifted out of the bracket.
(The assembled retracting slide group may be removed by removing
the bracket bolt nuts and screws.) An exploded view is shown in
figure 88,

f. Operating Slide Group. To remove the slide from the gun,

take out the locking wires and remove the operating slide guide screws

and operating slide guides, front and rear. Withdraw cotter pin from
operating slide roller pin, push out roller pin, and remove roller. Re-
move the cotter pin from the operating slide handle hinge pin, push
out the hinge pin, and remove the slide handle, handle plunger, and
plunger spring. See figure 89 for an exploded view of parts.
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A — ROLEER-A1 3425 K —. HOOK-A] 3422
B— PIN, ROLLER-AI3415 L— GUIDE, FRONT-A13421
G— PIN, COTTER (i 16°X 7 16)-137130 M — SCREW, GUIDE, FRONT-A13419A
D — SPRING, PLUNGER-A13423 N — WIRE, S-BFWXIA E— PLUNGER, HANDLE-A13417 O —. PIN, STOP, HANDLE-A13418
F— STOP-A13420 P — PIN, HINGE, HANDLE-A134164'G— GUIDE-B8745 9 — HANDLE-C3945 f

*! H — SCREW, GUIDE, REAR, UPPER-A134195B R— RIVET, 5,, GK-HD. 1 & X3 8"
1— SCREW, GUIDE, REAR, KOWER-A13419C § — SPRING-AS804ay—BAR-C3946 T — PIECE, BACK, GUIDE-A1 3609
*5

RA PD 91845

; Figure 89—Operating Slide Group Assembly—Parts Arranged for
Asseahiy ie Left Side Plate—Exploded ViewIt't

Geran a

A— |HANDLE, REAR - e008
|BasSLEEVE, HANDLE, ASS'Y C4083

y= =fHANDLE. FRONT-B8567BIBOLT-A} 3503
Be pSRING, BOLT-B8902
r= BIN, RETAINING, BOLT_A13507%

SLEEVE, ASS'Y-C4093
,BOLT HEAD.A13505

HE:AD, BOLT-A) 3504
‘7

al
«

Bi RA PD 91846

Figure 90—Barrel Carrier Assembly—Exploded View
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A — BOLT-AI1 30091

B — HOUSING-C4074
Cc — PIN-A] 30094
Dp — SPRING-AI 3616
E— CAM-B128712
F— SPRING, SLIDE-A13617

G — PIN, SLIDE SPRING (IN EXTENSION)-A1 3580

H — PIN, SLIDE SPRING (IN CAM)-A13580

| — EXTENSION-B8947

J— SCREW, EXTENSION-A130097

K — HANDLE-B8899
L — NUT-A1 30092 eae

M— PIN. COTTER (1/16 X 1)-103363

N — SLIDE-B128715

RA PD 91847

Figure 91—Side Plate Trigger Assembly—Exploded View
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g. Barrel Carrier Assembly (Heavy-barrel Guns). Unscrew the
barrel and remove it from the gun. Drive out the barrel carrier bolt
head pin and remove the head. Remove the bolt retaining pin from
the bolt sleeve. This pin holds the bolt against the pressure of the
bolt spring and also keeps the bolt from rotating. Now rotate the
bolt one-half turn so that the lug on the end of the bolt is turned
away from the barrel, and slide the bolt from its sleeve. This action
frees the wire handles, and the hooked ends .can be forced out of
the retaining grooves in the barrel. If necessary to replace a handle,
turn the two handles in opposite directions and they will unscrew
from the special nut contained within the handle sleeye assembly.
The sleeve assembly can now be removed from the barrel,. The dis-
assembled parts of the carrier are shown in figure 90. NOTE: The
barrel carrier is used only with heavy-barrel, flexible guns.

h, Side Plate Trigger Assembly A037-02-01930. Although this
assembly is a part of the antiaircraft mounts, for convenience it is
covered with the gun, Disassemble as follows:

(1) Loosen the side plate trigger nut and disengage the trigger
bolt head from the side plate of the receiver. Remove the nut and
bolt from the trigger.

(2) Remove the trigger extension screw, and lift this end of the
)extension assembly and slide it to the left as viewed in figure 91.
| This action will release the trigger slide spring which should be re-

/ moved. Force the trigger slide to the extreme right, It will be dis-
/engaged from the cam assembly and then can be removed from the
trigger housing. Press out the trigger pin which will release the cam

‘assembly and spring from the housing. The disassembled parts are
Shown in figure 91.

oe i: Rede Sight Group (Heavy-barrel Guns) (fig, 92).
; (1) To remove the rear sight group from the receiver, remove
t 1e four base screws and lift group from receiver. The leaf must be

ito the rear, and the windage scale by removing the retaining
Sciews.

Other parts, noting position for reassembly,
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RA PD 91848

Figure 92—-Rear Sight Group vet Heavy-barrel Guns—Exploded
iew
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A—PIN, RETAINING, TELESCOPIC SIGHT CLAMP SCREW-A152409
B— SCREW, CLAMP, TELESCOPIC SIGHT-A152410

N C— SPRING, TELESCOPIC SIGHT CLAMP SCREW-A152411
, D — HANDLE, TELESCOPIC SIGHT CLAMP SCREW-A152408

E—PIN, REAR SIGHT WINDAGE KNOB-A1]3700
F— KNOB, REAR SIGHT WINDAGE SCREW-B8809
G— SPRING, REAR SIGHT WINDAGE CLICK PLUNGER-A13154

4 H — PLUNGER, REAR SIGHT WINDAGE CLICK-A13155
a 1 — SCALE, WINDAGE, REAR SIGHT-A1 3607

J — SCREW, REAR SIGHT WINDAGE SCALE-A13167
K — SPRING, REAR SIGHT BASE-A13619
L — LEAF, REAR SIGHT-D28281
M—PIN, RETAINER, REAR SIGHT ELEVATING SCREW-A1 3162

aH N — CLICK, REAR SIGHT ELEVATING KNOB-A1316]
~~ O—SCREW, ELEVATING, REAR SIGHT-B8973
— #£P—PIN, REAR SIGHT ELEVATING KNOB-A13166

Q — KNOB, REAR SIGHT ELEVATING SCREW-A13610
R — SLIDE, REAR SIGHT-C4096
§ — NUT, HALF, REAR SIGHT-B8974
T — SCREW, REAR SIGHT BASE-A15319)
U — SCREW, REAR SIGHT COVER PLATE-A152658

> V—PLATE, COVER, REAR SIGHT-A152412
~ W—STOP, REAR SIGHT LEAF-A13253

~ X—SCREW, WINDAGE, REAR SIGHT-A13160
~ ¥ — CLAMP, TELESCOPIC SIGHT-B8584 :

> Z—SPRING, TELESCOPIC SIGHT CLAMP-A13620
" AA—BASE, REAR SIGHT, ASSEMBLY-D28338

RA PD 918484

ge!ndforFigure 92—Rear Sight Group for fisevy:bortel Guns—
; Exploded View
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(4) To remove telescopic sight clamp, pull out on handle of
clamp screw and remove screw. Then push clamp down out of sight
base, taking care not to lose springs. The handle and spring may be
removed from the screw by driving out pin from screw.

j» Front Sight Group (Heavy-barrel Guns). The front sight
cover and blade may be removed from the trunnion block by driving
out the two cross pins,

46, INSPECTION.

a. Thoroughly clean and inspect all parts with special attention
to the following points:

(1) Inspect receiver for loose rivets, loose or missing bolt stop,
loose or bent belt holding pawl brackets, and loose bolt latch bracket.

(2) Check side plates for deformation, cracks at back plate
grooves, and clearance for free movement of bolt and bolt stud. The
total clearance between bolt and side plate, with bolt in battery posi-
tion, and measured at rear of bolt, should be between 0.012 and
0,24 inch, This dimension applies only to guns that are to be fired by
a side plate trigger motor. For aircraft guns, this means all syn-
chronized installations. For guns fired by other means (side plate
solenoid, back plate solenoid, and flexible back plate), this dimension
may increase to 0.030 inch maximum without affecting gun func-
tioning.

(3) Check right-hand side plate for clearance cut at top edge
and extending back 4'%4 inches from feedway for belt feed lever
(par. 47 b).

(4) Check movement of switch, spring tension, and condition of
threads on switch and nut.

(5) Check breech lock cam for burs, wear, and adjustment with
regard to bottom plate (par. 35 d (3) (c)). It should have slight float
and preferable clearance with bottom plate of 0,001 to 0,008 inch,
but may have clearance of 0.001 to 0.012 inch measured at forward
end (fig. 54). Check for dirt under cam, and its security on bottom
plate,

(6) Check trigger bar for deformation, wear, and burs on cam-

ming surfaces. Check for timing when assembled. Bar should not
drag on bolt. Check trigger bar pin for burs or broken lock.

(7) “Check adjustable trigger bar stop assembly (if used) for
looseness on receiver, loose or projecting positioning pin, worn ser-
rations in nut, and for weak, bent, or broken spring.
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(8) Check cartridge stops and link stripper for position and con-
dition. Check right-hand rear cartridge stop for condition and opera-
tion, burs on plunger, and weak alining pawl spring (pars. 47 h and r).
Spring A13613 should have from 11% to 1234 coils and minimum
free length of forty-seven sixty-fourths inch.

(9) Check belt holding pawl for burs, wear, and dirt in spring
seats, and spring or springs for weakness. Old-type single spring
A9522 used with pawl B8&916, should have 101% coils and minimum
free length of twenty-three thirty-seconds inch. New-type, cadmium-
plated, twin springs A153146 used with pawl B261098, should have
114% coils and minimum free length of fifty-one sixty-fourths inch.
(Do not confuse these twin springs with springs B7160628 used with
new-type split pawl; these springs have 10 coils, and free length of
3% st: Vio inch. )

(10) Check cover detent pawl for burs and movement when as-
sembled; it should not bind. Check spring for rust and weakness.
Spring A13520 should have 8% to 9% coils and minimum free length
of thirteen-sixteenths inch.

(11) Check trunnion block lock for burs and spring for weak-
ness. Spring A13566 should have 114% to 12% coils and minimum

free length of twenty-five thirty-seconds inch.

' (12) Check front sight (heavy-barrel guns) for looseness or

"missing pins, and for alinement. Check rear sight (heayy-barrel guns)
'for loose or missing base screws, action of elevating and windage
| knobs, tension of base spring, and action of telescopic sight clamp.

"
7‘ _ (13) Check action of side plate trigger (mount component) slide,a check for burs on cam and lug and for kinked or weak spring.

> (14) Check barrel jacket (aircraft gun) for security on receiver
Yo sietion, dents, and rust. Barrel must not bind in jacket when
"assembled. Check jacket for excessive amount of weld metal at
Breech bearing (par. 47 f). Check front barrel bearing for burs,
Carbon, or missing screws, Check booster or flash hider (aircraft
@uins) for carbon, loose lock washer, loose parts, or loose attachment
st6 barrel jacket (par. 45 a (10) and 47 k).
(15) Check barrel support (heavy-barrel guns) for security to
trunnion block, deformation, and binding with barrel when assembled;
there should be no binding.

q(16) Check alinement of water jacket (water-cooled guns ) with
Téceiver and make sure trunnion block lock seats in recess in rear
endcap when assembled, Test operation of drain valve, check threads
Onreducing bushings, and check for leaks and missing covers. Check
for burred threads on front end cap and missing thread cover, missing
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or loose front barrel bearing lock screw jam’nut, and loose front
barrel bearing lock screw. Remove muzzle gland and check for
burred threads, Inspect front and rear (in barrel) barrel packing
but do not remove except for replacement. Test free sliding of steam
tube on supports by tipping jacket and listening for sliding of tube.
Check for missing front steam tube support lock screw. Some guns
have a fixed steam tube, and can be identified by the absence of the
front steam tube support in the front end cap.

- (17) Check retracting slide for damaged threads on nuts and
attaching screws, for loose screws, for weak lever spring and plunger
spring, and for burred plunger. Check for loose or damaged handle
bolt and lever stud, and for cracked handle grip.

(18) Check operating slide for damaged or loose guide screws,
bent slide bar, burs, loose hook, or weak slide springs.

47, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.
a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable

parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
When assembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubri-
cate as prescribed in TM 9-225, TM 9-226, or FM 23-65 pertaining
to the gun in question. Major repairs and modifications are explained
below.

b. Providing Clearance for Belt Feed Lever With Side Plate.

(1) When Browning Machine Guns, Cal. .50, M2 are arranged
to feed from the left, the belt feed lever may strike the side plate.
This difficulty may be overcome by milling away a portion of the
metal (from the top of the right-hand side plate) immediately to
the rear of the feedway. The cut should be 4.25 inch +0.03 inch
long and 0.17 inch +-0.01 inch deep. The cut should be taken from
front to rear, terminating with a l-inch radius or less, The metal to
be removed is shown in figure 93.

(2) If facilities for milling the side plate are not available, grind
away a small amount of metal from the belt feed lever, Only enough
metal should be removed to overcome the interference. Guns now

being manufactured have metal removed from the top of the right-
hand side plate and interference will not be experienced. Only guns
in which interference is encountered should be corrected.

ec. Relieving Binding of Switch on Side Plate. If the switch
of new guns cannot be properly adjusted, the inside of the switch
nut should be countersunk one thirty-second inch by 60 degrees with
the point of a drill. This will allow the proper adjustment to be made.
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d. Relieving Interference of Bolt Stud With Side Plate.

(1) In several cases, due to an unfavorable combination of
manufacturing tolerances, the bolt stud rides the lower portion of
the slot in the side plate. This condition causes a bur to be set up
at the bolt stud insertion hole. In some cases, the bur will cause the
bolt to bind in the receiver, In other cases, the bolt stud will break.

(2) On guns where the bolt stud is dragging on the lower por-
tion of the slot in the side plate, the side plate may be filed until it
does not contact the bolt stud. After filing for clearance, the inside
edge of the slot should be slightly beveled, to remove the possibility
of burs recurring. The amount to be removed should in all cases

depend on the amount of interference. Only enough metal should
be removed to eliminate the interference of bolt stud and side plate.
The amount removed should not exceed 0.010 inch in any case.

e. Modification of Belt Holding Pawl Brackets for Twin
Springs. Belt holding pawl brackets C4059 and B128730 are now

being modified to seat two belt holding pawl springs in place of one.

The new-type springs used with this modification are cadmium-
plated to easily distinguish them from the old-type single spring,
and they exert a force of 7 pounds instead of 16 pounds when com-

pressed to minimum operating height. The modification applies to
the Aircraft Basic Gun M2 and is covered in MWO ORD A38-W9.,

f. Removing Excessive Weld Metal on Barrel Jacket.

(1) During manufacture of the barrel jacket assembly for the
Aircraft Basic Gun M2, an excessive amount of weld metal is left
at the joint of the barrel jacket D28255, and the breech bearing
B8921. This excess of metal does not in most cases cause difficulty
in installation; however, when the guns are to be used in Air Corps
adapters, types E-8, E-10, or E-12, the excessive metal interferes with
proper mounting.

(2) Figure 94 shows a barrel jacket assembly before correction,
as outlined herein, and the condition of the fillet as it should be after
correction, If facilities are available, the excessive metal should be
removed in a lathe; however, in an emergency, it can be removed by
grinding or filing.

(3) Correction should be made to this materiel only in cases

where the existence of the excessive metal will cause difficulty in
installation.

g. Breech Lock Cam Replacement.

(1) The breech lock cam used on Browning Machine Gun, Cal.
50, M2 was revised 12 June 1940 by increasing the width of the
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lug that fits into the bottom plate from 0.740 inch —0.005 inch to
1.505 inches —0,005 inch. This necesditated increasing the breech lock
cam cut in the bottom plate from 0.763 inch +0.005 inch to 1,533
inches +0.005 inch. Due to this change, breech lock cams of present
manufacture will not fit bottom plates of early manufacture, There-
fore, when breech lock cams with this larger lug are issued for as-

sembly to bottom plates with the smaller cut, the following modifi-
cation is necessary and authorized:

(a) File, grind, or mill the breech lock cam cut in the bottom
plate to the dimension given in step (2), below,

(b) This modification is to be applied only when breech lock
cams with larger lugs are issued for replacement on guns manufac-
tured with the smaller breech lock cam cut in the bottom plate. Re-
placements will be made, as far as possible, with the same type cam
as originally used on the gun. Revision of the cam cut in the bottom
plate will be made only when necessary.

(2) The following are the dimensions and piece marks of the
breech lock cam lugs and bottom plate recesses that have been used
on all cams manufactured to date:

Piece Mark Item Dimension Remarks

B8956 CAM, breech lock, 0.624in, —0.005in. Some were incorrectly
assembly x 0.740in. —O,005 in, stamped C4063 (B,

fig. 95); superseded
by B147545.

B147545 CAM, breech lock, 0.626 in, —0.00lin. Some were incorrectly
assembly x 1.505 in. —0.005 in. stamped B8956 (A

’ and C, fig, 95);
superseded by
B147583,

B147583 CAM, breech lock, 0.625in, —0.002in. Latest type; some were
assembly x 1.505in. —0,005 in. incorrectly stamped

B8956 and others
B147545-0 (D, fig.
95),

Bi47583A CAM, breech lock 0.625 in. —0,002in, Same as cam assembly
x 1.505 in. —0.005 in, B147583 except that

it is made of malle-
able pearlitic iron
and is made in one
piece.

D28257 PLATE, bottom 0.626in, +0.002in. Early type.
x 0,763 in. -+-0.005 in.

D28257. PLATE, bottom 0.626in, +0.002in. Present type.
x 1.533 in. +-0.005 in,Ma
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h. Fit of Cartridge Stops and Link Stripper or Right-hand
Rear Cartridge Stop Assembly, These parts must have a free fit
in the trunnion block (subparagraph r, below). Play of 0.001 inch
is desired. If the fit is snug, the right-hand rear cartridge stop may be
filed until the desired freedom is obtained. In some cases the link
stripper will bind due to dirt or burs in its groove in the trunnion
block. All sharp edges and burs should be removed from the slot °

and the feedway, The bottom of the lower prong of the link stripper
must not extend above the rib in the trunnion block. CAUTION:
The trunnion block must not be filed.

i, Incorrect Serial Numbers and Necessary Modifications to
Aircraft Guns.

(1) The first Browning Machine Guns, Cal, .50, M2, aircraft,
manufactured by the High Standard Manufacturing Company, are
marked as shown below:

Colt Aircraft Machine Gun
Browning Type

Model MG 53-2 Caliber .50

This marking is erroneous, and the guns should be carried on rec-

otds as:

GUN, Machine, Cal.,50, Browning, M2, Aircraft, Basic

The serial numbers of guns marked erroneously are 151125 to 162799,
both numbers inclusive. When any of the above guns are received in
an ordnance shop for overhaul, the markings should be changed by
eliminating the superfluous wording and adding the designation “M2”
as shown below:

Machine Gun
Browning

Caliber 50 M2

(2) It has also been found in a good many of these guns that
the trigger bar pin hole in the top plate bracket C4070 was not finish-
reamed to 0,267 +0,002 inch at assembly as required, Also, shoulder
on top plate bracket stud A9367 is improperly located, which de-
creases space between bracket C4070 and head of stud sufficiently to
prohibit assembly of trigger bar. This dimension should be 0.190
inch. If these guns are used in flexible installations, the trigger bar pin
hole in top plate bracket must be reamed to 0.267 +-0.002 inch, and
head of top plate bracket stud must be filed to provide space of
0.190 +0.005 inch, These guns can be used for fixed installations
without reaming or filing, and should be so installed where practicable:
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The affected guns are numbered from 151125 to 159024. Requisitions
for the reamers should be submitted to Springfield Armory.

j. Use of Split-type Belt Holding Pawl. A split type of belt
holding paw! is now being installed in aircraft guns in certain in-
stallations (P-51 series). This pawl assembly consists of right-hand
belt holding pawl B7160625, a left-hand belt holding pawl B7160626,
a belt holding pawl sleeve B7160627; and two belt holding pawl
springs B7160628. In some instances, due to excessive loads, the front
end of the cartridge case swings outward and the belt holding pawl
fails to hold the belt. This split-type pawl aids in elimination of this
trouble. A view of pawl exploded from receiver is shown in figure 75,

k. Removing Carbon From Booster Assembly A0Q38-7160043
(Aireraft Guns). Carbon deposits may form in the booster and
decrease the rate of fire of the gun. The booster should be checked
for carbon deposits between the booster plug and the barrel sleeve
guide after each flight, or each time the gun has been fired three or
four thousand rounds, Carbon can best be removed by removing the
‘plug housing (with plug) from the booster sleeve and scraping the

' carbon out of the booster. A disassembled view of booster is shown
in figure 82. CAUTION: The barrel sleeve guide has sharp edges
' which act as a scraper and help keep the carbon from the barrel
' sleeve. When cleaning the carbon from the booster, the edges of the
barrel sleeve guide should not be burred or dulled.

I Correcting Bent Trigger Bar.

(OY be trigger bar is sprung down, so that it drags on the bolt
hon the trigger is depressed and the boltis retracted, or if there are

Broduction, This trigger bar has two principal points of improvement.
Benea gene offset, which insures better contact with the Gil back

ised variation in timing and possibility of riding on top of the bolt.

_ NOTE; The early design trigger bar B8944, modified design
8257592 (revision 3J, and present design B257592 (revision 5) are

how 1for Comparison in figure 96. The modified-design bar desig-
latedas B257592 (revisions 1 to 4) should not be confused with the
Present- or new-design bar B257592 (revisions 5 to 8) which ts easily
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Figure 96—Trigger Bars of Early and Present Manufacture,
Showing Differences in Design

identified by greater depth, the notch in the top forward edge, and
the offset rear end. |

m. Installation of Adjustable Trigger Bar Stop Assembly
A037-7312031 in Machine Guns, Cal. .50, M2 (All Types).

(1) An adjustable trigger bar stop assembly (fig. 97) has been
standardized for the Machine Gun, Cal. .50, M2 (all types), and is
being installed in guns of current production, This assembly consists
of the following components:

Piece Mork Item Quantity

B7312031 Stop, adjustable trigger bar, assembly 1

(Composed of:
one B7312030 Body, adjustable trig-

ger bar stop
one A7312027 Nut, adjusting trigger

bar stop
one B7312029 Spring, trigger bar

stop, adjusting nut)

A7312028 Screw, retaining tS

NOTE: In future, retaining screw A7312028 will be included in
the assembly, which will have drawing number B7312031.

- A dd. ‘ i hy 22
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RETAINING SCREW A320 RETAINING -
A7312028

BODY, ADJUSTABLE
TRIGGER BAR STOP-
B7 312030

ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER
BAR STOP ASSEM

OP ASSEMBLY BAR STOP ADJUSTING
SPRING, TRIGGER

NUT - B7312029ASSEMBLED VIEW

NUT, ADJUSTING,
TRIGGER BAR STOP-
A731 2027

 [iNctHes

:

EXPLODED VIEW

RA PD 49036

Figure 97—Adjustable Trigger Bar Stop Group

(2) The adjustable stop eliminates difficulty in timing guns when
' it is necessary to replace or interchange trigger bars. The rear trigger
bar stop A9390, whichis riveted in the top plate, is still utilized but
acts merely as a locating pin for the new adjustable trigger bar stop
obbody. The bodyis heldin the receiver by removing the rear top plate
“cover screw and inserting and staking the retaining screw. An adjust-

hg nut with retention spring screws onto the under side of the body,
80that the nut actually forms a stopping surface for the rear end of
ithe trigger bar.

xm3) The spring and nut are so designed that in rotating the nut,
definite click positions can be noticed. To secure later timing, that is,
tomake the gun fire nearer battery position, the adjusting nut should
bee turned to the left. To secure earlier timing, the nut should be
Murned to the right. In the latter instance, however, care should be
taken to prevent the toe of the trigger bar from touching the top of
thebolt. One notch of adjustment is equal to approximately 0.004-
inch change between the toe of the trigger bar and the top of the bolt.

(4) It is not contemplated that these adjustable stops will be
insstalled iin all guns alreadyin the field. They are available for those
®Uns in which difficulty in timing is experienced, and will be requi-oat
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Figure 98—Adjustable Trigger Bar Stop Assembly, Assembled in
Receiver of Heavy-barre! Gun M2

sitioned under the nomenclature and drawing numbers listed in step
(1), above.

(5) To install the adjustable stop (fig. 98), remove the back
plate and operating groups and file off the trigger bar stop to change
dimension from 0.592 to 0,480 —0,040 inch, Remove the rear cover
plate screw, insert the adjustable stop assembly into the receiver over
the trigger bar stop, fasten with retaining screw, and stake in place.
Adjustment of timing can then be made by rotating the adjusting nut
on the stud of the body as described above. The spring merely pre-
vents the nut from rotating after the gun is once properly timed.
NOTE: If when assembled, the retaining screw projects through the
body so as to depress the corner of the spring, file screw off so that tt
will be flush with body when assembled. To prevent the screw loosen-
ing, it should be staked to body after having been filed flush.

n. Repairing Water Jacket Leaks (Water-cooled Guns).
(1) When leaks are due to porous metal or small seams, clean

the surface with a fine file (or open seam slightly) and solder care-
fully with hard solder. Clean and paint surface affected to prevent
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rusting. In case of damaged threads of reducing bushings, necessi-
tating replacement of bushing, heat with torch before attempting to
remove, as these bushings are usually sweated in,

(2) If a leak develops at the threaded connection between the
water jacket and the trunnion, it will be necessary to disassemble
these parts. After disassembly, the threads should be thoroughly
cleaned and coated with white lead. Reassemble parts. It may be
necessary to use a thicker shim between the water jacket and the
trunnion block, to insure that the parts are tight when the trunnion
block lock engages in its recess.

0. Repairing Sticking Steam Tube (Water-cooled Guns).
In water-cooled guns which embody a sliding steam tube, the tube
must move easily for proper functioning of the gun. If the tube
sticks and fails to slide easily on the tube supports when the gun is
tipped, remove the assembly from the water jacket; disassemble and
clean the tube and supports; and assemble and reinstall.

p- Replacing Front and Rear Barrel Packing (Water-cooled
Guns). The packing used on Water-cooléd Gun M2 is formed to
dimensions. Inside diameter of rear packing A152638 is 1.45 inches
+0.010 inch and of the front packing A135710, 1.575 inches =0.010
inch. Remove barrel assembly from the gun before packing,

(1) To PAcK BREECH END. Unscrew packing adjusting ring on

the barrel, using packing ring adjusting wrench 41-W-3242-500, and
“remove the old rear barrel packing. Clean the recess in the barrel and
‘insert new rear barrel packing A152638. Smooth barrel packing until
'the ends meet. This can be done with a piece of flat metal wide
"enough to span the packing recess. Never cut off any of the packing,
"as the entire amount of formed packing must be used to insure against
/ Water leaks. Screw the packing adjusting ring lightly against the
"Packing to hold it in place.

i (2) To Pack Muzz_eE Enp. Unscrew the front barrel bearing
Tock screw jam nut and front barrel bearing lock screw from the water
Jacket. Unscrew and remove muzzle gland using combination wrench.
"Remove muzzle packing ring and old front barrel packing. Clean out
“inside of the front barrel bearing. Insert new front barrel packing
YAI35710 and replace muzzle packing ring and muzzle gland. Screw
Muzzle gland lightly against the ring and packing, as the gland will
pee adjusted and locked in place after the barrel is reassembled in
the gun, Reassemble the barrel assembly into the gun, being careful
ot to injure the barrel packing.

@& Adjust the front and rear barrel packing, following the in-
Structions given in subparagraph q, below. New packing may have
tO be readjusted after gun has been fired.
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WRENCH, ADJUSTING, PACKING RING WRENCH, HOLDING, BARREL

RA PD 51038

Figure 99——Adjusting Rear Barrel Packing

q. Adjusting Front and Rear Barrel Packing (Water-cooled
Guns),

(1) When leakage occurs at the front or rear barrel packing, the
packing should be adjusted. If this fails to stop the leakage, the
barrel will have to be repacked. This refers to water-cooled Gun M2.

(2) Adjust the front barrel packing (muzzle packing) by loosen-
ing the front barrel bearing lock screw jam nut and front barrel bear-
ing lock screw. Use combination or machine gun wrench to loosen or

tighten the muzzle gland as required, Packing should not bind.
Tighten the front barrel bearing lock screw and front barrel bearing
lock screw jam nut.

(3) Adjust the rear barrel packing (breech packing) by tighten-
ing or loosening the packing adjusting ring, To do this, the barrel is
drawn backward only enough to expose the barrel locking notches,
leaving the packing still within the trunnion. The barrel holding
wrench 41-W-530 is inserted between the barrel and the receiver side
plate so as to engage the barrel locking notches and keep the
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barrel from turning (fig. 99). The packing ring adjusting wrench
41-W-3242-500 is then engaged in the holes in the packing ring to
turn the ring. Turning the ring in a clockwise direction when facing
the breech end of the barrel tightens the ring against the packing.
Do not tighten the ring too tightly as it will cause the packing to bind.

r, Short Recoil. If difficulty is encountered with short recoil,
a common type of stoppage usually caused by poor adjustment of
timing, head space, or by uncalculated loads, check the following:

(1) Rear right-hand cartridge stop assembly or rear cartridge
stop and link stripper should be free to move in trunnion block (sub-
paragraph h, above).

(2) Breech lock cam should be free to move in bottom plate.
(3) Trigger bar must not drag on bolt.
(4)° Bolt latch should not drag on bolt.
(5) Ammunition should be fed into gun with end of belt having

double loop entering gun first.
(6) Oil buffer adjustment on Aircraftor Water-cooled Gun M2

must be correct. (For adjustment, see TM 9-225 and TM 9-226.)

‘
é 4%. ASSEMBLY. ,

F

- a. Receiver and Barrel Jacket. If the barrel jacket (aircraft
' guns) or water-jacket (water-cooled guns) have been disassembled
| from the receiver they should be assembled before the receiver is
4% further assembled. An exploded view of the receiver is shown in

" (1) ‘Sctew the barrel jacket (aircraft guns) into the trunnion
ESvand tighten with the combination wrench until the holes for the breech

tighten firmly into the trunnion; then drill a holein the jacket for the
pees bearing lock screw, with a No, 7 drill, by mating through the

yQ) If the booster assembly A038-7160043 (aircraft guns) (fig.
82) is to be assembled to the barrel jacket in place of the front barrel
Bearing (fig. 81), it may be assembled as explained below. Beforeey: remove carbon, and clean and lightly oil parte uSing preser-

F;(bh) screw plug housing into booster sleeve Seet sitte care thatere sleeve guide seats level when assembled. Tighten parts using
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RA PD 91839

Figure 100—Receiver Group—Exploded View

vise and spanner wrench, as in disassembly, and then stake lock
washer into indents in booster sleeve and plug housing,

(c) Screw booster thus assembled into barrel jacket, using span-
ner wrench, until screw holes aline, and then install and stake screws
securely.

(3) Ifthe flash hider 1-H-1765 (aircraft guns) is to be assembled
to the barrel jacket in place of the front barrel bearing, it may be
assembled as follows:

(a) Assembly is similar to that described for the booster in step
(2), above, except that the escape cover must be placed on the barrel
jacket with large diameter forward before the assembled flash hider
is screwed into the barrel jacket, by applying wrench to booster
sleeve. Use mew lock washer when assembling cone body to booster
sleeve.
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A — SCREW, TOP PLATE COVER (3) -AI3608
B — COVER, TOP PLATE-B8939
C— PLATE, TOP-D28263 :

/D—RIVET. BOLT LATCH BRACKET, SHORT (5)-A13522
E— BRACKET, BOLT LATCH-C406|
F— RIVET, TOP PLATE (16)-A9500
G— STOP, TRIGGER BAR, REAR-A9390
H — STUD, TOP PLATE BRACKET-A9367
| — BAR, TRIGGER-B257592
J — STOP, TRIGGER BAR, FRONT-A9391
K — BRACKET, TOP PLATE-C4070
L — RIVET, TOP PLATE BRACKET (2)-A9292
M — PIN, TRIGGER BAR, ASSEMBLY-B8683
N — STOP, BOLT-A9392
O — SPRING, SWITCH-B8943
P—_ PLATE, SIDE, L.H.-D28262
Q— SWITCH-B14746]
R — NUT, SWITCH P|VOT-A1 3556
§ — PIN, COTTER (1/16X 3/4) -103362 7 ;

T.— CAM, EXTRACTOR-A9373
U — RIVET, EXTRACTOR CAM (2)-A9501
V — BRACKET, BELT HOLDING PAWL, L.H.-c4095
W— PAWL. COVER DETENT, ASSEMBLY-B8515
X% — SPRING, BELT HOLDING PAWL-A153146
Y — SPRING, COVER DETENT PAWL-A1 3520
Z— PAWL, HOLDING, BELT-8261 098
AA — COVER, TRUNNION BLOCK-A13588

BB— PIN, TRUNNION BLOCK COVER-A13546
CC — RIVET, TRUNNION BLOCK L.2.52'(4) -A13558
DD— PIN, COTTER (1/16X-3/4) -103362
EE—SCREW, LOCK, BREECH BEARING-A152829
FF — SPRING, TRUNNION BLOCK LOCK-A13566
6G — LOCK, TRUNNION BLOCK-A13565
HH— SHIM, TRUNNION BLOCK -B8951 (A TO M)
JJ — ADAPTER, TRUNNION,C4052
KK — RIVET, BOTTOM PLATE (16) -A9387
LL— PLATE, BOTTOM-D28257
MM — RIVET, BOLT LATCH BRACKET, LONG (4)-A13521
NN — PLATE, SIDE, R.H.-D28261
OO — BOLT, BREECH LOCK CAM-A152938
PP— CAM, LOCK, BREECH, ASSEMBLY-B147583
00— PIN, COTTER (1/8X 1-1/2) -103387
RR— NUT, BREECH LOCK CAM BOLT-A152939
$5 — RIVET, BELT HOLDING PAWL BRACKET, SHORT (2)-A13698
TT — STOP, CARTRIDGE, REAR, R.H,, ASSEMBLY-C77409
UU — PIN, BELT HOLDING PAWL, ASSEMBLY-B8963
VV— BRACKET, BELT HOLDING PAWL, R.H.-B128730
WW— STOP, CARTRIDGE, FRONT-A13539
XX — RIVET, TRUNNION BLOCK, L. 0.605’ (18) sA9195,°
YY — PLUG, BUNTER-A1 3572
ZZ — RIVET, BELT HOLDING PAWL BRACKET, LONG (6) -A13598

> AB—PIN, COTTER (3/32 X 3/4) -103373
+ AC— BLOCK, TRUNNION-D23264
| AD— STRIPPER, LINK-A13541

AE — STOP, CARTRIDGE, REAR-AI
2 ae RA PD 91839A

Legend for Figure 100—Receiver Group—E€xploded View
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(b) Aline screw holes in barrel jacket, escape hole cover, and
booster sleeve, and install cap screws. Then pass locking wire through
screw heads and wrap one end of wire around each screw clockwise
(tending to tighten screw) and pass ends around so that wire en-

circles escape hole cover. Twist ends tightly together and bend down
flat to cover,

(4) In assembling the trunnion adapter to the trunnion, place
the spring over the trunnion block lock and insert it from the front
of the trunnion. Force the lock rearward and insert the cotter pin,
and spread prongs only enough for proper retention. Then give the
lock one-quarter turn in either direction and lock will be held to
the rear, When a gun is reassembled, a shim of the next larger num-

ber than that previously used will generally be required to provide
a tight fit between the trunnion and adapter when the parts are in
alinement. Place the shim on the trunnion and screw on the trunnion
adapter, drawing it tight, If the parts are not in alinement when drawn —

tight, use a shim of different thickness to obtain this condition. Give
the trunnion block lock a quarter turn to release it and make sure
that it seats properly. NOTE: A new cotter pin should be used when
assembling the trunnion lock, Spread sufficiently for retention but
do not wrap around the lock. If cotter pin breaks or cams out, the
lock cannot be disengaged.

(5) If a bolt latch is being used (heavy-barrel guns) (fig. 80),
it must be assembled before the trigger bar is installed. Assemble
the bolt latch and rod, and insert the bolt latch pin. Insert the bolt
latch spring into the bracket attached to the top plate as far as it
will go. Next put the bolt latch rod into the spring as far as it will
go without trying to compress the spring. Allow the bolt latch to
hang downward in the empty receiver. The force necessary to com-
press the spring can be applied by placing a 6-inch section of a

wooden “two by four’ into the receiver against down-hanging latch
and, with muzzle end of the gun against a solid support, press on the
wooden block. If the rod is properly alined so that the key on the
rod enters the slot in the top plate bracket, the threaded end will
protrude from the front end of the bracket. Start the nut about two
turns on the rod and release the pressure on the bolt latch. Insert
the plunger and plunger spring in the latch and raise it until it clears
the extension of the top plate bracket, and until the plunger spring
is compressed. If necessary, back off slightly on the bolt latch rod
nut if the latch will not clear the top plate bracket. After the latch
is up in place, again apply pressure with the wooden block and tighten
up on the nut until a cotter pin can be inserted.

(6) If the gun is equipped with an adjustable trigger bar stop
assembly, it may be installed by positioning the assembly with the
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spring facing forward on the trigger bar stop (pin) in rear, under
side of the top plate, Then secure the assembly with the retaining
screw, which first passes through the top plate cover plate, and stake
the screw. If the assembly has been disassembled, be sure to place
the spring so that its shoulders fit in the notch ‘in the forward face
of the body, and the click projections on the forked ends will register
with notches in upper face of nut for positive retention (par. 47 m,
figs. 97 and 98).

(7) The trigger bar, with the long end forward and the bowed
surface upwatd, is placed between the top plate bracket and the
bolt latch bracket and held upward firmly. The trigger bar should
project approximately five-sixteenths inch beyond the fear trigger
bar stop. With the trigger bar held in that position, insert the trigger
bar pin, taking care to match the key on the pin with the keyway in
the left side plate. After insertion, hold the pin assembly firmly against

the side plate and rotate the lock rearward until the projectton seats
in the small hole in the side plate (NOTE, par. 45 a (5)).

_ (8) ‘The breech lock cam is installed with the beveled surface up
“and to the rear, Place the lower projection of the cam through the
hole in the bottom plate, and insert the breech lock cam bolt from

Bihe top. See paragraph 47 q for details of various breech lock cams.

"Screw the castellated nut on the bolt, with the notches up toward the
"bottom plate, and draw it tight. Back it off, only as necessary, to
install a cotter pin. When so assembled, the breech lock cam should
Move or “float” slightly. Measured at the base of the U-shaped
Opening at the front of the cam, the clearance between the cam and
the2 bottom plate should preferably be between 0.001 inch and 0,008
inch,but may be between 0.001 and 0,012 inch. If the cam is at-
Picked with a screw, insert the screw from below, adjust float as
Stated above, and stake the screw.

. i

ee
BF the Switch rides on top of the spring. Push the threaded pro-
Bion through the holein the side plate and secure it with nut and
S0tter pin. Bend cotter pin prongs around nut. The threaded stud
Sshouldered to prevent the nut from being drawn so tight as to
¢ausethe switch to bind against the side plate. Try the switch to
seethat it pivots and snaps back into position.

((0) The cover detent pawl spring is slipped over the detent
Pawl guide and both are then inserted in’ the hole in the trunnion
pornthe rear.
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(11) The trunnion block cover is set in place and secured with
two pins.

(12) If the gun is to be equipped for left-hand feed, install a
rear right-hand cartridge stop assembly and front cartridge stop on

the right side of the receiver, The regular rear cartridge stop and
link stripper can be used in place of the rear right-hand cartridge
stop assembly. These are secured by inserting a belt holding pawl
pin assembly. For left-hand feed, the belt holding pawl is placed
in position on the left side of the receiver, the spring is seated and
depressed, and the remaining belt holding pawl pin assembly is in-
serted. To equip the gun for right-hand feed, a front cartridge stop,
link stripper, and rear cartridge stop are installed on the left side
of the receiver, and the belt holding pawl is installed on the right
side. A cotter pin may be inserted in belt holding pawl pin used in
the aircraft gun to prevent the belt holding pawl pin from working
out of the gun. This practice is not harmful if the cotter pin is prop-
erly assembled and wrapped around the belt holding pawl pin so as .

not to interfere with feeding. Figure 73 shows gun assembled for
left-hand and right-hand feed. NOTE: Guns of recent manufacture
have twin belt holding pawl springs instead of a single spring. These
twin springs differ from the single spring and care should be observed
when replacing to use the correct spring or springs. Some guns of
recent manufacture have a split belt holding pawl and twin springs
(fig, 75 and NOTE, par. 45 a (1)).

NOTE: For information on blank firing attachment, refer to para-
graph 75.

b. Water Jacket (Water-cooled Guns) (figs. 84, 85, and 86).

(1) Place the trunnion block lock spring over the lock and in-
sert the lock in the hole in the trunnion from the front. Push the lock
backward and insert a cotter pin (NOTE, subpar. a (4), above).
Then give the lock a quarter turn in either direction, and the cotter
pin will hold the lock in rearward position. When a gun is reassembled

it is usually necessary to use a shim of the next higher number than
the one previously used, After placing the proper shim in position
against the trunnion, apply an even coating of white lead pigment

to the threaded section of the trunnion. Screw on the water jacket
and tighten it with the combination wrench. If the parts are not in
alinement (as shown by the index mark) when screwed tightly to-

gether, disassemble and reassemble with proper thickness shim to

obtain this condition, Give the trunnion block lock a quarter turn
to release it and make sure that it seats properly.
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(2) Place the gun in a vertical position with the front end up,
and carefully insert the steam tube so that its lower end slips over
the rear steam tube support. If a rod is available, it can be used to
guide the tube into position. Insert the front steam tube support into
position inside the steam tube and screw it tightly into the front end
cap, using the combination wrench or screwdriver with broad blade.
When the notch in the support is properly positioned, insert the front
steam tube support lock screw.

(3) Screw the front barrel bearing into the end cap until the
hole in the bearing lines up with the hole for the front barrel bearing
lock. (If a new bearing is being used, the hole must be drilled in
the bearing after the bearing is properly screwed into position.) Then
insert the front barrel bearing lock and set it tight. Insert the front
barrel packing, pressing it firmly against its seat, and insert the
muzzle packing ring. Screw the muzzle gland firmly against the
ring, using the combination or machine gun wrench (fig. 83). Then
insert the muzzle gland lock and the front barrel bearing lock screw

into the front barrel bearing lock, and screw in tightly, locking it
‘with the front barrel bearing lock screw jam nut. Screw on the front

end cap thread cover. For adjustment of packing, see paragraph
47 q. NOTE: Some water cooled guns were manufactured with an

alternate design of front end cap as explained in TM 9-226.

-c, Barrel Support (Heavy-barrel Guns) (fig. 87). Screw the
'breech bearing into the trunnion block and pull up tightly with the
Beenbnation wrench so that the hole in the bearing lines up with the

an used previously. With the shim in place, put the barrel support
Fh1 the trunnion block and draw it tight, using the combination wrench,
,4the parts are not in alinement when screwed tightly together,

a Retracting Slide Group (fig. 88).
() Place the slide assembly in its way in the bracket with the

Plunger engaging in the V-notch in the slide. Assemble grip and re-
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lated parts to the lever by inserting the grip bolt. If a hollow bolt
is being used which is split at the threaded end, draw up the bolt, but
allow the handle to turn readily; then insert the tapered pin and
drive it securely into place. If bolt with solid end is being used, stake
bolt in place when assembled, If retracting slide handle assémbly
B313800 is being used, screw assembly tightly into lever with wrench
applied to flats on bolt, and stake securely.

Place assembled lever and spring on lever stud with small loop
of spring around stop and bent end in hole in lever. Secure tightly
with nut and cotter pin. Position of parts for right-hand assembly
is shown in figure 88, When assembled to left side of receiver, the
grip is reversed on the lever and the left-hand lever spring is used.

NOTE: The handle groups of early design are now being modified
to the new handle assembly by removing the grip bolt and tube trom
the grip and assembling the new design handle bolt B313799 and
washer A37/961. A stronger lever stud B313822 is also being as-

sembled to the slide in place of the stud of early design. This modi-
fication necessitates redrilling and tapping the slide of early design.
The modifications are for the purpose of strengthening the parts con-
cerned, and are covered in MWO A37-W181, MWO A38-W8, and
MWO A39-W12,

(2) A new-type retracting slide lever spring, right-hand and left-
hand, has been standardized, This modification eliminates the break-
age of the retracting slide grip bolt caused by vibration of the lever.
In the new-type spring, the number of coils has been reduced from
2% to 1%. A stronger steel is now being used to allow for this re-
duction in coils and to strengthen the spring. In consequence, this
stronger spring is more difficult to assemble. Assembly is best ac-

complished by removing the retracting slide lever stop and assem-
bling the spring to the retracting slide lever stud and lever, and the
lever to the slide with nut and cotter pin. The free end of the spring
is then hooked to the side of the bracket and the lever revolved until
clear of the stop hole in the retracting slide. The stop is then as-

sembled to the slide and the end of the spring lifted and allowed to
shap around the stop. The free end of the spring should be held in
position while rotating the lever (fig. 101) and lever and spring held
while assembling the stop. The latter operation can be accomplished
with the thumb and fingers of the left hand. The slide bracket should
be secured to a flat bench during assembly,

(3) Place assembled group in position on the side of the receiver
with the front and rear bracket bolts properly inserted in the openings
in the side plate. Make sure that the beveled surface on the head of
the retracting slide bracket rear bolt is to the rear, and the front bolt
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RA PD 61009

Figure 101—-Assembling New-type Retracting Slide Lever Spring

"head bevel is to the front. Insert the two short retracting slide bracket
| Screws in the rear mounting holes of the bracket, and the long screw in
'the front mounting hole. Draw the screws up tight, secure them with
locking wire, tighten the bracket bolt nuts, and insert cotter pins.

_ NOTE: The retracting slide group assembly D28300A now comes
trom the manuiacturer assembled, but with no parts staked in place.
Firmly stake the following parts before final assembly on the gun: re-

tracting slide lever stop B13694, retracting slide lever stud B8992,
and retracting slide stud B8993.

'f. Operating Slide Group (fig. 89). Install operating slide
handle plunger spring, handle plunger, and handle, and insert hinge
pi mn and cotter pin. Place the operating slide roller in position; insert
the roller pin and cotter pin. All parts of the operating slide are inter-
Eangeable, permitting installation of the slide on either the right-
Hand or left-hand side of the gun. Place the slide in position on the
Bsceiver side plate, assemble the froni and rear guides over the slide,
end insert the operating slide guide screws.

| NOTE: The two short screws are used in the front guide, the me-
ditim length screw in the bottom hole of the rear guide, and the long-
81ay
SE Screw in the top hole of the rear guide. Lock the screws with

Safety wire.
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g. Barrel Carrier (Heavy-barrel Guns) (fig. 90). Place the
barrel carrier sleeve assembly on the barrel with the large opening
in the bolt sleeve toward the breech of the barrel, and position it be-
tween the two deep grooves cut into the barrel, Assemble handles
in handle sleeve assembly and force the hooked part of the two
handles into the two grooves in the barrel. Place the bolt spring on
the bolt, turn the carrier sleeve assembly so that the bolt sleeve lines
up with the circular openings in the wire handles, and, working from
the breech end of the carrier, slip the bolt and spring through the
rear wire handle into the bolt sleeve and on through the front handle.
Turn the lug on the bolt until it enters one of the notches cut in the
barrel, Then insert the retaining pin in the bolt sleeve. Place the head
on the bolt, turn it until the holesin the head line up with the’ hole
through the end of the bolt and insert the holding pin.

h. Side PlateTrigger Assembly A037-02-01930 (fig. 91). Place
the trigger cam assembly and spring in position in the housing, com-

press the spring, and insert the pin. Be sure both ends of spring are

securely seated. Start the slide into the housing and force it over the
“cam assembly until the cam. surface fits into its proper Space in the
slide. At this point the threaded hole in the slide will be directly over

the small round hole in the housing. Place one end of the slide spring
on the pin inserted in the cam assembly, engage t%e other end with
the pin on the extension, move the extension to compress the spring,
and press down on the opposite end until the protrusion on the bot-
tom of the extension fits into the notch in the slide. Insert the exten-
sion screw, draw it up tightly, and stake it in position, Force the slide
to the right as far as it will go, and note that the cam surface is being
moved and that the slide returns to the original position. The side
plate trigger is now ready for installation on the receiver. Installation
of the trigger is covered in TM 9-226,

i, Rear Sight Group (Heayy-barrel Guns) (fig. 92).
(1) If telescopic sight clamp has been disassembled, assemble

spring and handle to screw. Insert clamp springs in clamp and insert
these parts in sight base from bottom and secure with clamp screw.
Hold handle against spring when threadingin screw. Handle should
point to rear when assembled.

(2) Drive base spring to rear into dovetail in base, so that free
end curves upward and hole alines with screw hole in sight base-
Center sight base screw must be inserted in base before spring is 98-
sembled, Assemble windage scale to base with windage scale screws:

(3) If leaf assembly has been disassembled, assemble slide and
other parts in leaf, thread elevating screw into top of leaf to secure
parts, and insert retaining pin through leaf and groove in top of screw’
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(4) Assemble leaf assembly into base and secure with windage
screw. Then insert spring and plunger in windage knob and secure
to end of screw with windage knob pin,

(5) Place sight group on receiver and secure with four base
screws. Raise leaf to thread in center base screw.

j. Front Sight Group (Heavy-barrel Guns). Place blade and
cover in grooves in trunnion block and drive in the two cover pins.

Section Xil

WATER CHEST, CAL. .50, M3

49, DISASSEMBLY.

a. Removal of Pump.

(1) Remove the pump hood cover (fig. 102) by inserting the
two index fingers into the l-inch holes and pulling out.

(2) Remove hose connections from chest (fig. 103) by unscrew-

ing union couplings from intake and outlet port nipples.

(3) Remove the pump and chest screws from pump body with
a *%¢-inch hexagonal socket-head set screw wrench (fig. 104). With-
| oe the pump together with crank arm and handle and sump pipe
from the chest (fig, 105). Take care not to damage pump gasket.
:
' b. Disassembly of Pump.

- (1) Withdraw cotter pins from headless steel pin and drive out
"pin with punch (fig. 106). Remove crank arm and handle. Take
"Care that crank detent plungers and spring do not fly out and become
lost during the afore-mentioned operation. Remove crank detent
‘Plungers and spring (fig. 107).

» (2) Remove crank handle grip and ferrule by punching out
iA

Stiaking in crank arm handle screw and removing screw.

>(3) Unscrew sump pipe group from pump body, using pipe\ifrench (fig, 108). Remove wire which secures strainer to pipe and
Wwhidraw block strainer.

;(4) Remove connecting link from single roller chain by inserting
Screwdriver blade in clip (fig. 109). Remove chain from sprockets.

(5) Withdraw cotter pin from pump shaft nut, unscrew the nut,
iEsing a 134 4-inch open-end wrench (fig. 110). Remove the 4 short
Pracket screws and chain drive bracket; then lift the bracket and
large Sprocket (fig. 111) from the pump body and pump shaft,
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Figure 102—-Removal of Pump Hood Cover

4

RA PD 91850

Figure 103—Removal of Hose Connection
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Figure 104—Removal of Pump and Chest Screws
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Figure 105—Removal of Pump Assembly
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STRAINER, BLOCK-AI3725

WIRE, LOCKING-ANCX3

PIPE, SUMP-B147703

RA PD 91855

Figure 108—Removal of Sump Pipe
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Figure 109—-Removal of Clip and Connecting Link From Single
; Roller Chain
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NUT, PUMP SHAFT-A152788— posh RRS »

PIN, COTTER (3/32 1)-103374

Li }2) | 3
PNCHES ‘

RA PD 91857

Figure 1]0——Removal of Pump Shaff Nut
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Figure 111—-Remoyal of Chain Drive Bracket
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SPROCKET, LARGE-
B-147359

(0.25°X 1-1/4)
PIN, TAPER, NO. i

-103605 j SHAFT, CRANK-A152800

RA PD 91859

Figure 112—-Removal of Taper Pin From Large Sprocket

SPRING, GLAND NUT LOCKING PLUNGER-A152860

PLUNGER, LOCKING, GLAND NUT-A152796

RA PD 91860

i guire 113—-Removal of Gland Nut.Locking Plunger and Spring
a From Chain Drive Bracket
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Figure 114—-Removal of Small Sprocket From Pump Shaft
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WRENCH, SET OR CAP SCREW-41-W-2402

PIN, DOWEL, PUMP COMER 26122

SCREW, COVER
PUMP-A152911

RA PD 91863

Figure 116—-Removal of Pump Cover

(6) Drive out the taper pin which secures the large sprocket to

the crank shaft (fig. 112).

- (7) Remove gland nut locking plunger and gland nut locking
| plunger spring from seat in bracket (fig. 113). To remove spring,
F‘insert a Y-inch point punch into seat, force into spring, then remove.‘

(8) Pull the small sprocket off the pump shaft and remove the
key from shaft (fig. 114),

»" (9) Remove vent screw (fig, 115), vent spring, and vent ball
trom drain and vent plug, Take care not to let spring fly out. Re-
move drain and vent plug from pump body (fig. 115).

'(10) Remove pump cover screws, with a %,-inch hexagonal
‘Socket-head set screw wrench, from pump cover (fig. 116). Loosen
the cover, and pull evenly or twist from pump shaft. Take care not
to damage pump cover gasket. Remove dowel pins.

7 (11) Remove pump shaft (fig. 117). Remove key from shaft.

(12) Remove pump ring (fig. 117) (ring may stick to inner side
Of pump cover).
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SHAFT, PUMP.
B147357

GASKET, PUMP; KEY-A15286]
COVER-B147347\

PIN, DOWEL.
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Figure 117—-Removal of Pump Shaft
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BLADE, PUMP-B147345
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Figure 118—Removal of Pump Rotor From Pump Shaft
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NUT, PUMP
SHAFT PACKING
GLAND-B 147348

é a
r

ge AR pore

GLAND, PACKING.
PUMP SHAFT-A152784

; RA PD 91846

Figure 119—-Removal of Pump Shaft Packing

(13) Remove pump rotor from pump body (fig. 118) and re-

move blades.

(14) Back off pump shaft packing gland nut and remove the
nut, pump shaft packing gland, and pump shaft packing (fig, 119).

ec. Disassembly of Casing.

(1) Unscrew filler cap from casing and remove cap, packing,
and strainer.

(2) Remove drain plug (fig. 102).

(3) Do not remove handles from casing.

90. INSPECTION.

a. Casing Group. Check hand-hole cover for seating, and cover

screws for looseness, burs, and damaged threads. Check filler cap
threads for burs and cap packing for serviceability. Check strainer
for clogged or damaged wire mesh. Check handles for looseness in

casing. Check seating of hood in casing and condition of gasket.
‘Check drain plug and chain for burs and wear. Check intake and
“outlet port union nipples and caps for burs, and cap packing for
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serviceability. Check cap retaining chains and eyebolts for security.
Check cap washers for serviceability. Check condition of paint (red
lead) on inside of casing.

b. Driving Mechanism Group, Check drive chain bracket for
cracks, and attaching screws for looseness, burs, and damaged threads,
Check action of sprockets and drive chain, Check sprockets for line,
wear of teeth, and burs. Check driving chain for looseness in link
rollers, and connecting link for security. Check large sprocket hub
taper pin for looseness, and sprocket for looseness on crank shaft.
Check small sprocket for looseness on pump shait and key. Check
key for looseness in keyway of pump shaft. Check action of gland
nut locking plunger, spring tension of plunger spring, and plunger for
worn nose. Check pump shaft nut for burs, damaged threads, and
missing cotter pin.

c. Pump Body Group. Check pump body for cracks and at-
taching screws for looseness and burs. Check pump body cover

screws for looseness and burs. Check cover gasket for breaks, Check
pump shaft packing gland nut for looseness, burs, and wear in threads
and locking plunger grooves. Check packing gland for burs and pack-
ing for condition. (If pump leaks at packing, screw down gland nut.
If compression binds shaft, repack.)

d. Pump Rotor Group, Check pump rotor for burs and loose-
ness on shaft and key. Check pump shaft keyway and key for wear
or burs, Check rotor blades for burs and looseness in rotor slots.
Check rings for trueness, wear, and burs.

e. Crank Group, Check function of crank detent plunger, hinge
action of crank arm, and looseness of arm on pivot. Check nose of
plungers for wear. Check plunger spring tension, Check crank arm

pivot pin for wear, looseness of pin in large sprocket shaft, burs, and
missing cotter pins. Check crank arm for distortion, and handle for
cracks, Check handle screw for looseness, burs and staking to crank
arm base,

f. Vent Plug. Check pump body vent plug and screw for loose-
ness and burs, Test vent plug ball retaining spring for tension. Check
ball for burs, and ball seat in plug for wear and burs,

g. Hose Connections, Check hose connection nipple union nuts
for burs, loose threads, and worn shoulders. Check hose clamps for
cracks. Check clamp screws and nuts for burs, looseness, and stripped
threads. Check hose for leaks, porousness, and cracking. Check con-
necting tubes for dents, splits, and wear at coupling end which would
prevent proper union.
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51, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts, Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
When assembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubri-
cate as prescribed in TM 9-226, Major repairs are explained below.

b. Burs on Sprocket Teeth. Remove burs with fine sharpening
stone (teeth are case-hardened).

c, To Repack Pump. In case of water leakage at the packing
gland of the pump, the gland nut should be tightened up, but care

should be taken to avoid tightening it enough to cause binding. When
leakage cannot be stopped in this way, the packing should be re-

placed. The pump can be repacked without removing it from the
chest, as follows:

(1) Remove pump hood cover and crank.

(2) Remove driving chain and driving bracket with large sprocket,

(3) Pull small sprocket from shaft.

(4) Remove packing gland nut, gland, and old packing.

(5) Wind new packing (27-inch braided asbestos, lubricated)
around pump shaft.

(6) Replace gland and gland nut, and screw down nut until it
will clear under surface of small sprocket hub when sprocket is in

‘place. If this necessitates too much compression of packing for
“proper pump shaft rotation, remove part of packing.

d. Care and Preservation.

' (1) All outside painted surfaces that have become checked, will
“be repainted with olive-drab lusterless, synthetic enamel. Refer to
"TM 9-226 for detailed procedure. "Remove rust from polished metal
"surfaces with crocus cloth, or from unfinished metal surfaces with
‘aluminum oxide abrasive cloth.

© (2) Upon removal of water pump shaft packing, inspect and, if
)worn or broken, replace with new water pump packing. Clean the
‘Single roller chain with dry-cleaning solvent; dry and lubricate with

zi (3) The strainer, which is attached to the brass sump pipe within
the water chest, should be cleaned. This operation is accomplished by
Tubbing a brush across the face of the strainer. .
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52. ASSEMBLY.

a. Assembly is in reverse order of disassembly. Prior to assembly,
all parts must be free of rust, dirt, or other extraneous matter. Re-
place all damaged parts and, in particular, do not use a damaged
gasket,

CAUTION: In replacing pump in chest, the 10 pump body cap
screws should be screwed down gradually and evenly, to avoid dis-
tortion of pump body and consequential misalinement of pump rotor.

Section XIll

AMMUNITION CHEST, CAL. .50, M2

53. DISASSEMBLY.

a. ‘To remove reel, first unscrew and remove the two crank keys
(screws) from the drum of the reel, and then unscrew the axle
spindles, in the right and left side of the upper half of the chest, from
the drum. The bushings and spacers can then be removed.

b. To remove the upper and lower rollers from the chest, un-
screw the nuts from the end of the shafts and then drive out the roller
shafts. The rollers, cartridge stop, and spring can then be removed.

c, To remove the click (plunger), unscrew the click tube ad-
justing screw seated in its hole in the right side of the reel hub, and
remove click spring and click. Be careful when removing screw as it is
under pressure from the spring.

d, To remove the belt stop from the inside top of the upper half
of the chest, unscrew nut from one end of belt stop rod and drive out
rod. The sleeve, spacers, stop, and spring can then be removed.

e. The upper half of the chest can be removed by driving out
the hinge pin.

04. INSPECTION.

a. Check hinge and latches for operation and looseness. Check
tension of latch springs.

b, Check action of removable crank. Check crank handle stud
for looseness, and crank arm for distortion.
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AMMUNITION CHEST, CAL. .50, M2

c. Check position and functioning of reel (should be so located
that flanges are same distance from inside walls of chest). Check
reel spacers for position,

d. Check action of click mechanism, and tension of click spring.

e. Check action of rollers for smoothness and looseness. Check
staking of roller shaft nuts.

f. Check spindle tension. For adjustment, refer to TM 9-226.

g. Check all screws, studs, and pins for position, looseness, and
burs,

55. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.

Repaint all painted surfaces that have become checked, as pre-
scribed in TM 9-226. When assembling, clean, oil all unpainted metal
parts for rust prevention, and lubricate as prescribed in TM 9-226.

Operation and adjustment of the chest is explained in TM 9-226.

b, Clean inside of chest carefully so that dirt or grit will not get

into reel mechanism, or on cartridges when being loaded,

ce. Check action of reel click and, if faulty, replace click spring
or other faulty parts if necessary.

d, Check action of belt stop, cartridge stop, and upper and lower
rollers and, if necessary, replace cartridge stop spring and roller
bushings.

e. If reel is faulty in action, check axle spindle and bushing and
replace spindle bushing if necessary, or spindle and bushing.

96, ASSEMBLY.

a, Assemble by reversing procedure of disassembly. Stake roller
Shaft nuts when assembled. The reel must be evenly spaced with

regard to the sides of the chest when assembled, Check stops for
_ Proper operation and spring action, and rollers for free movement,
|The slots in the axle spindle must be alined with crank key holes in
‘drum of reel when assembled, as keys lock spindle in place. Adjust-
“ment of click for tension is explained in TM 9-226,
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Section XIV

MACHINE GUN TRIPOD MOUNT, CAL. .50, M3 AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE, CAL. .50, MI

57. DISASSEMBLY,

a. Tripod Mount M3.

(1) REMOVAL OF MACHINE GUN. Remove cotter pin, pintle bolt
nut, and pintle bolt to disconnect gun from gun pintle. Withdraw
elevating screw joint pin and remove gun from mount.

(2) DISASSEMBLY OF ELEVATING MECHANISM (fig. 120).

(a) Release traversing slide lock lever and remove elevating
mechanism. Remove traversing slide stop screw and rotate travers-
ing slide about 90 degrees until undercut on slide is disengaged from
its seat. Lo disassemble the slide, unscrew the traversing slide lock
lever screw, remove the washer, lever, and spring, and then unscrew

- the traversing slide locking screw. On recent models of elevating
mechanisms, the traversing slide is integral with the elevating sleeve
and is not removable,

(b) Pull back top of elevating mechanism stop spring to disen-
gage lower elevating screw stop pin from the notch, and drive out the
spring through the lower end. 4

(c) Unscrew the elevating mechanism sleeve from the rest of
the mechanism. Remove the upper elevating screw assembly stop by
unscrewing stop screw. Remove the upper elevating screw. Remove
the elevating handwheel lock screw by unscrewing it from the elevat-
ing handwheel. Remove the retainer screw. Lift the lower elevating
screw out of the elevating handwheel. Pry up the elevating indicator
from its seat on the handwheel and remove. Press the handwheel
elevating click ring from the elevating handwheel, making sure the
indexing pawl and spring do not fly out, Remove the indexing pawl
and spring.

(d) Remove the two end nuts from the traversing screw and
traversing washer. Remove the traversing handwheel and scale with
scale locking nut, taking care not to lose the Woodruff key, click pin,
and spring. Remove the traversing screw from upper elevating screw
yoke. Detach chain assembly and remove elevating screw joint pin.

(3) DIsassEMBLY OF TRIPOD LEG AND HEAD Groups (figs. 121
and 122).
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MACHINE GUN TRIPOD MOUNT, CAL. .50, M3 AND
-ANTIAIRGRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE, CAL..50, MI

A — NUT, SAFETY, (5/16/!)-503344
B — HANDWHEEL, TRAVERSING-B158375
¢ — SPRING, CLICK PIN-A172237 RQp
D— PIN, .CLICK-A171495 ) 1 | | x
E — SCREW, TRAVERSING-A174125 Se A
F — SCALE, TRAVERSING MECHANISM-A171492
G — NUT, LOCKING-A171491
H — YOKE, UPPER ELEVATING SCREW-B166497
1— PIN, JOINT. ASS'Y-A174113
J — WASHER, TRAVERSING SCREW-A174192
K — NUT, SAFETY (1/4)-503376
L — CHAIN, ASS'Y-Al41460
M — SCREW, ELEVATING, UPPER-B166552
N — INDICATOR, ELEVATING-A139982
© — HANDWHEEL. ELEVATING-B108211
P— PAWL, INDXING-Al 39983
Q— SPRING, INDEXING PAWL-A139999
R — PLUG, HANDWHEEL-A139995 Xi
$ — SCREW. LOCK-A140612 :

T— RING, CLICK-A140137
V — SCREW. ELEVATING, LOWER-B108317
W STOP, ELEVATING SCREW, LOWER, ASS'Y-A189756
X — PIN, STGHT., (3/32°x 5/8)-505476
Y — SLEEVE. ELEVATING MECHANISM-B195550.—
AA — SPRING. TRAVERSING SLIDE LOCK-A140000
BB — SCREW. LOCKING, TRAVERSING SLIDE-A140383

CC — WASHER, TRAVERSING SLIDE LOCK LEVER-A139986
DD — SCREW, TRAVERSING SLIDE LOCK LEVER-A139989
EE — LEVER. TRAVERSING SLIDE LOCK-A139987
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RA PD 91867

Figure 120—Elevating Mechanism Parts for Machine Gun Tripod
Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View

| (a) Remove traversing bar bolts and nuts, and withdraw trav-
ersing bar,

(b) Remove right and left rear legs from tripod head by remov-
ing the tripod head bolts. Drive out pin, unscrew front leg clamp

‘nut with clamp screw handle, and remove front leg clamp screw.
‘Drive out the pin from clamp screw handle to rem«ve handle from
clamp screw nut. Spring the yoke end of the front leg sufficiently to
free it from serrated. plates and withdraw the leg. Remove leg guid-
‘ing screw and washer from each leg. Release leg clamping handle,
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A— LEG, REAR, LEFT, LOWER SECTION, ASS’Y-C59429
B— LEG, REAR, LEFT. UPPER SECTION, ASS'Y-C59428
C —BOLT, TRAVERSING BAR-A1 7/0484 a

D—HANDLE; CLAMPING, LEG-A140211 A
E— SCREW, GUIDING, LEG-A140213

in F — WASHER, LOCK, (5/16)-115548 _™..
ee G— LEVER. INDEXING, ASS'Y-Al40204 A

; H— SPRING, PINTLE LOCK-A140209
I — PIN, STGHT., (1/16X 1/2} -505467
J— NUT, STOP, CLAMPING HANDLE-A140212

= K— LEG, FRONT, UPPER SECTION, ASS'Y-C59424
wn L— LEG, FRONT, LOWER SECTION, ASS'Y-B108384
= #8 M—NUT, HEX. (7/165)-218570

N— BAR, TRAVERSING, ASS'Y-C59431

W
—

—

O— SPRING, SLEEVE LOCK-A140215
P—LATCH, SLEEVE LOCK-A140216
Q— SLEEVE, SLIDING, REAR RIGHT LEG-B108391
R— LEG, REAR, RIGHT, UPPER SECTION, ASS‘Y-C59425
S—LEG, REAR RIGHT, LOWER SECTION ASS’Y-C59426 S
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Figure 121—Tripod Leg Parts for Machine Gun Tripod Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View
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A — SCREW, PINTLE LOCK HOUSING-A141950
B— WASHER, LOCK-115547
C— CAM, RELEASE, PINTLE LOCK-A141080
D— LOCK, PINTLE-A140225
E—STOP, DIAL LOCKING KNOB-Al140001
F— KNOB, LOCKING DIAL-A139961
G — NUT, (HEX, 1/2)-21857]
H — NUT, (HEX, 1/4)-218563
1— SPACER, TRIPOD HEAD-A140219
J— BOLT, TRIPOD HEAD. SMALL-A1I70485
K — BOLT, TRIPOD HEAD, LARGE-A170486
L— BOLT, PINTLE_A139973
M— PIN, COTTER, (1/8x 1/4)-103386
N —NUT, PINTLE BOLT-A139964
O — PINTLE, GUN-C59332
P— SCREW, LOCKING, DIAL-A1l40228
Q— DIAL, TRAVERSING-B108200
R — HEAD, TRIPOD-c59419
$— SCREW, CLICK, ELEVATING HANDWHEEL-Al40237
T— PLATE, SERRATED-B108396
U — SCREW, CLAMP, FRONT LEG, ASS"Y-B108395V—PIN, STGHT.., (3/16x 1)505513
W PIN. STGHT. (1/8'x 1-1/4) -505577
X — PIN, STGHT., (3/a°X 1-3/4)-103775
Y — HANDLE-A1 40223
Z— NUT, FRONT LEG CLAMP SCREW-B108401
AA — SCREW, (SET, HDLS., Fi-PT.)-540896
BB — SPRING, PINTLE LOCK-R140209
CC — HOUSING, PINTLE LOCK-B153118

RA PD 91869.
Figure 122—Tripod Head Parts for Machine Gun Tripod Mount, Cal. 20, M3—Exploded View
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RA PD 16958

Figure 123—-Cradile Group—Antiaircraft Elevator Cradle,
Cal. .50, Mi

raise indexing lever, and withdraw the leg extension from each leg.
Drive out pin and remove leg clamping handle nut and handle, Drive
out indexing lever pivot pin and remove indexing lever and spring.
Drive out sleeve lock pin, and remove sleeve lock latch and sleeve
lock spring from rear right leg.

(c) Release pintle lock and remove gun pintle frem tripod head.

Remove the two pintle lock housing screws and washers, and remove

the pintle lock, Remove the riveted pin which secures the pintle
lock release cam to the pintle lock spacing collar. Remove lock and
springs.

(d) Unscrew dial locking knob stop and dial locking knob and
remove dial locking screw. To remove serrated plates, remove the
serrated plate screws. On mounts of recent manufacture, the trav-

ersing dial, dial locking knob, dial locking screw, and dial locking
knob stop have been eliminated.

(e) Remove the staked set screw from under side and, using 4
piece of hardwood, drive out the pintle bushing from the bottom.
Remove traversing dial from its seat on pintle bushing.
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ANTIAIRCRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE, CAL, .50, M1

TRAY, BRACKET-B292065

STUD, GUN
LEVELING KNOB

A336626

KNOB, GUN rf

NUT, HEX., (1/4)-220064

» WASHER, LOCK (1/4)-103319

7 eA. \VASHER, PLAIN, (1/4)- 106261
E- — Fis il

ASSY. Ph ife SPRING, BRACKET) ap
9° ri . F | er STRAP-B292080

BUSHING,
BOLT-

A351219

? ES: BE, ’ -

aa! | § _— —
: CpeSUCRE”

.ae

= i
:

ie
,

STRAP, BRACKET-C145257

BRACKET, AMMUNITION BOX,
JASS'Y.D84675——

{PIN, TAPER
! (NO. 1 X 1-1/2)-103576

YOKE, ASSEMBLY - D84678

PIN, SECURING, GUN-B292066

RA PD 91893

Figure 124—-Cradle Group Parts—Antiaircraft Elevator Cradle,
Cal. .50, MI—Exploded View
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CAP, ELEVATOR, ASS Y-B292064

SOCKET, ELEVATOR-C145255

SCREW, LOCKING
CLAMP-A377942

NUT, CLAMPING
SCREW-A141173

BLOCK, PINTLE
LOCKING CLAMP

A377944 “a

(CHAIN, ASS'Y-
1B290193
i

HANDLE, LOCKING)
CLAMP-A377943(

ISCREW, MACH,, S ,

*HDLS (NO. 10 X 1/4)-
|A377997

{SCREW HDLS,, (1/4x 5/8)
7!

NUT, JAM, (1/4)-218436

PLATE, ANGLE, CAP SECURING CHAIN-A377949

RIVET- B-HD., 1/4X 2-1/2"

RA PD 91894

Figure 125—Sockef Group Parts—Antiaireraft Elevator Cradle,
Cal. .50, Mi—Exploded View

b. Antiaireraft Elevator Cradle M1.
(1) CRADLE GROUP (figs, 123 and 124),
(a) Release the pintle locking clamp and remove the cradle from

the tripod. }
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MACHINE GUN TRIPOD MOUNT, CAL. .50, M3 AND
ANTIAIRCRAFT ELEVATOR CRADLE, CAL. .50, MI

(b) Remove the two nuts and washers and disconnect the ammu-

nition box bracket tray from the cradle. The screws which secure the
tray to the ammunition box bracket are welded over on the heads.

(c) Unstake the cradle pivot bolts and unscrew the bolts to re-

move cradle from the. yoke.
(d) Drive out the pin which secures the gun leveling knob and

remove the knob from the stud. The stud is welded to the cradle
body.

(e) Further disassembly of the cradle is possible by removing
the riveted-over pins which secure the various components of the
ammunition box bracket.

(2) ELEVATOR GROUP. Unscrew the headless machine screws
and the nut from the pintle socket. Unscrew the pintle locking clamp
(fig. 125).

(3) AUXILIARY LEGS. Disassembly of the legs requires removal
of rivets.

58. INSPECTION,

a. Tripod Mount M3,

(1) ‘TrRIrop HEAD AND PINTLE GROUP (fig. 122).
(a) Check pintle bolt and nut for wear, damaged threads, burs,

and missing cotter pin,
(b) On old-type mounts, check traversing dial for position (set-

ting). Check traversing dial lock knob for functioning and looseness.
Check dial locking screw for looseness,

(c) Check tripod head for cracks, wear, and burs.

(d) Check functioning of pintle and pintle lock by removing
' pintle from bushing and replacing, with lock in locked position.

Check pintle for wear in locking groove (or in lock) by vertical
"motion with lock in locked position, Check pintle bushing for wear

and burs, and set screw for staking and burs,

| (e) Check pintle fock for functioning and looseness, wear, and
lBurs on nose, Check tension of pintle lock springs. Check lock cam
‘for wear and burs, and pin for looseness.

(f) Check pintle lock housing screws for looseness and burs.

(2) Leas (fig. 121).
(a) Inspect tripod legs for distortion, dents, and burs. Checkering function of upper and lower sections. Check functioning
Of indexing lever, tension of (or missing) springs, and for loose pins. —

Check condition of indexing pin, and check holes in tubing of lower
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leg section. Check functioning of leg clamping handle, and check
threads for looseness and burs, Check lower leg sections for rust,

(b) Check functioning of front leg clamp. Check serrations of
front leg yoke and head plates for wear or burs, Serrations must be
clear when adjusting the legs and must be in proper alinement to
insure an even spread of the legs when clamped. Check threads of
front leg clamp screw and nut for missing pin. Check handle for loose-
ness or loose pin. Check screws of serrated head plates for looseness
and burs.

(c) Check functioning of hinge on rear legs. Check tripod head
Spacers (rear leg hinges), bolts, and nuts for looseness and burs.
Check functioning of sliding sleeve on right rear leg, and sleeve lock
latch, Check leg for rust. Check traversing bar for distortion and
dents, and traversing bar bolts and nuts for looseness, wear, gad burs.
Check spades for cracks, dents, and condition of welding,

(d) ‘The rear legs, when in firing position, must be slightly forced
apart by the traversing bar to insure rigidity of the mount. With the
tripod legs in contact with the sides of the head and with the sleeve
on the left leg in contact with the collar; the sleeve and collar on the
right leg must be 34 + 14, inch apart, requiring a slight force to have
the sleeve engage the latch. With the latch engaged, there must be
not more than 0.013-inch clearance between the sleeve and collar.
When open, the front tripod leg must contact the tripod head.

(3) ELEVATING MECHANISM (fig. 120).

(a) Inspect elevating mechanism for condition, dents, and burs.
Disconnect elevating mechanism from gun by removal of elevating
screw joint-pin assembly. Test smoothness of elevating screw action
for upper and lower limits, and for excess play in threads of upper
and lower elevating screws. Check elevating screw joint pin for loose-
ness and burs, nut for burs and missing cotter pin, and locking spring
and screw for functioning, looseness, and burs. Check for missing plug
in lower end of elevating mechanism sleeve. Check functioning of
lower elevating screw stop pin, tension of elevating mechanism stop
pin spring, and fit of spring in dovetailed spring seat. Remove elevating
mechanism stop pin and spring by springing pin from hole in casing
and lifting spring from dovetailed spring seat, and examine nose of
pin for wear and burs. Check pin, limiting action of stop pin spring
for looseness. See that elevating mechanism stop pin seats fully in
slot in lower end of thread of lower elevating screw,

(bh) Check elevating handwheel lock screw, and retaining screw,
for looseness and burs. Check handwheel plug for looseness and click
function of indexing pawl. (If click does not function properly, re-
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move handwheel plug and check spring and nose of pawl.) Check
setting of handwheel with indicator,

(4) ‘TRAVERSING SLIDE. With elevating mechanism disconnected
from gun, test smoothness of functioning of traversing slide on tray-
ersing bar, and pivoting motion of slide. Check locking of traversing
slide to elevating mechanism sleeve for looseness. Check traversing
slide stop screw for functioning and staking. Check functioning of
traversing slide lock, spring tension, and action of serrated joint, If
action of serrated joint is not positive, remove traversing slide lock
lever screw and examine serrations of joint for wear.

b. Antiaircraft Elevating Cradle M1 (figs, 14, 123, 124, and
125).

(1) Check legs for straightness and security in statis and for
loose rivets, action of clamp, and damaged threads on clamp screw.

(2) Check pintle and socket on body for wear and burs, pintle
clamp assembly for operation, and worn threads or missing screws

and burred block.
(3) Check cap for security when assembled to socket, and chain

for security to cap and body.

59. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

a, Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts, Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
When assembling, clean, oil all parts for rust prevention, and lubricate
as prescribed in FM 23-65. Major repairs are explained below.

b. Tripod Mount M3.
(1) ELEVATING MECHANISM.
(a) Replace traversing slide lock spring if traversing slide fails

to operate.
(b) If traversing screw shows end play, adjust the nut on right

end of screw to eliminate end play.
(c) If clicks are not distinctly perceptible to the end, replace

the indexing pawl spring and/or click pin’ spring.
(d) If the elevating and traversing screws operate sluggishly or

bind, clean or chase out the threads,
(e) If Woodruff keyis damaged, it should be fob eces
(2) TrRipop,

(a) If pintle lock fails to lock the gun pintle, replace the pintle
lock springs.

(b) Replace serrated plates if worn or damaged,
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(c) If indexing lever fails to function, replace the spring.
(d) If sleeve lock latch does not function properly, replace the

sleeve lock spring.

e., Antiaircraft Elevator Cradle Ml. Maintenance and repair
are similar to that of the Tripod Mount M3, where pertinent.

60. ASSEMBLY.

a. Tripod Mount M3. Assembly is in the reverse order of
disassembly. Prior fo assembly, all parts must be free of dirt, rust, and
other extraneous matter. Damaged parts will be replaced. Metal parts
in contact must be covered with a light film of preservative lubricating
oil (special).

b. Antiaircraft Elevator Cradle M1. To assemble, proceed in
reverse order of disassembly.

Section XV

MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNT,
CAL. .50, MZ2Al 3

61. DISASSEMBLY.

a. Remoyal of Sight and Shields (figs. 15, 16, and 126).
(1) To remove the sight, disengage the hinged clamping straps

by unscrewing the wing nuts and swinging the toggle bolts out of
engagement with the straps. Then lift sight from water jacket of gun.

(2) To remove the upper armor shield, loosen the left and right
clamp bolt plates by turning the left and right clamp bolts counter-
clockwise. Lift upper armor shield past the water jacket and slide
off machine gun muzzle,

(3) To remove the lower armor shield, loosen and remove screw
and lock washer from the lower armor shield support plate nut. Lift
and withdraw the lower armor shield from thé two lower armor shield
support studs, Loosen and remove the two screws and lock washers
which secure the lower armor shield yoke clamping plate and lower
armor shield support yoke to the cradle pintle. Remove the lower
armor shield support yoke and withdraw the lower armor shield yoke
clamping plate.

b. Removal of Back Rest and Counterbalance. Loosen three
screws of the back rest bracket and withdraw back rest assembly.
Drive out pin which secures the small back rest end and remove end.
Pour the 23 pounds of counterbalance lead shot into a bag.
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NUT, HEX., (1/4:28)-218563
SCREW, CAP (1/4X as 218503

WASHER, LOCK (1/4)-103319

= RING, ASS'Y-C121023

Bis (SUPPORT, SIGHT,
a eee [ASS'Y-C121037

“$k©

ead

cod

STRAP,
CLAMPING,

FRONT, ASS'Y-
Ma, 8257596

:

NUT, CLAMPING,}
ASS'Y-A233422\

RIVET (1/4°X-2-1/8)-AEXF7

STRAP, CLAMPING,
REAR-B257591 iE | NUT, CLAMPING,

| ASS'Y-A233422

RA PD 91871

Figure 126—Antiaircraft Sight M!—Machine Gun Antiaircraft
Mount, Cal. 50, M2Al
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Figure 127—tTrigger Control (Slide) Group—Machine Gun
Antiaireraft Mount, Cal. .50, M2AT'

c. Remoyal and Disassembly of Trigger Control SlideVee
(figs, 127 and 128).

(1) With the’ mechanism in disengaged position, withdraw cotter
pin and washer from trigger control link pin. Remove the pin and
disconnect short trigger control link from trigger control hand lever.
Similarly disconnect the short and long trigger control link from
mechanism, Remove the nuts, screws, and washers which connect
mechanism to plate. Withdraw mechanism.

(2) Drive out taper pin from trigger control crank screw and
remove screw, washer, and crank.

(3) Unscrew the screw which secures the trigger control spring
clip while holding the clip against the spring force. Remove the clip
and trigger control mechanism spring.

(4) Remove the trigger control slide with its components from
the trigger control body.

(5) Unscrew the trigger control eye and the two nuts from the
trigger control spring guide. Remove guide and trigger mechanism
buffer spring.

d. Remoyal and Disassembly of Trigger Control Hand Lever
- Group (figs. 129 and 130). Remove the cotter pin, pull out the trig-

ger control lever pin, and withdraw the trigger control hand lever
and spring. Remove the nut and screw which secure the trigger con-

trol clamp to back rest bracket and slide the clamp off the back rest
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Figure 128—Trigger Control {Slide] Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50,
M2A1—Exploded View

K — GUIDE. SPRING-B153 792

A—PIN. COTTER (1/16X 7/16)-137130
B— WASHER, LINK-A169441
C — SCREW-A163989
D— PIN. LINK-A156831
E— EYE, SPRING GUIDE-A156844
F— NUT, JAM (1/4)-219701
G — SLIDE-8153793
H — SCREW. MAGH. (NO. 8 X 5/16)-503953
I1— CLIP. SPRING, ASS'Y-A163991
J — SPRING, MECHANISM BUFFER-A157074

L

L — SPRING, MECHANISM-A163993
M — BODY -C66237 s

N ___ NUT. SAFETY (1/4}-503338
O— SCREW. CAP (1/4"X 7/8)-215913
P — SCREW, BODY-A164100
Q— WASHER, BODY-A169440
R— PIN. TAPER (NO. 0 X 1)-103564 -

§ — LINK, SHORT-A163987
T — CRANK-B153790
U — LINK. LONG-B153791
V — WASHER-A1 63990
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‘LEVER, HAND, TRIGGER CO ROS

PLATE, SIDE, LEFT, ASS'Y
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RA PD 91873

Figure 129—Trigger Control Hand Lever Group—Machine Gun
Antiaircratt Mounf, Cal. .50, M2Al

bracket. Remove the two trigger control lock screws to release the
trigger control lock, Withdraw the trigger control lock plunger and
spring.

e. Removal and Disassembly of Lower Recoil Mechanism
Group (figs. 131, 132, 133, and 134).

(1) Drive out taper pin from the recoil mechanism slide stop
handle. Remove handle and recoil mechanism slide stop spring.
Drive out taper pin from recoil mechanism slide stop, and remove
stop and shaft.

(2) Remove the two pins and the three screws and washers
which secure each adjusting rack guide bar to the cradle plates. Re-
move the two pins and six screws and washers which secure each side
of the recoil mechanism to the cradle plates. Remove the frame with
racks from the cradle. Location marks should be made on racks with
center punch so that reassembly can be accomplished easily.

(3) To disassemble the lower recoil mechanism group, proceed as

follows:
(a) Unscrew the nuts which secure the racks to the recoil mech-

anism adjusting head. Remove the racks,
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Figure

A— SCREW, CAP (5/16 X 1)-215935
B— WASHER, LOCK (5/76)-115548
C—LEVER, HAND-C66238
D—PIN, COTTER (3/32x 1)-103374
E— PIN, LEVER-A163979
F— SPRING. HAND LEVER-B153794
G— NUT, SAFETY (3/8)-503350
H — SCREW, LOCK-A169656
| — LOCK, ASS Y-B157340
J — CLAMP-B153556
K — PLUNGER, LOCK-A169657
L— SPRING, TRIGGER SAFETY. LOCK-A1l69655
M — SCREW, CAP (3/8 X 1-3/4)-216794
N — PLATE, SIDE. LEFT, ASS'Y-D32837
O—PIN. JOINT. ASS Y-B144239
P— CHAIN. ASS’Y (2 IN.)-SDBX2BD

ig,
- at "

a ‘ SA

RA PD 91874

130—Trigger Control Hand Lever Group Parts—Machine Gun Anticircraft Mounf, Cal. 50,
M2AI—Exploded View
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Figure 131—Lower Recoil Mechanism Group With Slide Stop Removed—Machine Gun Antiaircraft
Mount, Cal. .50, M2ATl
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Figure 132—-Compensating Spring Mechanism Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50,
M2AIl—Exploded View
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Figure 133—Lower Recoil Mechanism Group—Machine Gun Antiaircraff Mount, Cal. .50, M2A1—
Sectional View
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oil Spring Mechanism Group Parts—Machine Gun Anticircratt Mounf, Cal. .50, M2AI—
Exploded View
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Figure 135—-Upper Buffer Recoil Mechanism Group—Machine Gun
Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50,.M2Al

(b) Remove the four screws and washers which secure the recoil
mechanism housing plate to the recoil mechanism housing.

(c) Remove the hausing plate and adjusting head with compen-
sating spring and adjusting rod. Remove the spring. Unscrew the
nut from the rod and remove rod from head.

(d) Insert a spanner wrench into the recoil mechanism housing
and gradually unscrew the recoil spring adjusting plug, holding the
wrench against the force of the spring. Remove the lower buffer
recoil spring.

(e) With a spanner wrench, unscrew the compensating spring
adjusting plug locking nut. Remove compensating spring adjusting
plug washer, Unscrew compensating spring adjusting plug.

(ft) With a spanner wrench, unscrew the recoil mechanism hous-
ing retainer plug and withdraw the retainer.
(8) Back off the two recoil mechanism housing lock nuts and
washer. Remove the lining pin.

(h) Remove the housing from the recoil mechanism slide and
frame.

(1) Spring the recoil mechanism slide cap from the slide and re-

moye the recoil mechanism slide wiping washer.
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H— GUIDE, RECOIL SPRING, LONG-A} 52448
1— CAP, TRUNNION SLIDE-Al63774- _

JI— WASHER. RECOIL SHAFT-A154019
K — SPRING, TRUNNION CLAMP-A169616
L — CLAMP. TRUNNION-A163781-10 -

M— NUT, WING, TRUNNION CLAMP-A163784
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Mechanism Group Parts—Machine Gun Anfiaircraf} Mount, Cal. .50,-M2A1—Exploded View
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B_— SCREW. CLAMPING, TRAY-A169455"
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» M—PIN, JOINT, ASS'Y-B144239
N — SCREW, CAP (5/16X 3/4)-2 16920
O— CHAIN, ASSY (8 iN.)-SDBX2BD
Pp — PLATE. SIDE, LEFT, ASSY-D32837
Q— SUPPORT, AMMUNITION BOX, ASS'Y-C66204

RA PD 71878

Figure 137—Left-hand Cradle Plate Group—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50,M2Al—Left Side—Exploded View
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Figure 138—Righf-hand Cradle Plate Grroup—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, MZAI—
Right Side—Exploded View
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL. 50, M2 ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

_f{. Remoyal and Dicueseinbly of Upper Buffer Recoil Mech-
anism Group (figs. 135 and 136),

(1) Remove the four screws and washers and two pins which
secure each buffer bracket to the cradle plates and remove the left
and right buffer brackets. Separate the brackets by removing the
three screws and nuts and two pins,

(2) Unscrew the upper buffer recoil shaft nut and unscrew the
counterrecoil spring adjusting plug gradually because of the force of
the compressed spring. Remove the upper buffer counterrecoil spring
and the counterrecoil spring sleeve,

(3) Remove the nut on the other end of the upper buffer recoil
shaft and remoye the shaft. Remove upper buffer recoil spring, short
and long guides, washer, and. cap, Remove the trunnion slide.

(4) Remove the pin from. trunnion clamp on slide and remove
trunnion slide clamp with spring. Remove trunnion clamp bolt pivot
and remove bolt and wing nut. Remove trunnion slide cap, upper
buffer recoil shaft washer, and counterecoil Pett plceye:

g. Removal and Disassembly Ae Cradle Plates ge: 137 and
138).

(1) Unscrew the nut from the cradle clamping bolt and remove

washer, handle, collar, and bolt. Remove the nuts and the cradle
spacer. .

(2) Remoye the ammunition feed tray and the ‘ammunition link
chute. Remove the nuts which secure plates to cradle pintle gears.
Remove cradle plates from pintle, taking care not to damage the
gears.

(3) To disassemble left side cradle plate, unstake screws on
trigger container and remove them, Open the container, remove con-
tainer cap wire, and withdraw container cap plate and spring.

NOTE: _ Refer to section XI for disassembly of the side plate
trigger. -

(4) .To disassemble right side cradle plate, remove the link chute
by removing the screws and washers securing the chute to the plate.

h. Pintle.
(1) Release pintle lock on pedestal and lift pintle from pedestal.

(2) To remove gears from pintle, remove screws and pins.

i. Tripod Legs and Pedestal (figs. 139 arid 140).
(1) Unscrew leg clamping ring. Release the leg head bolt nuts

by screwing them out against the stops on the leg head bolts, Slide
out the tripod legs from the base ring,
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MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNT, CAL. .50, M2A1

PEDESTAL, TRIPOD,}
ASS'Y-D32405(

¥

© HGR -Lock, PINTLE, ASS'Y-6142385

7

_s

(RING, LEG CLAMP,
|ASS'Y-C61584

BOLT, HOOK-8/1094/4———"—

‘NUT, HOOK-A141942

LEG
HOOKAAISa =e

NUT, LEG HEAD BOLT-A161745

BOLT, LEG HEAD-B152541

RA PD 91880

Figure 139—Pedestal and Leg Group Parts—Machine Gun
Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, MZAl
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A — PEDESTAL, TRIPOD, ASS'Y-D32405
B — HOUSING, PINTLE LOCK-B142384
C — WASHER, LOCK (5/16)-1 15547
Dp — SCREW, PINTLE LOCK-A157560
E__ BODY, PINTLE LOCK-A144888
—— COVER, PINTLE LOCK-Ai 44886
G SCREW. MACH. (NO. 8 x 3/8)-503954
H — CAM, RELEASE, PINTLE LOCK-A141080
| __ SPRING, PINTLE LOCK-A139998
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s—Machine Gun Antiaircratt Mounf, Cal. 50, MZAI—
Exploded View
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MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNT, CAL. .50, M2A1

(2) To remove leg head bolt, file off riveting on one end of bolt
and remove nut. File off riveted end of bolt retaining pin and drive
out pin and remove bolt.

(3) To disassemble the pintle lock, remove the two screws from
the pintle lock cover, then remove the two pintle lock screws and
withdraw all the components.

62. INSPECTION.

a. Pedestal (figs. 139 and 140).

(1) Check threads of base ring and of clamping ring.

(2) Check tapered ring for distortion and burs, and the retainers
for looseness. ”

(3) Test functioning of pintle lock; check tension of pintle lock
spring. Examine pintle lock cam for wear and burs, the lever for
looseness, and the lock nose for wear.

(4) Check mating slots in base ring for wear and burs. Check
removable hook for condition and looseness.

b. Legs (fig, 139),

(1) Inspect legs for straightness and dents, and the spades and
splines for burs and cracks,

(2) Check leg head, mating lug bolts, nuts, and bolt locking pins
for burs and looseness.

(3) With the tripod legs locked, the clamp ring must show a

full bearing on all three legs, and the nuts a full bearing in the
countersink provided.

i

ec, Pintle.
(1) Test action of pintle in pedestal bushing. Check for wear

of locking groove. Check pintle gears for looseness and teeth for burs
and wear.

(2) With the body of the pintle lock (fig. 140) engaged, there
must be not more than 0,006 inch vertical movement of the pintle
when checked with a feeler gage inserted between top of pedestal
and shoulder of the pintle and the latter raised with a pry.

d. Cradle (figs. 137 and 138).
(1) Inspect cradle plates for alinement, Check for dents and

burs in cradle plate slots.

(2) Check functioning of clamping handle. Examine components
of handle for wear and burs.
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL, .50, M2 ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

(3) Check ammunition chest support, tray, and link chute for
looseness,

(4) Check recoil mechanism for looseness in cradle.

(5) Check spacer and bolt for looseness, and nut for burs.

(6) Check side plate trigger container for looseness, and test
functioning of container cap.

(7) Cheek transfer gear stud and nut for looseness, and gear
teeth for burs and wear.

(8) Check for looseness of trigger control mechanism and of side
plate trigger container on cradle plate.

e. Antiaircraft Sights, Examine the ring sights for bent, broken,
or loose parts, Check fit of sight to water jacket of barrel (small ring
should be at rear).

f. Trigger Control Mechanism (figs. 127 and 128).
(1) ‘Test functioning of the mechanism for smoothness and loose-

ness of parts. Examine links for distortion and for missing pins and
cotter pins. Check for missing or loose trigger control (crank attach-
ment) screw taper pin,

(2) Check buffer spring guide jam nuts and eye for focanniees,
and burs and clip for distortion,

(3) Check for angle of contact and wear of lugs on trigger control
slide and side plate trigger slide.

(4) Check spacer for looseness on slide body of trigger control
mechanism.

(5) Check hand lever bracket for cracks, and clamping screws
for worn threads. Check recoil and buffer spring tension. Test func-
tioning of hand lever safety lock. Check safety lock hook on hand
lever for wear. Check tension of safety lock plunger spring, Check
safety lock plunger for wear, and screw for burs. Check tension and
functioning of hand lever spring.

g- Lower Recoil Mechanism Group (figs. 131, 132, 133, and
134).

(1) Group ASA UNIT. Inspect the group as a unit for condition,
looseness of frame in cradle, smoothness of functioning, and spring
tension.

(2) FRAME Grour Check frame for burs, dents, and cracks.
Test functioning of slide stop assembly. Check slide stop handle and
pins for looseness and wear. Check slide stop spring tension, Check
face of stop for burs and wear. Check housing locking nuts, lining
pin, and retainer plug for looseness. Check for burred or missing
retainer.
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(3) HOUSING GROUP. Check compensating spring adjusting plug
and locking nut for burs and worn slot. Check retainer plug, housing
plate, and screws for looseness and burs. Check action (free) of
slide and adjusting head, and lug on slide, for wear, Check recoil
spring adjusting plug for looseness, and damaged wrench slot. Check
compensating spring guide rod nut, and rack nuts, for looseness and
burs. Check racks for straightness, burs, and condition of teeth.
Check rear gun joint pin hole in slide lug for burs and wear. Check
slide oiling cap for looseness and clogged vent. Check wiping washer
for serviceability and cap for looseness and retention,

h. Upper Buffer Recoil Mechanism Group (figs, 135 and 136),
(1) Group As A UNIT, Inspect the group as a unit for burs,

dents, and cracks, looseness of brackets on cradle, smoothness of
functioning, and spring tension,

(2) BRACKET Group. Check counterrecoil adjusting plug for
burs, looseness, and wear in plug slot. Check recoil spring guides
(short and long) for wear, looseness, and burs, Check counterrecoil
spring sleeve for looseness, Check counterrecoil shaft for burs and
straightness, and threads on end for burs. Check shaft nut for loose-
ness and burs. Check trunnion seat for wear.

(3) SLIDE AND TRUNNION CLAMP Group, Check slide action
(free) for smoothness, and slide for burs. Check trunnion clamp
caps and hinge for function and wear. Test trunnion clamp spring
tension, and action on trunnion clamp. Check threads of trunnion
clamp bolt and wing nut, and pivot, for looseness and wear.

63. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.

a, Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
Repaint all painted surfaces that haye become checked, as prescribed
in TM 9-226. When assembling, clean, oil all unpainted parts for rust
prevention, and lubricate as prescribed in TM 9-226, Adjustments of
the mount are explained in TM 9-226.

b. Cradle Group.
(1) If lower buffer recoil spring or compensating spring is weak,

kinked, or broken, replace spring.
(2) If upper buffer recoil or counterrecoil spring is weak or

broken, replace spring.
(3) If trigger control mechanism spring or trigger mechanism

buffer spring is weak, kinked, or broken, replace spring.
(4) If trigger control hand lever does not function properly, and

spring is found to be at fault, replace spring.
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(5) If cradle pintle gears or transfer gears are worn or damaged
so as to have lost motion, or affect their proper functioning with the
adjusting racks, replace the gears.

(6) If the adjusting racks are bent or teeth worn, replace them.
(7) If lug on trigger control slide is worn so as to affect its proper,

level contact with side plate trigger slide (when assembled), replace
slide,

(8) If (side plate trigger) container cap does not lock properly,
examine spring and, if mecessary, replace spring.

(9) See that pintle is clean, smooth, and free of burs. If necessary,
polish with crocus cloth. See that pintle lock groove is free of dirt
and burs. Lubricate when assembling.

(10) If gun securing pins are worn so as to cause lost motion,
replace them.

ec. Pedestal Group.
(1) See that pintle lock body is free of burs, If badly worn or if

springs are weak or rusted, replace damaged parts.
(2) See that pedestal body bushing is clean and smooth, Use

crocus cloth if necessary. Lubricate when assembling.
(3) If leg head bolts are badly worn or threads damaged, replace

them. ,

64. ASSEMBLY.

a, Assembly is in the reverse order of disassembly. Prior to

assembly, all parts must be free of dirt, rust, and other extraneous
matter, Metal parts in contact must be covered with a light film of
preservative lubricating oil (special). Refer to TM 9-226 for adjust
ments, functioning, and operation. |

Section XVI

MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNT, CAL. .50, M2

65. DISASSEMBLY. —

a

a, Shields, Sight, and Gun. Loosen the upper shield clam Ea

plate nuts, and remove lower shield, Withdraw gun securing P é

remove gun from mount, ;
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LEVER, TRIGGER CONTROL SEGMENT
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GRIP, TRIGGER FRAME

(SIDE PLATE TRIGGER
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CONTROL
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Figure 142—-Trigger Control Mechanism and Trigger Frame
Groups Attached to Rear End of Cradle—Right Side View—

Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mounf, Cal. .50, M3

b. Trigger Frame Group (figs. 142 and 143),

(1) Remove cotter pin and trigger control rod lever pin to dis-
connect trigger control rod from trigger control rod lever, then remove
the nuts with washers and the bolts which secure the trigger frame
to the cradle side plates, Rotate the frame backwards about 180 7

degrees and remove it from the cradle. ,

(2) Remove cotter pins and trigger control segment pins,
withdraw the segment.

(3) To remove the trigger frame grips, unscrew the ane

washers and then remove the trigger frame grip bolts with washers

trigger frame grip caps, and grips. a

(4) To remove trigger control grips, unscrew the triggerfia
grip bolts and remove the washers, trigger frame grip C@P*; ©7m
control grips, trigger control grip caps, trigger control segment ee

and trigger control grip adjusting bushing. a
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Figure 143—Trigger Frame Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraf# Mount, Cal. .50, M3—
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ure 144. —Trigger Control Mechanism Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Moun?, Cal. .50, M3—
Exploded View
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Figure 145—Recoil Mechanism Group Parts—Machine
Exploded View
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(5) Unscrew the trigger locking plunger housing with all the
assembled parts. Remove cotter pin and drive out trigger locking
plunger to remove trigger locking plunger spring, housing, and
thumbpiece.

(6) Unscrew bolt and remove the two washers and the trigger
control rod lever. |

(7) Drive out the trigger frame bushings from the trigger frame.

c, Trigger Control Mechanism Group (fig. 144),

(1) Unscrew the nuts and screws with washers which secure the
mechanism to the cradle side plate. Remove the mechanism.

(2) Unscrew trigger control rod from the rod end yoke, taking
care not to lose the nut on the rod.

(3) Remove cotter pin and pin which secure the yoke to the
trigger control spring eye. Remove the yoke.

(4) Hold the two nuts on the trigger control spring guide so as

to prevent them from turning, and unscrew the trigger control spring
eye, then unscrew the two nuts.

(5) Unscrew the two screws which secure the trigger control
spring spacer to the trigger control body. Remove the spacer.

(6) Remove the trigger control slide assembly with the parts
assembled. Compress the trigger control mechanism spring so as to
disengage it from the pin and remove it from the guide, Remove the
trigger control spring guide washer. Remove the guide with the trigger
mechanism buffer spring.

d. Recoil Mechanism (fig. 145).
(1) Make certain the cradle is locked. Remove the four screws

and washers which secure the recoil mechanism rear attaching bracket
to the cradle. Slide the recoil mechanism out through the rear. Re
move the eight screws and washers which secure the recoil mech-
anism front attaching bracket to the cradle. Remove the bracket and

drive out the bushings from it.
(2) Unscrew the recoil spring guide nut screws and slowly un- |

screw the recoil spring guide nut on rear end of mechanism. Rena
the counterrecoil buffer spring. Slide off the attaching bracket ca
drive out the bushings from it, then unscrew the screws from ©
other recoil spring guide nut, gradually unscrew the nut, and ee)
the recoil spring guide and recoil spring (springs are under prosu

(3) To disassemble the recoil mechanism guide assembly; § tel
out the pins which secure the brackets to the guides and remey”

the brackets.
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RA PD 91887ure 144—Right Side Cradle Plate—Machine Gun Antigirerat+____ Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View
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re 147 —Left Side Cradle Plate—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View
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riders 148—Trunnion Bracket Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M3—
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Figure 149—Pedestal, Showing Brake Shoe Grou Machine ¢
Antiaireraft Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View —
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Figure 150—Pedestal Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraff Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View
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¢ 151—Leg Clamping Group Parts—Machine Gun Antiaircraff Mount, Cal. .50, M3—Exploded View
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e. Cradle (figs. 146 and 147). Drive out the taper pins and
unscrew the cradle pivot bolts. Remove the cradle plates, Drive
out the bearings from the side plates, To separate ammunition feed
tray from left side plate, remove the two screws and washers.

f. Link Chute (fig. 146). Remove the two screws and washers
which secure link chute to the cradle and withdraw the link chute,

+

g. Side Plate Trigger Container (fig. 147). Remove the screws
which secure container to the cradle side plate. Open the container.
Remove the container cap wire from the cap and withdraw container
cap plate and spring.

NOTE: Refer to section XI tor disassembly of the side plate trigger.

h, Trunnion Bracket Group (fig, 148).
(1) Loosen the trunnion bracket clamp bolt and remove the

trunnion bracket from the trunnion bracket socket.
(2) Remove cotter pins and unscrew the two upper shield clamp-

ing bolts. Drive out the pin and unscrew the cradle clamping shaft
stop nut. Remove the left cradle side plate clamping block. Withdraw
the cradle clamping handle with parts assembled. Remove cotter pins
and withdraw the pin which secures the handle to the shaft. Remove
the handle, taking care not to lose the ball and spring. To remove

the shaft from the cradle clamping handle nut, drive out the pin.

i. Trunnion Bracket Socket (fig. 149).
(1) Remove the six screws and washers which secure the socket

‘to the housing. Remove the socket.
_ (2) Remove the two brake handle retaining springs and remove
'the brake handle. Unscrew the brake shoe adjusting screw, then the
brake retaining screw, and remove the brake.

_ j. Bearing Housing and Cones (fig. 150),
:a (1) Loosen the bolt on topof the upper vibration isolation cone.
Remove the cone with parts assembled. Remove the bolt from the
‘cone and disassemble the cone components,
" (2) Pry open the ball bearing retainer and remove it.
B@) Remove the’ bearing housing with all its components. Re-
cmlOve the bearing balls. Remove the screws and washers which se-
cleure the brake shoe clamping handle retaining clip. Do not dis-
Becinble the bearing housing any further.
Bk Rivipod (fig. 151).a Support the pedestal body on a block, loosen the leg clamp-

Ing3 handles, and remove the legs. Remove the cotter pins and with-athe pins which secure the handles to the leg clamping bolts.
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i (2) Screw the leg clamping bolts in all the way, Drive out the
pins from the leg clamping bolt collars. Unscrew the collars and
remove the bolts and the leg clamping jaws.

66. INSPECTION.

a, Cradle Group (figs, 142 to 148).

(1) Inspect cradle generally for bent plates, burs, and condition;
security of trigger frame and trigger control mechanism on cradle;
and security of recoil mechanism in cradle. Check security of cradle
in trunnion bracket socket, when mounted.

(2) Check trigger frame for disgortion, and grips and trigger
control mechanism operating parts for wear, looseness, and lost
motion. Test action of trigger locking plunger, and check condition
of linkage of trigger control rod lever to trigger control mechanism,

(3) Check trigger control mechanism generally as for Mount
M2AI, as it is similar in construction. Adjustment of trigger control
mechanism is explained in TM 9-226.

(4) Check recoil mechanism guide for straightness, burs, and
rust. Check brackets and gun securing pins for condition, and pins
for locking,

(5) Check recoil and counterrecoil springs for cracks and rust;
and guide, guide nuts, and securing screws for condition and wear of
threads. Check grease fittings for security and clogged holes.

(6) Check action and condition of cradle clamping handle and
block, and contacting surface on side plates for wear and burs, Check
threads of upper shield clamping bolts and trunnion bracket clamping
bolt for wear and burs.

b. Pedestal Group (figs. 149 to 151). ;

‘(1) Check rotation of trunnion bracket socket in pedestal and

note any roughness which might be due to damaged or dirty bearing:

(2) Check action of brake shoe clamping handle, and for missing

retaining springs and worn or burred parts.

(3) Inspect bearing for dirt or cracked balls, and vibra
isolation cones and cone insulations for condition; inspect also Da?

bearing insulations. -
(4) Check action of leg clamping handles, and bolts and a

for burs and wear. Check leg centering pin in socket for security an :

wear.
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67. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR,

a. Replace all broken, badly worn, or otherwise unserviceable
parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23;
Repaint all painted surfaces that have become checked, as prescribed
in ITM 9-226. When assembling, clean, oil all unpainted parts for
rust prevention, and lubricate as prescribed in TM 9-226, Adjust-
ments of the mount are explained in TM 9-226,

b. Cradle Group.
(1) Due to vibration caused by firing, the recoil spring guide

nuts have a tendency to work loose, When present nut (set) screws
fail to prevent nuts from working loose;+replace screws with a cup-
point, headless 44-inch set screw one-half inch long 102707 (BCU X4 )
and lock in place with a jam nut 218436, File or grind a flat on the
guide nut so that the jam nut is flush with the top of the screw when
assembled.

(2) A recent modification has added a trigger release spring
A7100105 which is held in position by the trigger locking plunger
housing on the lower rear end of the left-hand trigger frame. When
assembled, the spring bears upon the trigger control rod lever and
serves, by its spring action, to insure the return of the trigger control
mechanism to the normal position when the grips are released. This

_ modification is covered in MWO A37-W17. If the spring is missing,
| bent, or cracked so as to fail in its function, replace it,

a
i

a
a

l

- (3) If trigger control lock does not function properly, replace
| the trigger locking plunger spring.

- (4) If (side plate trigger) container cap does not lock properly,ile spring and, if necessary, replace spring. .«

ame(5.) If lug on trigger control slide is worn so as to affect its
yefrroper, level contact with side plate trigger slide (when assembled),

23iec slide.

4a Pedestal Group.
Ben If pedestal group is disassembled, thoroughly clean ball bear-ee check for damaged races or balls, and pack bearing with“se“when assembling (pats 68 a).
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68. ASSEMBLY.

a. Prior to assembly, all parts must be free of dirt, rust, and other
extraneous matter. Metal parts in contact must be covered with a

light film of preservative lubricating oil (special). The pedestal
socket bearing and cradle pivot bolt bearings should be repacked
with O.D, grease, No. 0 above +32 F, or No. 00 below +32 F, before
assembly. The recoil mechanism guide rods require coating with
a light film of grease prior to assembly. Assembly is in the reverse
order of disassembly. However, the following instructions pertaining
to certain assembly operations should be noted:

(1) In assembling the cradle plates to the trunnion bracket, do
not interchange the left and right cradle pivot bolts; the bolts are not
interchangeable because the holes for the taper pins are drilled at
assembly,

(2) ,In assembling the tripod, do not interchange the collars and
bolts; they are not interchangeable because the holes for the pins
are drilled at assembly.

(3) Always support the bearing housing with the supporting tool
when the socket is being assembled.

(4) In assembling the bearing retainers, press the retainer into
proper position. Pps:

(5) In assembling the (side plate) trigger control mechanism,
proceed as follows:

(a) Assemble the trigger mechanism buffer spring onto the trig-
ger control spring guide, and then assemble the trigger control spring
washer with the round surface toward the flange on the guide.

(b) Insert the guide into position on the trigger control slide.
Secure the slide firmly and compress the spring. Replace the two nuts
on the guide, Remove the slide and replace the trigger control mecha-
nism spring. Replace the spacer and secure it with the two screws.

b. Refer to TM 9-226 for adjustments, functioning, and operation,

9

Section XVII

MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNT,
CAL. .50, M63

69. DISASSEMBLY.
a. Gun. See that the cradle is locked in the horizontal poole

Remove the two gun locking pins which lock the gun to the cree
Carefully lift the gun from the cradle, taking care not to ro
the trigger control mechanism or the side plate trigger.
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CRADLE AND YOKE ASS’ Y-D7161 080

BASE, ASS'Y-D7161009

LEG, ASS'Y-C7161001

“ . RA FD 91833

Figure 152——Component Groups and Assemblies of Machine Gun
By Antiaircraft Moun#, Cal. .50, M63
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{CLAMP, PINTLE LOCKING,
/ASS'Y-B292085

(TRAVERSE LOCK}

RA PD 71897

Figure 154—-Elevator Assembly—Machine Gun Antiaircraf¢#
Mount, Cal. .50, M63

BEARING SOCKET (STUD) BOLT

LEG CLAMP BOLT

aD.yee BEARING SOCKET

COTTER PIN HOLE

GREASE FITTING

Vasey BEARING LOCK

BEE TRAVERSE LOCK SEATS

LEG SOCKET

LEG CLAMP: LEG ALINING sTUD HOLE

“75a RA PD 60285

_ Figure 155—Base Assembly (New Type)—Machine Gun: Antiaircraft Mount, Cal, .50, M63
201
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RA PD 71896

Figure 156—Base Assembly {Old Type)—Machine Gun
Antiaircraft Mount, Cal. .50, M63

HOLE FOR SECURING LEG TO BASE IN AN EMERGENCY

STUD FOR ALINING LEG

B_ (LUG FOR SECURING LEG
1TO. M3 HAND CART

COTTER PIN FOR SECURING

ited TO BASE

RA PD 22780

Figure 157—Leg Assembly—Machine Gun Antiaireraft
Mounf, Cal. .50, M63
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MACHINE GUN ANTIAIRCRAFT MOUNT, CAL. .50, M63

b. Cradle and Yoke. Loosen the pintle locking clamp on the
elevator, and lift out the cradle with the pintle.

NOTE: Side plate trigger is covered in section XJ,

ce. Elevator. Loosen the traverse lock on the elevator. Push in
on the bearing lock on the base to lock the bearing and unscrew the
elevator from the base.

d. Legs and Base. Loosen the leg clamps and remove the legs
from the base,

e. The disassembled components of the mount are shown in fig-
ure 152.

70. INSPECTION.

a. Cradle and Yoke Group (fig. 153),
(1) Check free movement of cradle in yoke, security of pivot

bolts, and fit and locking of gun and cradle locking pins (should have
no play). Check pintle for burs and rust.

(2) Check security of rear end of cradle and handle frames to
cradle. Check handles for looseness and cracks, and firing levers for
Operation and smooth action. Check action of firing levers, check
linkage on trigger control mechanism, and test operation of safety.

(3) Check position and security of trigger control mechanism
on cradle bracket, and check mechanism generally as for Mount
M2A1. Function and adjustment of mechanism is explained in
TM 9-226.

(4) Check security of ammunition chest support and'side plate
trigger container, and test retention of retainer cover.

b. Elevator Assembly (fig. 154).
(1) Check pintle socket for rust and burs, and pintle locking

Clamp for action and worn or burred threads..
(2) Check traverse lock for positive spring action by pressing

down. It should rise freely when released,
(3) Check elevator body for dents, and cone (which seats in

base) and bolt threads for burs and wear. —

c. Base Group Assembly (figs. 155 and 156),
(1) Check bearing socket for free movement with bearing and

"note any roughness which might indicate dirt or damaged bearing,
Check socket (stud) bolt for worn or burred threads.

“§ (2) Check leg clamps for security on base, and bolts for worn
Or burred threads. Check grease fitting leading to bearing for clogged
lole. Check handle for cracked welding,

i
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ORDNANCE MAINTENANCE—BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
CAL. .50, MZ ALL TYPES, AND GROUND MOUNTS

d. Leg Assembly (fig. 157), Check legs for dents, missing or

bent securing lugs and cotter pins, and bent or loose spades. Check
alining studs for wear and looseness. .

71. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR,
a. Replace all broken, badly worn or otherwise unserviceable

parts. Remove burs and rust as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23.
Repaint all painted surfaces that have become checked, as prescribed
in TM 9-226. When assembling, clean, oil all unpainted parts for
rust prevention, and lubricate as prescribed in TM 9-226, Adjust-
ments of the mount are explained in TM 9-226.

b, Cradle and Yoke Group.
(1) If firing levers or linkage are worn so as to cause lost motion,

Teplace worn parts,
(2) If safety does not function properly, replace it.
(3) If (side plate trigger) container cap does not lock properly,

examine spring and, if necessary, replace spring.

(4) If lug on trigger control slide is worn so as to affect its proper,
level contact with lug on side plate trigger slide (when assembled),
replace slide.

(5) If gun securing pins are worn so as to cause lost motion,
replace pins.

e. Elevator Assembly.
(1) If pintle locking clamp and traverse lock do not function

properly, examine and replace damaged parts.
(2) If threads in elevator are stripped or loose enough to cause

lost motion, replace elevator assembly.

d. Base Assembly.
(1) If threads on (stud) bolt in base which secures elevator to

base are stripped or badly worn, the bolt or group parts should be

replaced, or base assembly replaced,
(2) If toggle bolt assemblies are badly worn or threads damaged,

replace assembly.

72. ASSEMBLY.
a. Legs and Base (figs. 155, 156, and 157), Insert the legs into

the leg sockets of the base, alining each leg by means of the stud of

the leg. Lock the legs in position by tightening the leg clamps.

b. Elevator (fig. 154). Insert the elevator into the base; push’
in the bearing lock to lock the bearing, and screw the elevator into”
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position. Do not use too much force as it will strip the threads, The
traversing bearing has a play of 0,002 inch and any additional tight-
ening of the elevator to the base will not eliminate this clearance.
Lock the elevator to the base in either the 45-degree or 90-degree
position in azimuth by means of the traverse lock. |

ce. Cradle and Yoke (fig. 153). Insert the pintle of the yoke
* into the pintle socket of the elevator so that the cradle is on the same

side as the bend in the elevator. Secure with pintle locking clamp.

d. Gun. See that the cradle is locked in the horizontal position.
Carefully replace the machine gun in the cradle, taking care that the
side plate trigger and (side plate) trigger control mechanism are
properly engaged. Secure the gun to the cradle by means of the two
gun locking pins.

NOTE; Adjustment of the (side plate) trigger control mechanism
is explained in TM 9-226.

Section XVIII

ACCESSORIES

73. LINK-DELINKING MACHINE, CAL. .50, M7, 1-M-72-625
(fig. 11).

a. Disassembly. This machine is assembled for the most part
by means of pins held in place by cotter pins. The groups may be
removed by withdrawing cotter pins and then retaining pins. The
loading slide stops and springs can be removed from the sides of
the base by driving out the retaining pins, The cartridge link stop
on the front of the base can be removed by removing the three re-
taining screws.

b. Inspection. Check all parts for burs and rust, Check pivot
Pins for wear and cotter pins for breaks. Operate machine and see
that parts move smoothly. See that loading slide stops have smooth
Spring action and that springs are not broken and hold stops pro-

' jected. See that guide pins in base are neither loose nor bent, and
that cartridge link stop is secure on base.

c. Maintenance and Repair.
E (1) Replace damaged or broken cotter pins and badly worn
‘Pivot pins. Remove burs and replace worn, bent, or broken parts.
fa eplace pins in base if loose or bent,
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PIECE, FEEDWAY FILLER-A7161317
ae, !

(NeHES a cul ne

RA PD 98152

Figure 158—Blank Firing Attachment

(2) Oil machine lightly to prevent rusting, and occasionally oil
slide and pivot pins to insure smooth action and to prevent wear.
such oiling should be light so that oil will not get on cartridges when
loading into belt,

d, Assembly. Install the parts removed, by reversing procedure
of disassembly. Use new cotter pins when assembling,

74, HAND LINKER-DELINKER, CAL. .50, M12, 41-L-1604
(fig, 12),

a, Disassembly.
(1) ‘The parts comprising the linker-delinker are for the most

part retained by pins held in place by spring washers retained by
locking rings. Parts should not be disassembled unless necessary [Of
repair. Parts may be removed by first removing locking ring, 3?
then washer and pin: Method of disassembly should be noted to aid
in reassembly,

(2) The extension spring may be removed by unhooking the
ends from the retaining posts. ;
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b. Inspection. Operate linker-delinker to see that action is
smooth, and that spring functions. Check parts for burs, distortion,
and breaks. See that all locking rings and spring Washers are secure,
and check pins for wear. Check operation, using links and dummy
cartridges, to see that cartridge can be extracted and fully seated
in link.

ce. Maintenance and Repair. Linker-delinker should be kept
clean and all burs removed. Damaged, bent, or broken parts should
be replaced if available, or linker-delinker replaced as a unit. Pivot
pins should be lightly oiled to prevent wear, and all excess oil should
be wiped off to prevent its getting on cartridges when loading in links,

d. Assembly. Install parts removed, by reversing manner of
disassembly. Be sure spring washers are securely locked in place by
locking rings, and rings are fully seated and locked in their grooves
in pins. The extension spring is assembled by securing end loops on

retaining posts.

75. BLANK FIRING ATTACHMENT.

a, A blank firing attachment has been designed for the Aircraft
Gun, Cal. .50, M2 consisting of a muzzle adapter A7161316 and a feed-
way filler piece A7161317 (fig. 158). When attached to the gun (fig.
159), belts of linked cal. .50 blank cartridges can be fired auto-
matically. Belts of regular cal. 50 cartridges cannot be fired with the
attachment in place because the feedway filler piece prevents them
from being drawn into the feedway.

b. The muzzle adapter is assembled to the barrel jacket in place
of the front barrel bearing. The feedway filler piece is assembled
over the belt holding pawl pin on the opposite side from the belt
holding pawl, and is held in place by the cover when closed.
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Section XIX

REFERENCES

76. PUBLICATIONS: INDEXES.

The following publications indexes should be consulted frequently
for latest changes or revisions of references given in this section and
for. new publications relating to materiel covered in this manual:

a. Index (index to SNL’s). 0.0...eeceee: ASF Cat.
ORD 2 OPSI

b. List of Publications for Training (Listing
MR’s, MTP’s, FM’s, TM’s, TR’s, TB's,
MW0O’s, SB’s, WDLO’s, and FT’s) ............ FM 21-6

¢c. List of Training Films, Film Strips, and Film
Bulletins (listing TF’s, FS’s, and FB’s by
serial number and subject) ............0.00.... FM 21-7

d, Military Training Aids (listing graphic train-
ing aids, devices, and displays) ..................- FM 21-8

77. STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LISTS.
a. Cleaning, Preserving, And Repair.

Cleaning, preserving and lubricating materials;
recoil fluids, special oils, and miscellaneous
related (itemseAne es SNL K-1

Soldering, brazing and welding material, gases
andvurelated. items. heroeee SNL K-2

b. Gun Materiel.
Gun, machine, cal, 50, Browning, AN-M2, air-

GRALC. PASC rien rae er nerve mer nitaR Gr genet SNL A-38
Gun, machine, cal, .50, Browning, M2, heavy

barrel, fixed and flexible; and ground mounts SNL A-39
Gun, machine, cal. .50, Browning, M2, heavy

Darrel; turrets tyDents nsehee koeeyesssaes SNL A-59
Gun, machine, cal. 50, Browning, M2, water

cooled, flexible; and mounts ........................ SNL A-37
Mounts, small arms, for motor vehicles .......... SNL A-55
set, control equipment, automatic gun, AA,

M1 (for cal. .50 AA machine gun and
37-mm automatic gun).. . SNL F-182

sight, telescopic, M1 and T3 ‘(for ‘cal, 50
THACIITIA: CHNS)).oleens ri pinciticarsttrcuane iics SNL F-195

e. Tools, maintenance, for repair of automatic
guns, automatic gun antiaircraft materiel,
automatic and semiautomatic cannon, and
MOLtarae iiaieaietnrae iy eeeietsirtls SNL A-35
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d. Truck, 2'%-ton, 6 x 6, small arms repair, M7
and M7A1 Sf inere Pre SRS Re RHE REESE CRE PR TER TERR Pe eee eee eee hea SNL G-138

78. EXPLANATORY PUBLICATIONS.
a. Cleaning, Preserying, Lubricating, and Repair.

Cleaning, preserving, sealing, lubrication, and
related materials issued for ordnance ma-
TELIGL Si vicie rrr en HR Ee eel ben vc ealadibee ry eee ITM 9-850

small arms: General instructions for care,
preservation, and lubrication ..................000. WDTB

9-2835-8

b. Gas Attack.
Decontamination) iii wikeves tics yeti ™ 3-220
Defense against chemical attack :./duiucesie FM 21-40
Military chemistry and chemical agents ....... TM 3-215

ce. Gun Materiel.
Browning PACHINS gun, cal. .50, M2, aircraft,

Pasig See ee ee tnccl ort ehteles eee; TM 9-225
Browning eet ite gun, cal, 50, HB, M2,

STOUR Myo ey eae ee ey eee a FM 23-60
Browning machine gun, cal. .50, HB, M2

(mounted in combat vehicles) ............. Tyee FM 23-65
Browning machine gun, cal. .50, M2, water-

cooled, and) mounts) 20.0)... . TM 9-226
Machine gun mounts for trucks ...................0..., ™M 9-224
Machine gun mounts for boats ........................ TM 9-230
Set, control, equipment, M1 automatic gun,

YW Nei, QS Ee Hie es he nes Bd a ee eM ee T™™ 9-1605
Telescope sights M1 and T3 be an ee re eeaT TM 9-1581

d. Inspection and Maintenance.
Ammunition inspection guide .............0008 TM 9-1904
Basic maintenance manual ............6....00006 TM 37-250
Inspection of ordnance materiel ...................., TM 9-1100
Maintenance of materiel in the hands of troops OFSB 4-1

e. Miscellaneous.
Dictionary of United States Army Terms ...... TM 20-205
Small arms ammunition ..2..0/....0.... cece TM 9-1990

f. Ordnance Storage And Shipment.
Army-Navy general specifications for pack- ,

aging and packing for overseas shipment.,,. No, 100-14A
Ordnance storage and shipment aia teeeroup
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